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FIRE PRECAUTIONS 
 

(To be read from the Chair if members of the public are present) 
 

In the event of the fire alarm sounding, please leave the room immediately. Proceed downstairs 
by way of the main stairs or as directed by GBC staff, follow any of the emergency exit signs. 
People with disability or mobility issues please identify yourself to GBC staff who will assist in 
your evacuation of the building. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
 

 If you are in a wheelchair or have difficulty in walking and require 
access to the Committee Room on the First Floor of the Town Hall 
for this meeting, assistance can be provided by Town Hall staff on 
request 

 
If you require any of the services detailed above please ring the Direct Line 
for the Democratic Services Officer listed on the Summons (first page). 

 
 

NOTE:  
i. Councillors are requested to note that, if any Councillor who is not a Member of the Board 

wishes to speak at the Board meeting, then the Borough Solicitor is required to receive not 
less than 24 hours prior notice in writing or electronically and such notice shall indicate the 
agenda item or items on which the member wishes to speak.  

 
ii. Please note that mobile phones should be switched off for the duration of the meeting. 

 
 



Economic Development Board 
9 October 2013 

AGENDA 
   

  
 

RECOMMENDED 
MINUTE FORMAT 

1. APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE  
   
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
   
 All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the 

meeting or as soon as possible thereafter, any personal or 
personal and prejudicial interest in any item(s) being considered 
at this meeting. 

 

   
3. MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD HELD ON 19 

JUNE 2013 
 

   
4. DEPUTATIONS – STANDING ORDER 3.5  
   
 (NOTE: The Board is required to receive a deputation(s) on a 

matter which is before the meeting of the Board provided that 
notice of the intended deputation and its object shall have been 
received by the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday 7 
October 2013.  The total time for deputations in favour and 
against a proposal shall not exceed 10 minutes). 

 

   
5. PUBLIC QUESTIONS – STANDING ORDER 3.6  
   
 (NOTE: The Board is required to allow a total of 15 minutes for 

questions from Members of the public on matters within the terms 
of reference of the Board provided that notice of such Question(s) 
shall have been submitted to the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on 
Monday 7 October 2013). 

 

   
6. 
 
 
 
 

TRANSFER OF LAND AT CHERQUE FARM 
 
To authorise the exchange of one of the current proposed play 
areas at Cherque Farm for a larger area of land. 
 

PART II 
Contact Officer: 
Ian Lycett/Mark 

Simmonds  
Ext 5653 

7. COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY  

  
To consult on a preliminary draft charging schedule with a view to 
collecting a Community Infrastructure Levy. 
 

PART II 
Contact Officer: 
Linda Edwards 

Ext  5400 

   

8. ANY OTHER ITEMS 
 -which the Chairman determines should be considered, by reason 

of special circumstances, as a matter of urgency. 
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 Agenda item no 06.    
  

Board/Committee: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD 

Date of meeting: WEDNESDAY 9th OCTOBER 2013 

Title: TRANSFER OF LAND AT CHERQUE FARM 

Author: CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

Status: FOR DECISION 

  
  

Purpose 
 
To authorise the exchange of one of the current proposed play areas at 
Cherque Farm for a larger area of land. 

 
Recommendation 
 
That the Board agrees to the transfer of one of the Local Areas of Play (LAP) 
which forms part of the Cherque Farm Estate back to the developer in 
exchange for a larger area as indicated on the annexed plan, and the receipt 
of the commuted sum set out in the Report. 
 
1. Background 
  

1.1 
 
 
 
 

1.2 
 
 
 

1.3 
 
 
 

1.4 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1.5  

The housing development at Cherque Farm is now very near to 
completion.   Persimmon had, in the original planning application, 
identified two shopping areas.  The first was developed successfully but 
the second has not attracted any interest from perspective occupiers. 
 
The Council and Ward Members have received numerous complaints 
regarding the second shopping area, which was fenced, very unsightly 
and attracting anti-social behaviour. 
 
A planning application has been submitted to provide residential 
development on the second shopping site and this was approved by the 
Regulatory Board on the 17th October 2012. 
 
As part of the original planning application in 2007, the developer 
(Persimmon Homes) was to provide some play areas and other open 
spaces.  These spaces were to be handed over to this Council with a 
“dowry” to pay for their future maintenance and upkeep.  Most of these 
have now been handed over with the last few areas due in the coming 
months. 
 
To facilitate the residential development, the Council has been asked to 
transfer a small area of land originally designed as a Local Area of Play 
(LAP) back to Persimmon Homes in exchange for a larger area of land.  
This would be accompanied by an increased payment to the Council to 
recognise the increased are of land.  Officers have confirmed this 
payment will be sufficient to fence the land, lay it out as a LAP and 
maintain it in accordance with this Council’s Policy. 
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2. Report 
  

2.1  It is intended for there to be an immediate transfer of the LAP shown on 
the annexed plan to Persimmon in exchange for the alternative site, 
also shown on the plan. 

  
2.2 An additional commuted sum of £8,400 (plus VAT) and a sum of £780 

(plus VAT) will be paid to the Council on completion of the Transfer.  
  

2.3 The area which is to be transferred to the Council will be used for 
informal recreation and play. 
 

3. 
 
3.1 

Risk Assessment 
 
The area will be subject to an independent check prior to being made 
available for use by the local public. 

  
  
4. Conclusion 
  

4.1 It is considered that the commuted sums to be paid will be sufficient to 
maintain the sites for the foreseeable future. 

  
  

Financial Services comments: 
 

See paragraph 4.1 of the Report 

Legal Services comments: 
 

The Borough Solicitor and Deputy Chief 
Executive will ensure that the Transfer of 
the land will proceed at the earliest 
opportunity 

Service Improvement Plan 
implications: 

None 

Corporate Plan 
 

People - Quality public areas and green 
spaces 

Risk Assessment 
 

See paragraph 3 of the Report 

Background papers: 
 

None 

Appendices/Enclosures: 
 

Plan showing the areas in question. 

Report author/Lead Officer:  Ian Lycett 
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 AGENDA ITEM NO 07 

  

Board/Committee: Economic Development Board 

Date of Meeting: 9th October 2013 

Title: Community Infrastructure Levy – Preliminary Draft 
Charging Schedule 

Author: Borough Solicitor and Deputy Chief Executive 

Status: FOR DECISION 

  
Purpose 
 
 To consult on a preliminary draft charging schedule with a view to 

collecting a Community Infrastructure Levy. 
 
  
Recommendation 
 
 That the Board agree the attached Preliminary Draft Community 

Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule in Appendix A for consultation 
purposes. 

  
  

1 Background 
  

1.1 
 

At the Board’s meeting of 22nd February 2012 approval was given to 
the principle of introducing a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) in 
the Borough. The infrastructure to be funded by the levy is needed to 
support the development envisaged by the Council’s Draft Local Plan 
2011-2029. 
 

1.2 It was reported at the February 2012 meeting that in the future the 
scope to negotiate and then use Section 106 developer contributions 
will be more limited. In most cases it will no longer be possible to 
accumulate Section 106 funds from more than five different 
developments for infrastructure projects. This restriction on the use of 
section 106 funds is due to be in force by April 2014 although the 
Government has been consulting on revised CIL regulations which 
may put this date back to April 2015.  

  
1.3 There is a set procedure that the Council must follow to introduce 

CIL. The first stage is the preparation of a Preliminary Draft Charging 
Schedule. This schedule should identify the actual or expected total 
cost of infrastructure required to support the development of the area 
and together potential sources of funding. It then identifies if there is 
a gap in between the cost of the infrastructure and the potential 
funding. The schedule then sets out the rates of levy to be charged to 
address this gap in funding. However, the Council when setting its 
rates in the charging schedule must aim to strike what appears to 
them to be an appropriate balance between: 
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 the desirability of funding from CIL (in whole or part) the actual 
or expected total cost of infrastructure required to support the 
development of the area, taking into account other actual and 
expected sources of funding; and 

 the potential effects taken as a whole of the imposition of CIL 
on the economic viability of the development across its area.  

  
1.4 It is recognised that local authorities will incur costs in setting up and 

implementing CIL so the regulations allow local authorities to use up 
to 5% of their CIL receipts for administrative purposes. In order to 
establish an appropriate and viable rate at which CIL could be levied, 
a CIL viability study is needed. Consultants were appointed who had 
significant experience in preparing CIL viability studies. The viability 
study has to be prepared in accordance with government regulations 
on CIL. The viability study looked at different types and locations of 
development. 
   
  

2 Report 
  

2.1 
 

The Gosport Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule has been by 
informed by an Infrastructure Assessment Report and Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan that were published as background papers to the draft 
Local Plan. These documents have been refreshed in light of the 
most recent information. A copy of the Infrastructure Assessment 
Report has been placed in the Members Room whilst the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is included as Appendix B.  

  
2.2 The Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule sets out the rate of CIL that 

the Council proposes to collect. This schedule is informed by the CIL 
viability study. The study is included as Appendix C in the on line 
version of this report and a copy of the report has been placed in the 
Members Room. The paper version of this report only contains the 
executive summary. The study concludes that despite the current 
depressed economy and reduced level of development activity, the 
collection of CIL is still viable on some forms of development. It 
concludes that it is viable to collect CIL on residential and some retail 
uses, but that it is not viable on development for other forms of land 
use – small scale retail, office, industry, community or leisure. In 
Gosport’s case, the ability to charge CIL on residential development 
is reduced by the Council’s policy in the draft Local Plan to require 
developers to provide 40% affordable housing on sites where 10 or 
more dwellings are proposed. 

  
2.3 Both CIL and affordable housing are funded from the profit arising 

from development. Imposing any obligation on a development 
reduces profitability, and thus if these requirements are excessive, 
development will generally not occur. Therefore the rate at which CIL 
can be charged is related to the viability of the proposed 
development particularly when affordable housing is required. 
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2.4 The CIL viability study recommends a slightly lower CIL rate in some 
areas where residential development is required to allocate a 
proportion of the dwellings for affordable housing. The Draft Local 
Plan sets a threshold of 10 dwellings as to when affordable housing 
will be required. The rationale for this lower CIL rate is that 
developments above the threshold in some areas incur higher costs 
by the requirement to sell the affordable housing component at a 
lower development value to social housing providers. 
 

2.5 The viability study concluded that due to differing land values within 
the Borough there were three areas where there should be a 
differential charging rate; the area in the south of the Borough, the 
area in the north of the Borough and the area around Rowner. The 
consultants acknowledged that there had been considerable 
investment in the Rowner area but despite some growth in the land 
values in the area they are still lower that the surrounding area. 

  
2.6 Other than residential development, the only other form of 

development that the viability study concludes is capable of 
withstanding CIL is retail warehouses and supermarkets. 

  
2.7 In the case of the Gosport Waterfront regeneration site, site-specific 

issues such as the need for flood defences, with the resultant higher 
cost of redeveloping this area, have led to a recommendation of a 
reduced charging rate. 

  
2.8 The recommended residential CIL rates are overall slightly higher 

than the current Section 106 contribution level, which, although 
charged on per-bedroom basis, equates to an average of about 
£74/m². There is no evidence that the current contribution rate is 
discouraging development, and this corroborates the findings of the 
study.  

  
2.9 It is considered that the charging rates proposed in the viability study 

represent a fair appropriate balance to achieving sufficient funding 
from CIL for infrastructure without making development economically 
unviable. Accordingly based on the findings in the viability report 
Appendix A contains the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule which 
is being recommended for consultation. The proposed charging rates 
included in the Schedule are set out in the table overleaf. The 
Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule also contains a map showing 
the proposed charging zones. These preliminary draft charging rates 
are broadly in line with those being charged in neighbouring 
authorities. 
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Development Type CIL charge £ per 
m²  

1. Residential: 

Developments with no on-site affordable housing  

Charging Zone 1  £60 

Charging Zone 2 £100 

Charging Zone 3 £100 

Developments with on-site affordable housing  

Charging Zone 1 £0 

Charging Zone 2 £80 

Charging Zone 3 £100 

2. Non Residential: 

Retail warehouses and supermarkets
1
 £60 

Other non-residential  £0 

3. Gosport Waterfront site  

All Residential  £40 

Retail warehouses and supermarkets £60 

Other non-residential uses £0 

 
1. A simple definition of a Supermarket for this purpose is a food based, self-service, 
retail unit greater than 280 square metres and governed by the Sunday Trading Act 
1994. A retail warehouse can be defined as a large store, typically on one level, that 
specialises in the sale of bulky goods such as carpets, furniture, electrical goods or 
DIY items. 

  
  

2.10 Local Authorities are encouraged to specify the types of infrastructure 
for which it intends to use CIL. This needs to be identified in a 
‘Regulation 123 List’.  Proposed amendments to the CIL regulations 
suggest that the draft ‘Regulation 123 List’ should be published 
alongside the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule. The draft 
‘Regulation 123 List’ for Gosport is included as Appendix D and has 
been based on the Infrastructure Assessment and Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan. 

  
2.11 When the Council introduces the CIL, Section 106 requirements 

should be scaled back to those matters that are necessary to make 
the development acceptable in planning terms and are directly 
related to a development site and are not set out in the Regulation 
123 List. There should not be any double counting with developers 
being charged for the same infrastructure under CIL and Section 106 
requirements.   
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Next Steps 
  

2.12 A range of organisations representing community and businesses 
interests will be consulted, in line with the adopted Statement of 
Community Involvement, on the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule 
for a period of six weeks ending 25th November. Following 
consultation, the Council will need to consider any representations 
received and publish a draft schedule for further consultation. The 
draft schedule will then will be considered together with any 
representations by an inspector at an examination in public (EIP), 
which is anticipated being concurrent with the Local Plan EIP. 
 

2.13 Once adopted the Council will monitor the factors affecting the 
proposed CIL charging schedule, and there may be circumstances 
that will necessitate an early review. These could include changes in 
land values, interest rates, development costs, construction costs 
related to Sustainable Homes, or affordable housing requirements. 

  
  

3 Risk Assessment 
  

3.1 
 

The collection of contributions from Section 106 obligations will 
continue in relation to project-specific infrastructure needs, but from 
2014 legislation comes into force which restricts the collection of 
money under Section 106. Money for non-project specific 
infrastructure projects (ie infrastructure benefitting the whole 
Borough) will only be able to be pooled from a maximum of five 
planning applications. This will severely curtail the ability to collect 
contributions from larger numbers of projects for strategic 
infrastructure schemes. 

  
4 Conclusion 

  
4.1 The CIL viability study concludes that collection of a Community 

Infrastructure Levy is viable on residential development and retail 
warehouses and supermarkets in the present economic climate. The 
amount that is sustainable is reflected in the charges proposed in the 
attached Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule (Appendix A). 
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Financial Services comments: Contained in the report 

Legal Services comments: Contained in the report 

Crime and Disorder: No direct issues, but the use of money 
collected through CIL could be used for 
measures to reduce local crime and 
disorder. 

Equality and Diversity: The collection of CIL will enable the 
provision of additional infrastructure which 
will improve quality of life for all members 
of the community. 

Service Improvement Plan 
implications: 

This preparation of a CIL charging 
schedule directly relates to other 
components of the Local Plan. 

Corporate Plan: The collection of CIL will support the 
provision of infrastructure that will be in line 
with the aims of the corporate plan 

Risk Assessment: see paragraph 3.1 

Background papers: Report to Economic Development Board 
on 22nd February 2012 

Appendices/Enclosures:  

Appendix ‘A’ Preliminary Draft CIL Charging Schedule 

Appendix ‘B’ Infrastructure Delivery Plan 

Appendix ‘C’ CIL Viability Study 

Appendix ‘D’ Draft Regulation 123 list 

Report author/ Lead Officer: Chris Payne 
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1. Purpose of This Document 
 
1.1 The purpose of this document is to: 

 set out Gosport Council’s preliminary draft charging schedule for its community 
infrastructure levy (CIL) for developer contributions to help fund infrastructure in the 
Borough; 

 summarise the evidence base that was used to calculate the charges proposed in the 
charging schedule; and 

 seek community comment on the proposed charging schedule 

 
1.2 The consultation on the Council’s preliminary draft Charging Schedule provides an 

opportunity for interested parties to comment on the appropriateness of the Council’s 
proposed Community Infrastructure Levy, which has been prepared in accordance with the 
Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010, the Community Infrastructure (Amendment) 
Regulations 2011, and the Community Infrastructure (Amendment) Regulations 2012 & 
2013. 

 
1.3 Once adopted, the CIL Charging Schedule will form the main basis for collecting developer 

contributions arising from new development in the Borough. It will be used to help fund 
provision of much-needed infrastructure to support development.  

 
 

2. Consultation Process 
 
2.1 The preliminary draft charging schedule (this document) is subject to six weeks’ consultation.  
 
2.2 The closing date for representations to be made to the Borough Council is               

25th November 2013. 
 
 Representations should be sent by mail to: 
 
 Head of Planning Policy 
 Gosport Borough Council  
 Town Hall 
 High Street 
 Gosport PO12 1EB 
  

or by E-mail to: 
 
 planning.policy@gosport.gov.uk  
 
 There is also an online comment form which is available at www.gosport.gov.uk/cil 
 
  
2.3 If you have any queries regarding the preliminary draft charging schedule or about making 

any representations please contact the Planning Policy Section at the above postal or E-mail 
address, or by telephone on 023 9254-5228. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:planning.policy@gosport.gov.uk
http://www.gosport.gov.uk/cil
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3. After Consultation 
 
3.1 All comments received on the preliminary draft charging schedule will be reported to the 

relevant Council Board together with any amendments which the Council proposes as a 
result of comments received. 

 
3.2 Once any changes are made as a result of these comments, it becomes a draft Charging 

Schedule. This is subject to further consultation and then a summary of representations 
together with the amended schedule are subject to examination. 

 
3.3 It is envisaged that the examination in public will take place in 2014 by an independent 

inspector. They will consider any outstanding representations and whether the Council’s 
proposed charging schedule is acceptable. Following the examination the Inspector will 
publish a report and if necessary propose changes to the charging schedule which they 
believe are required to make it acceptable in terms of legislation and Government planning 
policy.  

 
3.4 Once the Charging Schedule has gone through the consultation and examination process 

described above the Borough Council must then formally adopt the charging schedule in 
order for it to come into effect.  

 
3.5 The Charging Schedule will then be used to calculate and secure developer funding for 

necessary infrastructure to serve the types of developments permitted in accordance with the 
Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 to which the Charging Schedule applies. 

 
 

4. What is CIL? 
 
4.1 The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a system to enable the Council to collect 

contributions from developers to help fund the infrastructure for which development creates a 
need. These contributions help fund a wide range of infrastructure such as transport 
schemes, flood defences, education and health facilities, open space and leisure facilities. All 
these things benefit the users of new development. 

 
4.2 The power for local authorities (‘charging authorities’) to set and use CIL came into force in 

April 20101 and is required to be implemented on the basis of an up-to-date development 
plan. The Regulations allow a charging authority to base its Charging Schedule on a draft 
plan if they are planning a joint examination of their Local Plan and their Community 
Infrastructure Levy. This is the approach being taken by Gosport Borough Council, and the 
draft local plan can be seen at www.gosport.gov.uk/localplan2029.  

 
4.3 The CIL works on the basis of a per-square-metre tariff with each developer paying a set 

amount for each additional square metre of development, in accordance with an adopted CIL 
Charging Schedule. The level of the tariff is set by local authorities for their area of 
jurisdiction, and is based on the needs identified through the authority’s infrastructure 
assessment evidence relating to new development (the Infrastructure Assessment Report 
and Infrastructure Delivery Plan) and then tested to ensure that it is viable for the local 
market. It is acknowledged in accordance with the Regulations that CIL is not intended to pay 
for all infrastructure; instead it will assist in filling the gap between the cost of infrastructure 
and other sources of funding. 

 
 
 

                                                
1
 Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended by the Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) Regulations 2011 

and the Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) Regulations 2012 & 2013). 

http://www.gosport.gov.uk/localplan2029
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5. What is in this Document? 
 
5.1 Sections 1-8 of this document set out the background to CIL and the consultation process. It 

then sets out a summary of the evidence base which has been used to set the levies 
proposed in the Charging Schedule (Section 9). The evidence base consists of three 
elements: 

 

 the Gosport Local Plan 2011-2029 and its supporting evidence; 

 the Infrastructure Assessment Report and Infrastructure Delivery Plan; and 

 the CIL viability report. 
 

5.2 The detailed evidence documents which support the preliminary draft Charging Schedule are 
available to view at www.gosport.gov.uk/cil. Section 9.2 provides information on what CIL 
income will be used for in broad terms. From the above evidence the Council has proposed 
the preliminary draft Charging Schedule, which is detailed in Section 10. Sections 11-14 set 
out how CIL will be calculated, what it will be spent and how it will be monitored. 

 
 
 

6. Reasons for Implementing CIL 
 
6.1 New development can increase pressures on existing infrastructure, including roads and 

public transport, services and community facilities and on the environment generally. It is 
therefore appropriate to seek contributions from those benefitting from new development to 
help pay for the infrastructure for which that development generates a need. 

 
6.2 CIL is considered to be a fair, fast and effective mechanism for developers to contribute 

towards providing this infrastructure.  
 
 

7. Collecting Authority 
 
7.1 The collecting authority for CIL tariffs in Gosport Borough will be Gosport Borough Council, 

as the determining authority and charging authority for the Borough. Depending on the 
location and nature of the development, part of the CIL may be passed on Hampshire County 
Council, which provides some types of infrastructure.  

 
 

8. Who will pay CIL? 
 
8.1 CIL may be charged on the construction of most buildings that people normally use and 

where more than 100 square metres of floorspace (net), or a new dwelling is created 
(including dwellings of less than 100 square metres net floorspace). The tariff for each type 
of development is as set out in the CIL Charging Schedule (see Section 10). 

 
8.2 CIL is not required to be paid for development consisting solely of a change of use of 

floorspace, redevelopments that do not result in a net increase in floorspace or of subdivision 
of a dwelling into smaller dwellings (only any additional floorspace is subject to CIL). The CIL 
Regulations also make provisions for other exemptions:  

 

 Developers can apply for exemption from affordable housing provided they meet certain 
criteria ; 

 A local authority can decide to give relief to developments for charitable purposes. 
 

http://www.gosport.gov.uk/cil
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9. Evidence Base 
 
9.1 Draft Gosport Local Plan 2011-2029 
 
9.1.1 The Draft Gosport Local Plan is the key planning document which sets the development 

framework for the Borough during the period 2011-2029. It identifies quantum for residential, 
commercial, industrial and other forms of development and where this will be 
accommodated. It also plans for land uses needed to support these forms of development, 
including open space and community facilities.  

 
9.2 Infrastructure Assessment Report and Infrastructure Delivery Plan  
 
9.2.1 The Infrastructure Assessment Report (IAR) sets out key issues relating to infrastructure in 

the Borough including current and proposed facilities as well as identifying key requirements 
to support both existing and new development. 

 
9.2.2 The Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) identifies the infrastructure which will be needed to 

cater for the development identified in the Local Plan. Some of this infrastructure needs, for a 
number of reasons, to be in specific locations or to be accommodated on specific sites, 
whereas there is a degree of flexibility in the location of other infrastructure. 

 
9.2.3 As well as containing a comprehensive list of infrastructure requirements in the Local Plan 

period of 2011-2029, the IDP contains costings for each required piece of infrastructure, 
where known. 

 
9.2.4 Research to identify the infrastructure needed to support future development as indicated in 

the Local Plan included research into the costs of providing this infrastructure. For a number 
of infrastructure categories this work is ongoing, as it depends on studies covering other local 
authority areas in addition to Gosport. 

 
9.2.5 This work has identified the ‘funding gap’ as it presently stands between the estimated cost 

of key infrastructure and the secured funding for this infrastructure.  The costs and shortfalls 
are summarised as follows: 

 
 

Table 1: Funding gap for indicative infrastructure requirements 
 

Infrastructure Category Estimated Cost 
(£) 

Estimated 
Funding Gap (£) 

Coastal Defences (see note 1) 93,500,000 Significant 

School Education (see note 2) >4,000,000 >4,000,000 

Transport (see note 3) 37,119,000 36,819,000 

Green Infrastructure & Public Open Space 2,500,000 2,500,000 

Due to the fact that some costs cannot be yet quantified, as they depend on work currently in progress, a total 
cannot be yet provided. For further project and cost details, see the Infrastructure Delivery Plan. The purpose 
of this table is simply to demonstrate the difference between known infrastructure costs and funding gaps. 
These numbers change over time. 

 
Notes: 
 
1. The Eastern Solent Coastal Partnership recognises that a funding gap exists in respect of the required 

coastal defences. 
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2. A specific requirement has been identified in South Gosport to support expected development. However, in 
most cases it is likely that education will form a generic infrastructure requirement, in order that contributions 
can be directed towards providing and supporting additional school places required as a result of new 
development placing pressure on existing school places. In most cases it is not possible to identify specific 
schemes at this stage as it is not known which schools will experience this pressure over the Plan period as 
school rolls for individual schools can fluctuate over time. 

 
3. Includes identified schemes within Gosport Borough only. 

 
 

9.2.4The Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be subject to monitoring and will be reviewed as    
necessary. 

 
9.3 CIL Viability Study 
 
9.3.1 The CIL viability study (July 2013) was prepared for the Council by independent consultants, 

Adams Integra. It assessed the ability of development for different types of uses to make a 
contribution towards funding new infrastructure. This evidence assesses the ability of a 
sample of different types of development across the Borough to make financial contributions 
to help fund infrastructure while remaining viable. The conclusions of the report are that:  

 residential development on the sites allocated in the Draft Local Plan for residential 
development (Draft Local Plan Table 6.2) is sufficiently viable to be able to contribute 
towards infrastructure funding at present. 

 the only other forms of development other than residential development which are able 
to support a CIL charge are supermarkets and retail warehouses. 

 
 9.3.2  It is not intended that CIL fully funds new infrastructure, and the proposed CIL level reflects 

this issue. The Council will continue to rely on other sources of funding to help pay for new 
infrastructure. In accordance with the requirements of the CIL Regulations, the CIL viability 
study demonstrates that the proposed level of CIL will not place an undue burden on new 
development. The amount expected to be raised by CIL will not exceed the new 
infrastructure requirements (eligible to be funded by CIL) identified in the IDP. 

 
9.3.3 The methodology used for testing viability was to compare the residual land values resulting 

from a range of hypothetical developments with those sites’ current use values. The residual 
land value was then compared with a benchmark valuation that represents the minimum 
value that a landowner might be willing to accept to release their site for development. If the 
residual value was above the benchmark value, the development was considered viable and 
the difference between the two valuations represents the maximum amount that could 
potentially be captured by CIL.  

 
9.3.4 However, there are a number of reasons why CIL should not be set at the margin of viability. 

In other words, it should not seek to capture too much of the residual value above the 
benchmark value:  

 
i) The viability evidence undertaken is a snapshot in time and property markets change 

constantly over time, which means that the CIL rates that are set reflect this snapshot 
in time. Therefore CIL must remain appropriate for the life of the charging schedule, 
and not result in preventing significant amounts of development, for example, if there 
was a further downturn in the market. The Statutory Guidance on CIL specifically 
requires charging authorities to take this aspect into account. 

 
ii) The viability appraisals are undertaken using generalised assumptions to find an 

'average' valuation for the type of development being appraised. In reality, both values 
and costs vary significantly which means that the levy rates chosen must allow for the 
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fact that some developments have abnormally high costs, for example, where the 
remediation of contaminated land is required. 

 
iii) The viability appraisals themselves involve a relatively wide margin of error due to the 

assumptions that have to be made. Levy rates must take this into account when being 
set.  

 
9.3.5 Taking these factors into account, the consultants have proposed charges that secure the 

best possible level of funding for infrastructure but avoid the problems of setting rates too 
close to the margin of viability. 

 
 
9.4 Viable CIL Levels 
 
9.4.1  The Council considers that the proposed rates put forward in the CIL viability study strike an 

appropriate balance between: 

 the desirability of funding from CIL (in whole or part) the actual or expected total cost of 
infrastructure required to support the development of the area, taking into account other 
actual and expected sources of funding; and 

 the potential effects taken as a whole of the imposition of CIL on the economic viability of 
the development across its area 

 
9.4.2 Residential Development 

 
The viability study tested a range of possible CIL charging rates and concluded that 
residential development in the Borough could support a charging rate of £100 per square 
metre and still remain viable, other than the Rowner regeneration area, where a rate of 
£60/m² is recommended. Although property values in this area have increased at a faster 
rate than the Borough average since the commencement of the Rowner Renewal Project 
(also known as Alver Village), they are not yet at a level which could sustain the same CIL 
rate as the rest of the Borough. 
 
The study recognised that where development is required to make provision for affordable 
housing its viability is reduced. The study considered that the land values in the area in the 
south and west of the Borough as indicated on the map at appendix 1 would be still be 
capable of sustaining a CIL charging rate of £100 per square metre.  However, due to lower 
land values in the area to the north residential development would only be viable if the CIL 
charging rate was reduced to £80 per square metre, and to zero in the Rowner 
redevelopment area. 
 
In the case of the Gosport Waterfront, the report recommends a rate of £40/m² due to 
identified abnormal site redevelopment costs. These reduce the profit margin of 
redevelopment on this site. 
  

9.4.2 Retail Development 
 
Different locations, types and sizes of shops have different levels of viability. The study 
showed that the only forms of retailing that would be viable subject to CIL are supermarkets2 
and retail warehouses3. Consequently the study recommends a CIL rate of £60 per square 
metre for supermarkets and retail warehouses only. 

                                                
2
 The CIL viability study defines a supermarket as a food based, self-service, retail unit greater than 280 square metres and governed 

by the Sunday Trading Act 1994. 
3
 The CIL viability study defines retail warehouse as a large store, typically on one level, that specialises in the sale of bulky goods such 

as carpets, furniture, electrical goods or DIY items. 
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9.4.3 Office Development 

 
Assessment of the viability of speculative development for office use was also undertaken. 
The results indicated that there was a negative viability (ie at present it is unprofitable to build 
offices in Gosport) and therefore no potential for any levy charge at the present time. This is 
consistent with the findings in respect of other authorities outside central London that have 
already introduced CIL. The Council is therefore proposing a zero rate of CIL for office 
development. 
 

9.4.4 Industrial Development 
 
Assessment of the viability of speculative development for industrial use (including 
warehouses) indicated that although industrial development is occurring in Gosport, the low 
rate at which this is presently occurring suggests that there is not sufficient viability in this 
form of development to allow CIL to be levied on it. This is also consistent with the findings in 
respect of other authorities outside central London that have already introduced CIL. The 
Council is therefore proposing a zero rate of CIL for industrial development. 
 

9.4.5 Hotel Development 
 
The consultants assessed the viability of development for hotels. Whilst these are unlikely to 
be speculative developments, and thus will be built to the requirements of a client, the 
assessment showed that there is no scope to impose CIL on hotel development in Gosport. 
The Council is therefore proposing a zero rate of CIL for hotel development. 

 
9.4.6 Student Accommodation 

 
Like hotels, development for student residential accommodation is unlikely to be speculative, 
and thus would only occur for a client who had commissioned such development. The study 
concluded that viability based on local values was such that there was no scope to impose 
CIL. The Council is therefore proposing a zero rate of CIL for student accommodation 
development. 
 

9.4.7 Leisure Development 
 
The consultants examined commercially operated leisure facilities such as cinemas, bowling 
alleys and fitness centres. The profitability of these types of land uses depends largely on the 
amount of discretionary expenditure that consumers are able to undertake. The study 
considers that a combination of factors including the investment yields and rental values 
does not provide sufficient viability to charge CIL. The Council is therefore proposing a zero 
rate of CIL for commercially-operated leisure development. 
 

9.4.8 Community Facilities 
 
The provision of these facilities usually depends on public investment or subsidy in one form 
or another in order to be delivered, even when privately operated. They are therefore 
inherently unviable in developer terms, even without the imposition of CIL. Rather than 
helping fund CIL, these developments are funded by CIL. The Council is therefore proposing 
a zero rate of CIL for community facility development. 
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10. Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule 
 
Table 2: Proposed CIL rates (see map at Appendix 1 for locations of residential charging zones) 

 
  

Development Type CIL charge £ per 
m²  

1. Residential: 

Developments with no on-site affordable housing  

Charging Zone 1  £60 

Charging Zone 2 £100 

Charging Zone 3 £100 

Developments with on-site affordable housing  

Charging Zone 1 £0 

Charging Zone 2 £80 

Charging Zone 3 £100 

2. Non Residential: 

Retail warehouses and supermarkets
1
 £60 

Other non-residential  £0 

3. Gosport Waterfront site  

All Residential £40 

Retail warehouses and supermarkets £60 

Other non-residential uses £0 

 
1. A simple definition of a Supermarket for this purpose is a food based, self-service, retail unit greater than 280 
square metres and governed by the Sunday Trading Act 1994. A retail warehouse can be defined as a large 
store, typically on one level, that specialises in the sale of bulky goods such as carpets, furniture, electrical goods 
or DIY items. 

 
 

11. Calculating the Chargeable Amount  
 

11.1 The amount to be charged for each development will be calculated in accordance with 
Regulation 40 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010, as amended. CIL 
applies to the gross internal area of the net increase in development.  

 

12. What CIL will be Spent On 
 

12.1 CIL is required to be spent on infrastructure to benefit the Borough. This includes facilities for 
transport, education, and health, flood defences and green infrastructure (land identified as 
performing a role in protecting or enhancing biodiversity). The Council is required to publish a 
‘Regulation 123’ list, which lists infrastructure projects or types of infrastructure that it intends 
to fund through CIL.  
 

13. The Regulation 123 List and future Section Contributions 
 
13.1 A Regulation 123 list is the list of the items or types of infrastructure a Council intends to 

spend CIL income on. It is mandatory to have a Regulation 123 list. It can specify that CIL 
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income from certain sites or from certain areas will not be spent on specific items or any of 
the items on the list. A draft Regulation 123 list has been prepared to accompany this 
charging schedule.  
 

13.2 Once the CIL charging schedule is adopted, or no later than 6th April 2014 if a charging 
schedule is not adopted by then, the scope for pooling section 106 contributions is reduced, 
becoming restricted to contributions from five or more developments for each infrastructure 
project or type. However, notwithstanding this proviso, there will still be instances in which 
the Council will collect contributions through section 106 rather than through CIL.  This will be 
most likely where the development has site-specific requirements which are essential to 
enable the development to commence (for example flood management measures).  

 
13.3 There will still be instances where developers will be required to enter into section 106 

agreements to help fund matters not covered the CIL Regulation 123 list. The Council will 
prepare a Planning Obligations and Developer Contributions Strategy setting out further 
details on the likely circumstances when a development will be subject to a Section 106 
Agreement.   

 
13.4 The legislation requires that developments are not charged for the same items of 

infrastructure through section 106 agreements and through CIL, so the wording of the 
Regulation 123 list and the Planning Obligations and Developer Contributions Strategy will 
make  it clear that they fund different infrastructure. 

  
 

14. Monitoring and Reviewing CIL 
 

14.1 Charging authorities are under an obligation to keep their CIL rates under review to ensure 
that they remain appropriate, for instance as market conditions change or as changes in the 
Borough's planning context give rise to significantly different gaps in infrastructure funding. 
This means that the Council recognises that, if market conditions improve and therefore 
margins increase, the CIL rates would need to be reviewed, subject to regulatory procedures. 

 
14.2 CIL could also be reviewed as part of an overall review of developer contributions, because it 

is recognised that Section 106 contributions also affect development viability and together 
they must not exceed a level which makes development unviable. 

 
14.3 In addition the Council recognises that CIL will form part of the long term financial planning 

for developments and infrastructure investment to keep pace with growth and recognises that 
infrastructure projects will be added and delivered. Therefore the infrastructure programme 
needs to be updated regularly. 

 
14.4 The Council will monitor the factors affecting the proposed CIL charging schedule, and there 

may be circumstances that will necessitate an early review. These could include changes in 
land values, interest rates, development costs, construction costs related to Sustainable 
Homes, or affordable housing requirements. 
 

14.5 The Council is committed to ensure that the use of CIL income is open and transparent, and 
will therefore monitor CIL income and expenditure and report on these in its annual 
monitoring reports. 
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  APPENDIX 1: Map of CIL Residential Charging Zones 
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Infrastructure Delivery Plan 2011-2026 (as at October 2013) 
 
 

Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

TRANSPORT 
 

   

Schemes delivered since April 2011    

Public Transport: 
 
South-East Hampshire Bus Rapid Transit - Phase 1 
 
 

Transport for South 
Hampshire 
 
Hampshire County 
Council as delivery 
agency 

Total £24,522,000 
 
Community Infrastructure Funding 
(CIF) £20m 
 
Plus circa £4million funding from HCC 
 
 £543,000 Developer Contribution 

Completed April 2012 

 

Ferry Infrastructure: 
 
Replacement Gosport Ferry Pontoon 

Gosport Borough 
Council 
 

£4.5 million project costs funded by 
GBC.  The pontoon has been leased 
to the Gosport Ferry Company. 

Completed June 2011 
 
 

Stokes Bay Cycle Route (The Ray Reece Cycleway) 
 
Cycle track from Bay House School along Stokes Bay to 
Anglesey Road. 

Hampshire County 
Council 

The £400,000 scheme was funded by 
SUSTRANS who were commissioned 
by the DfT through Cycling England. 

Completed Summer 2011 
 

Tichborne Way to Gosport Leisure Centre Cycle Track Hampshire County 
Council 

£72,200 
Developer Contributions and other 
sources of funding. 

Completed August 2012 

Bus stop infrastructure improvements –Lee-on-the Solent Transport For South 
Hampshire 

£89,700 (includes works in 
Stubbington within FBC) Local 
Sustainable Transport Fund. 
 
 

Completed March 2013 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

Local Access Schemes 
 
Roads and Traffic 
Walking and cycling 
Public and community transport 

Hampshire County 
Council 

 
 
£148,000 
£33,500 
£4,000 

 
 
2012/13 
2012/13 
2012/13 

Other Scheme Types Identified in Gosport 
Borough Transport Statement (at October 2012) 

   

Strategic Transport Schemes 
 

 Within Gosport 
 

Transport for South 
Hampshire / 
Hampshire County 
Council 

 
 
£30, 574,000  
Funding shortfall  £30, 574,000  

 

For a Schedule of Schemes, 
individual Scheme Costs and 
Delivery Timescales please 
refer to Annex 1 

Out-of Borough Strategic Transport Schemes affecting 
Gosport (Not part of the Gosport Borough Local Plan) 
 

 Roads and Traffic 
 

 Public and Community Transport 

 
Transport for South 
Hampshire / 
Hampshire County 
Council 

 
 
 
£19,500,000  
Funding shortfall  £16,500,000 
 
£42,350,000 
Funding shortfall  £42,350,000 

 
 
For a Schedule of Schemes, 
individual Scheme Costs and 
Delivery Timescales please 
refer to Annex1 

Local Access Schemes – Wider Gosport Area 
 

 Roads and Traffic 
 
 

 Walking and Cycling 
 
 

 Public and Community Transport 

 
 
Transport for South 
Hampshire / 
Hampshire County 
Council 

 
 
£2,400,000 
Funding shortfall  £2,380,000 
 
£3,720,000 
Funding shortfall  £3,440,000 
 
 £425,000 
Funding shortfall  £425,000 
 
 

 
 
 
For a Schedule of Schemes, 
individual Scheme Costs and 
Delivery Timescales please 
refer to Annex 1 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

EDUCATION 
 

   

Schemes delivered since April 2011    

Primary Education: 
 
Refurbishment 
 

Hampshire County 
Council as Education 
Authority 

£2,500,000 to refurbish Siskin 
Federation school. This scheme is 
adjacent the Alver Village 
Regeneration Area. New facilities 
include multi-function hall, parent 
room, music and drama studio, 
library/computer room. 

2012/13 

Other schemes identified    

Nursery Schools: 

Demand led privately funded provision – no additional facilities 
for Gosport under the Sure Start programme 
 
 

Hampshire County 
Council 
 
Private provision 

Unknown – further provision likely to 
be demand-led and funded privately.   

On-going throughout the 
plan period 

Primary Education: 

Alverstoke Community Infant and Junior schools- 210 primary 
places- needs will be monitored by HCC.  Demand for places 
potentially related to prospective housing development on the 
Haslar Peninsula and associated pupil population growth. 

Hampshire County 
Council as Education 
Authority 

£4,100,000 – no identified funding at 
this stage likely to come from 
developer contributions 

Related to development 
timescales. 

Demand led provision 
 

Hampshire County 
Council as Education 
Authority 

Funding requirements unknown for 
any other potential schemes– but 
developer contributions would 
continue to support need for 
additional spaces in accordance with 
the HCC Policy incorporated into 
GBC Planning Policy. 

As and when additional 
school places are 
required. 
 
Ongoing throughout the 
plan period 

Secondary Education: 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

Demand led provision Hampshire County 
Council as Education 
Authority 

Funding requirements unknown – but 
developer contributions would 
continue to support need for 
additional spaces in accordance with 
the HCC Policy incorporated into 
GBC Planning Policy. 

As and when additional 
school places are 
required. 
 
Ongoing throughout the 
plan period 

Post-16 Education: 

The Centre for Engineering Advanced Skills Training (whilst 
located within FBC area it will provide training for local 
residents employed by companies on sites such as Daedalus) 

Fareham College  Skills Funding Agency, HCC, 
Fareham College and the Solent LEP 
have contributed to the required £12 
million new building 

Set to open September 
2014 

New Post-14 skills centre – location and designation yet to be 
determined 
 
Relocation of Quayside Education Centre 
 
Contribution to school site developments to support a new 
“Gosport Inclusion Strategy” 

Hampshire County 
Council  
 
Young Persons 
Learning Agency 
 
 

Circa £7million – from HCC Capital 
Funding.   

Within the next 12 to 36 
months - Subject to the 
appropriate approvals  

HEALTH / CARE 
 

   

Local Health Care: 

Re-provision of Manor Way GP Surgery 
 

Fareham & Gosport 
Clinical 
Commissioning 
Group 

Unknown Within 3 – 5 years 

Supported Accommodation -  

Extra-care provision-243 units to meet needs in Gosport 
Borough to 2025 due to projected growth of over 75’s 

Hampshire County 
Council in partnership 
with Gosport Borough 
Council, and private 
sector providers 

£38, 546,000- no sources yet 
identified 
 
Potential sources of funding include 
HCC Capital Programme, HCA, GBC, 

As opportunities arise 
over the next decade. 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

 developer funding. 

Schemes to meet other needs of those accessing various 
forms of supported accommodation.  
 
 
 

Hampshire County 
Council 
 
Gosport Borough 
Council 
 

Unknown On-going throughout the 
Plan Period subject to 
demands placed on the 
services. 

Potential at Haslar Regeneration Site:  

Health / Care schemes as part of the Haslar Hospital site 

 
 

Private developer  As yet unknown –  Within 3-5 years  

COMMUNITYFACILITIES  
(including Cultural and Built Leisure) 

   

Schemes delivered since April 2011    

Sports Centres and Swimming Pools: 
 
Gosport Leisure Centre- New leisure centre with swimming 
pool, indoor courts, outdoor pitch facilities and a gym. 

GBC £7million. Funding for Phase 1 is 
provided by GBC Capital Programme 
(£6million) and £1million from the 
enabling development. 
 

Completed Dec 2012 

Other schemes identified    

Community Facilities: 
 
Re-use of specific buildings on major developments for 
community use- including at 

 Daedalus   

 Haslar-  

Developers Developer contributions 
 
Service provider  

Throughout the Plan 
Period as opportunities 
arise  

Sports facilities    

Bay House School – replacement sports hall and multi-use Bay House School School facilities  Planning Permission 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

artificial turf pitch. School facility with some public usage 
 

Granted 
 
Completion date for 
whole project unknown 

Libraries: 
Refurbish Elson Library to provide sufficient standards to meet 
is own space standards 

 
Refurbish Lee-on-the-Solent Library to provide sufficient 
standards to meet is own space standards 

 

Hampshire County 
Council 

Indicative Costs 
Elson Library £700,000 
Lee-on-the-Solent £500,000 
 
Developer Contributions- none 
secured at present 
 

Ideally refurbishment by 
2017 

OPEN SPACE 
 

   

Schemes delivered since April 2011    

Major children’s play facilities 
 
New Splashpool and a playground at Stokes Bay 

GBC Developer contributions secured by 
Section 106 Agreements 

Completed June 2013 

Other schemes identified    

Country Park: 
Alver Valley Country Park 
 

GBC Funding to be provided through 
developer contributions, GBC Capital 
Funding and securing various bids  

On-going throughout the 
plan period 

Other Green Infrastructure Projects as identified in the 
PUSH G.I. Strategy (Project No. U15): 
 

 Haslar Hospital 
 

 Extension of Millennium Promenade 
 

Lead provider is 
scheme dependant.  
Some will be 
developer led as part 
of specific 
development 
schemes, whereas 

Private Investment / Developer 
Contributions / CIL 

Unknown at this stage 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

 Priddy’s Hard, Ramparts Park 
 

 Improve appearance and quality of access around the 
creeks (Haslar Lake, Workhouse Lake and Stoke 
Lake 

 
 

others will be led by 
the Borough Council 

Green Infrastructure: 
 
Additional schemes may also be identified to mitigate 
development, particularly in relation to internationally 
important habitats including those identified as part of the 
Solent Disturbance and Mitigation Project.  They will be 
identified in consultation with Natural England. 
 
 
 

GBC (alone) and in 
partnership with other 
Solent local 
authorities, harbour 
authorities. Natural 
England and 
environmental 
organisations/ 

Developer contributions  On-going throughout the 
plan period 

Sports Pitches, Other Outdoor Sports, Parks and Play Space: 

Bridgemary School- new 3G floodlit synthetic  sports pitch for 
school and community use 

Bridgemary School School facilities Not known 

Other small-scale schemes to be identified by GBC  
 

GBC Funding to be provided through 
developer contributions 

On-going throughout the 
plan period 

PUBLIC SERVICES    

Schemes delivered since April 2011    

Waste: 

Gosport Household Waste Recycling Centre – Refurbishment 
works 
 

Hampshire County 
Council 

Funding of £475,000 from Hampshire 
County Council Capital Programme 

Completed 2011 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

Other schemes identified    

Cemeteries:    

Additional capacity to be provided at the existing Ann’s Hill 
Cemetery 

Gosport Borough 
Council 

GBC  Work on-going 

EMERGENCY SERVICES 
 

   

Police: 

No new facilities for policing for the proposed levels of growth.  Hampshire 
Constabulary 

N/A N/A 

Fire and Rescue: 

None identified 
 

Hampshire Fire and 
Rescue Service 

N/A N/A 

Ambulance: 

No response received to date from service provider, however 
South Central Ambulance Service Estates Strategy outlines 
potential for the merger of Gosport and Fareham Ambulance 
Stations 

South Central 
Ambulance Service 
(NHS Trust) 

Specific costs not defined Unknown at this stage 

UTILITIES 
 

   

Gas:    

No response received to date Scotia Gas Networks  Unknown at this stage Unknown at this stage 

Electricity: 

Reinforcement of EHV (Extra High Voltage) network 
 
 
 
 

Scottish and 
Southern Energy 

Funding requirement unknown, but 
developers would be liable 

Unknown.  The extent of 
any requirement will be 
evaluated at the time of 
application when 
anticipated loads are 
better understood. 

Water Supply: 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

Individual development sites may need local mains 
reinforcements but Portsmouth Water will work with 
developers to deliver this.  
 

Portsmouth Water Costs unknown at this stage  Phased as each 
development progresses 

Havant Thicket Winter Storage Reservoir (Combined with 
Green Infrastructure) – Located outside the Borough within 
Havant Borough Council administrative area. 
 
 

Portsmouth Water  Costs estimated at £53million (HCC 
Community infrastructure Study 2009) 

Originally required by 
2020/21, but revised 
Portsmouth Water 
DWRMP details the 
scheme will be delivered 
between 2025 and 2035 

Waste Water:    

New and/or improved local sewerage infrastructure will be 
required for a number of proposed development sites. This will 
need to be delivered in phase with the development.  

Southern Water Costs unknown at this stage  Phased as each 
development progresses 

Telecommunications – British Telecom:    

Roll-out of Super-fast Fibre Access exchange using “Fibre to 
the Cabinet” (FTTC) infrastructure 

Openreach (British 
Telecom) 

Unknown at this stage Estimated to be 2012 

Telecommunications – Mobile Operators    

Provision will be demand led – Mobile operators provide 
annual roll-out plans 

Various private 
mobile phone 
companies 

No specific details defined On-going throughout the 
plan period via annual 
roll-out plans 

FLOOD DEFENCES 
 

   

Flood and Erosion Risk Management: 
 
Table 2 of the Local Authority and Internal Drainage Board 
Preliminary Studies Approvals business case (FRM7) for the 
River Hamble to Portchester Coastal Flood & Erosion Risk 
Management Strategy (CFERMS) sets out a high level 
investment plan.  
This information will be refined as an outcome of the 

Environment Agency 
in partnership with 
the Eastern Solent 
Coastal Partnership 
and Local Authorities 

Total estimated cost: £93,500,000  
 
Schemes include: 
Gosport Town Centre and Waterfront 
Alverstoke area 
Haslar Peninsula 
 
 

 
Approximate capital asset 
replacement: 
Gosport Town Centre and 
Waterfront: 2021-2026. 
 
Alverstoke: 2016-2021. 
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Scheme Type and Details Lead Provider 
(S) 

Known or Estimated Costs / 
Known/Potential Funding 

Sources 

Timing / Progress 

CFERMS.  The figure is the estimated scheme cost for the 
policy units.   
 
 
In addition to these identified schemes, there will also need to 
be site-specific measures, which will be sought through the 
Development Control processes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Haslar Peninsula: 2021-
2026. 
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ANNEX 1: SCHEDULE OF IDENTIFIED TRANSPORT SCHEMES  
 
The following list is based in the Gosport Adopted Transport Statement (Table 1 Sept 2012) but has been updated to exclude a 
number of completed schemes (which are detailed in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan).   

  
  

 
  

    
 

Notes on schedule 
  

 
  

    
 

(1) Estimated costs. These costs could change considerably especially for schemes where feasibility has not yet been completed. 
 

    (2) Expected funding sources may include additional funds, especially as schemes near implementation.  
 

  
    

 

(3) Funding Shortfall.  The difference between estimated cost and expected funding where known. 
 

  
    

 
(4) Anticipated Delivery Timescale.  S: Short term schemes (within 5 years) M: medium term, (within 10 years)   
L: long term (more than 10 years)  

    

Location  Scheme Proposal 
Estimated Cost £'000 

(Note 1) 
Potential Funding 

Source  

Identified 
Funding 
(Note 2) 

Funding 
Shortfall      
(Note 3) 

Delivery 
Timescale 
(Note 4) 

 

1. Strategic Transport Schemes  

  
Tichborne Way to 
Military Rd 

BRT future phases 9,000 S106/CIL/HCC/Govt 0 9,000 M 
 

  
Military Road to 
Gosport town 
Centre 

BRT future phases 20,000 S106/CIL/HCC/Govt 0 20,000 M 
 

  
Borough 

BRT bus stop infrastructure 474 LSTF 0 474 S 
 

  
A32 Brockhurst 
Roundabout 

Bus Lane provision 1,100 Better Bus Fund 0 1,100 S 
 

Sub total: 30,574  
0 30,574 
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Location  Scheme Proposal 
Estimated Cost £'000 

(Note 1) 
Funding Source 

(Note 3) 

Identified 
Funding 
(Note 3) 

Funding 
Shortfal

l      
(Note 4) 

Delivery 
Timescale 
(Note 6) 

 

2. Out of Borough Strategic Transport Schemes affecting Gosport  

Roads & Traffic             
 

Newgate Lane 
/Peel Common  

Newgate Lane (north) - change of junction 
control and increased capacity.  Newgate 
Lane (south)   - road widening and 
improved cycling/walking infrastructure.  
Peel Common Roundabout - junction 
reconfiguration and capacity improvements. 

8,500 
HCC / Growing 

Places Fund / S106 
3,000 5,500 S 

 

Stubbington 
Roundabouts 

Demand management 
1,000 

S106 / LTP 
(2013/14) 0 1,000 

L 
 

Stubbington  
Stubbington by-pass.  Western Access to 
Gosport 10,000 

Developer 
contributions 0 10,000 

L 
 

Sub total: 19,500  3000 16,500   

Public and Community Transport 
          

 

Busway to 
Fareham station 

BRT future phases - extension of busway 
north to Fareham railway station including 
improvements to Station Roundaobut and 
improved modal connectiveity and access 
for pedestrians and cyclists to railway 
station 

25,000 
No funding 
identified 

0 25,000 S 
 

Fareham to QA 

BRT future phases - A27 traffic 
management measures and key junction 
improvments between and including Delme 
Roundabout and Portchester 

1,500 
No funding 
identified 

0 1,500 L 
 

Fareham to NCNF 
BRT future phases - extension from 
Fareham bus station to NCNF including 
emhanced bus stop provision 

500 
No funding 
identified 

0 500 L 
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Location  Scheme Proposal 
Estimated Cost £'000 

(Note 1) 
Funding Source 

(Note 3) 

Identified 
Funding 
(Note 3) 

Funding 
Shortfal

l      
(Note 4) 

Delivery 
Timescale 
(Note 6) 

 

Fareham to 
Segensworth 

BRT future phases - A27 west of Redlands 
Lane junction to Segensworth - upgrading 
of links and juncitons to enhance capacity 

10,000 
No funding 
identified 

0 10,000 L 
 

Daedalus 
Bus service and infrastructure 
improvements 

350 LSTF/EF/S106 0 350 S 
 

A27 St Margaret's Dualling to Mill Road 5,000 LSTF 0 5,000 S 
 

Sub total: 42,350  0 42,350   

3: Local access Schemes - Wider Gosport Area  

Roads & Traffic             
 

A32 Wych Lane Southbound right turn 1,400 S106/CIL/HCC/Gov. 20 1,380 L 
 

A32 Bridgemary 
junctions 

Traffic signal controls, Demand 
Management 

800 S106/CIL/HCC 0 800 M 
 

Mumby Rd, south 
St 

Traffic Calming - Minnit to Esplanade 100 
S106/CIL/HCC/GB

C 
0 100 M 

 

South St, Haslar 
Junction improvement, Ped refuge Haslar 
Rd 

100 
S106/CIL/HCC/GB

C 
0 100 M 

 

Sub total: 2,400  20 2,380   

Walking & 
Cycling 

            
 

BRT corridor Walking and cycling improvements 300 S106/CIL/HCC 0 300 S 
 

Gosport town 
centre, 
Christchurch, 
Leesland 

Measures include Refuges, Ped crossings 
and build outs to improve accessibility for 
pedestrians, cycles and bus users 

420 LSTF/HCC 0 420 M 
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Location  Scheme Proposal 
Estimated Cost £'000 

(Note 1) 
Funding Source 

(Note 3) 

Identified 
Funding 
(Note 3) 

Funding 
Shortfal

l      
(Note 4) 

Delivery 
Timescale 
(Note 6) 

 

Privett Road cycle track from Military Rd to Browndown 200 S106/CIL/HCC 0 200 S 
 

Marine Parade 
west 

Marine Parade West to Crofton lane 400 S106/CIL/HCC/Gov. 0 400 S 
 

Marine Parade 
Central 

Marine Parade Central around Beach Road 
& Pier street 

300 S106/CIL/HCC 0 300 S 
 

Marine Parade 
east 

Marine Parade East L-O-S Sailing club  to 
Pier Street 

180 S106/CIL/HCC 180 0 S 
 

Alver Valley - 
upgrade and 
signage of tracks 
between Grange 
Rd and Cherque 
Way 

Cycle track 100 S106/CIL/HCC 0 100 M 
 

Elson, Brockhurst, 
Forton 

Ped crossing and cycle facilites 250 S106/CIL/HCC 0 250 M 
 

Rowner Rd Rbt Ped and cycle access 200 S106/CIL/HCC 0 200 S 
 

Rowner Village 
Public Transport , Walking and cycling 
improvements 

200 S106/CIL/HCC 0 200 S 
 

Rowner Rd, 
Medical Centre 

Pedestrian crossing 100 LTP 100 0 S 
 

A32 Fareham Rd Holbrook to Brockhurst Cycle track 150 S106/CIL/HCC 0 150 S 
 

Borough 
Improved ped crossings and access to local 
centres 

250 S106/CIL/HCC 0 250 L 
 

Borough Improved cycle parking facilities 100 S106/CIL/HCC 0 100 L 
 

Rowner to 
Daedalus 

Provision of cycle route 100 LSTF 0 100 L 
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Location  Scheme Proposal 
Estimated Cost £'000 

(Note 1) 
Funding Source 

(Note 3) 

Identified 
Funding 
(Note 3) 

Funding 
Shortfal

l      
(Note 4) 

Delivery 
Timescale 
(Note 6) 

 

Daedalus Drake and Brambles Road Cycles 60 S106 / CIL 0 60 
M  

Daedalus 
Nottingham place, Norwich Place, Manor 
Way, Cycles 

60 S106 / CIL 0 60 
M  

Gosport High St Quality of place 200 S106/CIL/HCC 0 200 S 
 

Lee-On-the-
Solent 

Village improvements 100 S106/CIL/HCC 0 100 S 
 

Borough smarter choices initiative 50 LSTF 0 50 L 
 

Sub total: 3,720  280 3,440   

Public & 
Community 
Transport 

            
 

Ferry terminal Public transport interchange improvements 100 
S106/CIL/HCC/GB

C 
0 100 M 

 

Borough Real time travel information 75 LSTF/HCC 0 75 M 
 

Borough Improved bus stop facilities 250 S106/CIL/HCC 0 250 L 
 

Sub total: 425  0 425   
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1. The Gosport community infrastructure levy (CIL) viability study seeks to identify viable

CIL levels for all likely forms of development in the Borough, taking into account known

development costs, including those arising from the Council’s planning policies and its

community development objectives.

2. In the context of this study, ‘viable’ refers to a level of CIL which is not so high as to

discourage development from occurring, i.e. set so that development remains viable.

3. For residential development, the level at which CIL can be realistically set is influenced

by the Council’s affordable housing targets and by increased construction costs arising

from the requirements of the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH). The viability modelling

tests these at different levels in order to understand the three-way relationship between

affordable housing obligations, CSH requirements, and different levels of CIL, so that the

results of different policy settings can be understood.

4. The residential assessment has been carried out by comparing the development value of

a number of hypothetical developments, based on the Council’s planning controls and

dwelling tenure mix policies, with the land value of notional sites.

5. Testing the viability of non-residential development is more straightforward, as the

variables which affect viability are more easily quantified, and thus viability can be more

directly inferred from previous experience. The non-residential viability testing has been

undertaken by testing the development costs and value of a range of non-residential

projects with known average land values.

6. In addition to assessing the viability of CIL for hypothetical developments for different

types of development, the study includes a site-specific viability appraisal of the Gosport

Waterfront regeneration site. This has been undertaken on the basis of a notional mixed-

use development scheme reflecting the Council’s current planning intentions for the site,

as well as site-specific abnormal development costs which have previously been

quantified.

7. This report has been prepared at a time of extended economic downturn, which has had

a serious impact on development viability for all forms of development. As a result there

is very little building activity occurring at present. This has considerably reduced the

income the Council receives through the traditional s.106 route to help pay for the

infrastructure for which development generates a need.

8. To understand the purpose of the CIL viability study, it is important to understand the

distinction between site-specific infrastructure needs and wider, more general

infrastructure needs. Under the new legislative regime brought about by the introduction

of the Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010 (amended 2011 and 2012 and April

2013), the power under Section 106 of the Planning Act 1990 to collect funding for

project-specific infrastructure works remains. This covers matters such as adjacent road

widening or drainage. The CIL Regulations relate to contributions for general
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infrastructure provision which benefit the wider community, and they transfer funding 

contribution collection powers for this type of infrastructure from s.106 to the CIL 

Regulations. 

 

9. They also introduce the requirement to assess what level of contribution is viable before 

setting a contribution rate, and require the Council to adhere to this rate, whereas this 

was not required under s.106. 

 

10. Whilst over the last two years residential development in Gosport Borough has been able 

to support a modest level of contributions for infrastructure, there have been no 

developments in this time which have also carried an affordable housing obligation, and 

the modelling undertaken for this study suggests that in most parts of the Borough 

development viability would be compromised by the combined obligations of affordable 

housing and developer contributions. 

  

11. The study has shown that the higher cost of housing construction required by CSH Level 

4 will make some developments unviable. However the subsequent introduction of Level 

5 in 2016 and the larger increases in construction costs this will entail will make much 

residential development in the Borough unviable in the current economic climate, even 

without the imposition of developer contributions. 

 

12. Non-residential development displays similar problems, and several forms of 

development are unviable at present even without any level of infrastructure contribution 

being sought through any mechanism. On the other hand, some forms of retail 

development have been shown to be able to support most levels of developer 

contributions. 

 

13. Given the uncertainty of ongoing economic conditions, it will quite likely be necessary to 

review the CIL situation in eighteen months to two years’ time, to test whether current 

recommended CIL rates remain viable, or whether there is scope for increased rates. It is 

not totally beyond the bounds of possibility that it may be necessary to reduce CIL rates, 

if the economy were to contract any further. 

 

14. In summary, the findings of the study are: 

 

1. There is limited overall CIL viability – at present the only forms of development that 

can withstand a CIL charge are residential, supermarkets and retail warehouses. In 

the case of the Rowner regeneration area, notwithstanding healthy increases in 

property prices over the past five years, values have not yet reached the level 

where CIL is viable when affordable housing is required. 

 

2. The recommended residential CIL rates are comparable with Gosport’s current 

s.106 developer contribution rates and with adopted CIL rates in the adjoining 

boroughs. 
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3. The requirement for affordable housing (when applicable) as part of a development 

has a major impact on CIL viability and this effect is more pronounced when 

property values are lower. 

 

4. The introduction of CSH Level 5 (probably in 2016) is likely to make most 

residential development unviable, except at high densities in the part of the 

Borough with higher sales values, unless the economy improves. This will be the 

case even without a CIL being charged. 

 

5. Based on land values, the study splits the Borough into three charging zones for 

residential CIL. The map showing these charging zones appears in the 

Recommendations section at the end of the report. 

 

6. CIL is recommended to be charged at the following rates (per square metre of net 

additional floorspace): 

 

Residential: 

 

 Charging zone 1 - £60 with no affordable housing; or £0 when affordable 

housing is provided. 

 Charging zone 2 - £100 with no affordable housing; or £80 when affordable 

housing is provided. 

 Charging zone 3 - £100 in all cases. 

 

(See page 90 for map showing locations of these charging zones). 

 

 Non-residential - £60 for supermarkets and retail warehouses. 

 Gosport Waterfront regeneration site - £40 for residential development only. 

 All other uses - nil. 
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A1 .  Aim s of  t h e St u dy  

 

A1.1 Adams Integra have been asked by Gosport Borough Council to produce a 

Community Infrastructure Levy Viability Assessment, in the light of emerging 

development plan policy and current market conditions, that will support a charging 

schedule for Community Infrastructure Levy. 

 

A1.2 The aims of the study derive from the project brief. The study is required to report 

on: 

 

1. A viable CIL rate or rates for each form of specified land use; 

 

2. An assessment of the impact of the viable levy rate for each form of land use; 

 

3. An assessment of the maximum level at which CIL could be set without 

putting at serious risk overall development within the Borough, or the 

development strategy of the draft Local Plan; 

 

4. A view on whether there is justification in terms of development viability for 

different CIL charges in different parts of the Borough; 

 

5. Modelling of the viability of the preferred redevelopment scenario and any 

associated viable CIL for the Gosport Waterfront precinct. 

 

A1.3 The Council is preparing to introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). The 

Government advises that charging authorities will need to strike a balance between 

the desirability of funding infrastructure from the levy and the potential effects of 

the imposition of the levy upon the economic viability of development across the 

area (CLG, November 2010). Gosport Borough Council, as a charging authority, 

must prepare evidence about the effect of the levy on economic viability in the 

district in order to demonstrate to an independent examiner that the proposed levy 

rates strike an appropriate balance.  

 

A1.4 The Council requires a viability report to test the viability of its affordable housing 

target against the optimum rate for a CIL levy on both residential development and 

non-residential uses. The report should also identify the potential for a variable CIL 

charge in different locations across the Borough. 

 

A1.5 The assessment has been carried out against a range of notional residential and 

non-residential sites, as well as specifically against the Gosport Waterfront site, for 

which the details have been provided by the Council. 

 

A1.6  The residential inputs are based on the following assumptions: 

 

 Affordable housing tenures and proportions as agreed with the Council. 
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 Dwelling densities as agreed with the Council. Further detail will be seen in the 

Methodology section. 

 

 Model levels 3, 4 and 5 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. 

 

 Lifetime Homes standards for both market and affordable housing. 

 

A1.7 With regard to non-residential uses, we have been tasked to look at a range of uses 

categorised under their planning use classes, as set out in the Town and Country 

Planning Act (Use Classes Order) 2010. These cover: 

 

 Offices - Class B1a 

 Industry/warehousing - Classes B1b, B1c, B2 & B8 

 Retail - Class A1 

 Hotels - Class C1 

 Student Housing – Class C2 

 Residential Care/Nursing homes - Class C2 

 Leisure Facilities - Class D2 

 Community Facilities - Class D1 

 

A1.8 The Gosport Waterfront regeneration site is assessed at Part D of the report, as it is 

a comprehensive mixed-use redevelopment site for which a specific development 

scenario has been identified through the planning process, with identified abnormal 

costs for redevelopment. 

  

A1.9 Because the appraisal methodology does not include s.106 contributions in the 

modelling, in the same way that it includes other cost items, such as affordable 

housing and Code for Sustainable Homes, the outputs give figures which 

demonstrate the range of abilities to withstand obligations generally, not only CIL. 

This means that the recommended amounts could be levied, partly under CIL and 

partly under s.106. 

 

The structure of the report is as follows:  

 

 Part A discusses the legislative, geographical and economic contexts in which 

the report has been prepared. 

 

 Part B of the report addresses the potential for a residential CIL, taking into 

account overall current development viability and the inter-relationship 

between CIL, affordable housing obligations and increased requirements of the 

Code for Sustainable Homes. 

 

 Part C addresses non-residential uses. It will be noted that Parts A and B of 

the report contain similar headings. This is done for the sake of exploring the 

different issues that might concern the residential and non-residential 

sections. 
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 Part D assesses the viability of introducing a CIL to the Gosport Waterfront

regeneration area, which is proposed as a mixed use redevelopment for

residential, employment, office and retail uses. As this is an analysis of a

specific site for a specific (albeit notional) proposal, the methodology is

different to that for the rest of the study, which consists of an overall analysis

of hypothetical typical development scenarios.

 Part E contains the recommendations, and

 Part F contains the appendices, being:

 The modelling of the different scenarios to test CIL viability for residential

development;

 The appraisal worksheets for archetypes of non-residential development;

 The appraisal sheets for the scenarios used to test CIL viability of the

proposed mixed-use Gosport Waterfront redevelopment site;

 CIL rates in adjoining Boroughs; and

 A list of similar studies undertaken in recent times by Adams Integra.
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A2.  Policy and Statutory Contexts for the Study 

 

We highlight below the main policy documents that have a bearing upon the 

outcomes of this study. 

 

A2.1  The National Planning Policy Framework 

The National Planning Policy Framework of March 2012 (NPPF) establishes the need 

for viability to be taken into account as part of policy making. In paragraph 158 it 

states that local planning should be based upon adequate, up-to-date and relevant 

evidence, taking full account of relevant market and economic signals. Paragraph 

173 looks for careful attention to be paid to viability to ensure deliverability. To 

ensure viability, there must be competitive returns to a willing landowner and 

developer. In paragraph 174 it is stated that the cumulative impact of local 

standards should not put the implementation of the plan at serious risk. In 

paragraph 175 the Framework states that Community Infrastructure Levy should 

support and incentivise new development. 

 

A2.2  CIL Viability Guidance 

In addition to the Council’s policies, we also need to bear in mind the guidance that 

has been produced in connection with viability testing. 

 

A2.2.1 In producing this report, we have had regard to viability guidance that has been 

produced by such organisations as Department of Communities and Local 

Government, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors and the Homes and 

Communities Agency, in addition to the National Planning Policy Framework.  

 

A2.2.2 Regulations concerning the implementation of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

are contained in the Regulations that came into force in 2010 and updated in 2011, 

2012 and 2013. The report also has regard to the most recent set of draft 

amendments to the CIL Regulations (April 2013).  For the purpose of Gosport’s 

proposed CIL, it is the DCLG’s December 2012 CIL Guidance that applies. Therefore 

we set out below the main provisions of the 2012 guidance that are particularly 

relevant to the Council. 

 

A2.2.3 Paragraph 7 states that the Council, as charging authority, should strike a balance 

between the desirability of funding infrastructure from the levy and “the potential 

effects (taken as a whole) of the imposition of CIL on the economic viability of 

development across its area.” 

 

A2.2.4 Paragraph 21: “Charging authorities should be able to show and explain how their 

proposed CIL rate (or rates) will contribute towards the implementation of their 

relevant plan and support development across their area.” 

 

A2.2.5 In paragraph 25, it is recognised that available data to support the evidence base is 

unlikely to be fully comprehensive or exhaustive. A charging schedule should, 

however, be supported by “appropriate available evidence.” 
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A2.2.6 In some areas, the new guidance repeats previous provisions. For example, 

paragraph 30 repeats the previous message that the authority should avoid setting 

a charge to the limit of viability of the majority of sites in the area. 

 

A2.2.7 The Council should note that paragraphs 84 to 91 deal specifically with the 

interaction between CIL and s106 agreements. Amongst these provisions is the 

requirement, in paragraph 85, that the Council should work proactively with 

developers, to ensure that they are clear about the Council’s objectives for 

infrastructure provision, avoiding the situation where developers could pay twice for 

the same infrastructure item.  Furthermore, once a charging schedule is introduced, 

the s.106 requirements should be scaled back to site-specific requirements only. 

The Council should set out how the s.106 policies will be varied, once CIL comes 

into force. 

 

A2.2.8 We would suggest that the implication is that account needs to be taken of current 

market conditions, while also allowing for potential abnormal costs that might arise 

in connection with specific sites. With regard to the market, if it can be reasonably 

anticipated that sales values will rise, then it might be appropriate for the Council to 

consider a charge closer to the margin of viability. On the other hand, if a rate is 

being set at the top of the market, then we would expect a larger “buffer” to be 

built in, to minimise any potential lack of viability, should the market fall. 

 

A2.2.9 More recent guidance has been provided by the Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors and the Local Housing Delivery Group. The RICS Financial Viability in 

Planning [1

st

 Edition] guidance document provides a framework of principles and 

methodology. The guidance defines financial viability for planning purposes as 

follows: 

 

“An objective financial viability test of a development project to meet its costs, 

including the cost of planning obligations, while ensuring an appropriate site value 

for the landowner and a market risk adjusted return to the developer in delivering 

that project.” 

 

A2.2.10 However further guidance comes from the Local Housing Delivery Group, whose 

report “Viability Testing Local Plans” was published in June 2012. We have noted 

the key principles that are set out in that report and which are relevant to a study 

such as this, namely: 

 

 We should consider the cumulative impact of plan policies. 

 

 Viability studies, such as this, cannot guarantee that every 

development in the plan period will be viable. However, plan policies 

should produce viability for the sites, on which the plan is relying. 

 

 A demonstration of viability across time and local geography will be of 

value to local decision making. 
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 The report is not suggesting that the outcome of a viability 

assessment should dictate individual policy decisions. The role of the 

assessment is to inform decisions made by elected members. 

 

 Viability testing does not require a detailed viability appraisal of every 

site anticipated to come forward over the plan period. Instead, a 

range of appropriate site typologies should be created and tested, 

reflecting the mix of sites, upon which the plan relies. 

 

We believe that our methodology complies with the thrust of published guidance. 

 

A2.3  Council Policy and Planning 

Although the study is specific to Gosport Borough, it takes into consideration that 

the Council is part of the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH). Gosport 

Borough has quite different attributes to many of the other partnering authorities’ 

areas, in that it is bounded on three sides by water and does not have the benefit 

of the M27 Motorway providing access directly into the Borough. Rather it has 

constrained road access with limited capacity which is prone to congestion.  

 

A2.3.1 It is a largely urban borough with little or no agriculture. It has a long traditional 

connection with the Ministry of Defence and provides many training and support 

establishments for the Royal Navy in particular.  

 

A2.3.2 The Council is currently consulting on a new Draft Local Plan to replace its 

current Local Plan, the Local Plan Review 2006. This new Local Plan is based on the 

draft Core Strategy, updated where appropriate. It will provide the strategic policy 

framework for a CIL charging schedule, by identifying the nature and scale of likely 

development in the Borough until 2029. The CIL charging schedule will be produced 

alongside the new local plan. The Council currently has an affordable housing 

requirement of 40% for developments of 15 or more dwellings and/or development 

sites of more than 0.5ha in size, and the draft Local Plan is proposed to reduce this 

threshold to ten dwellings. 

 

A2.3.3 The Council is also in the process of preparing an Infrastructure Delivery Plan. 

This will set out the Borough’s infrastructure needs for the envisaged development 

during the lifetime of the Local Plan. In doing this it provides the evidence for the 

infrastructure requirements that CIL is intended to help fund These infrastructure 

requirements will be set out in a draft ‘Regulation 123 list’ to accompany the 

preliminary draft CIL charging schedule. 

 

A2.3.4 The GVA Grimley Town Centres: Retail, Leisure and Office Study 2007 

concludes that the Borough is well supplied with food stores, but forecasts growing 

demand for comparison retailing over the Local Plan period to 2026. Although there 

is no expectation of significant new retail development, the report predicts 

redevelopment of existing floor space. The report highlights the need to encourage 

this type of development to halt the erosion of the retail offer and consumer 

spending being lost to neighbouring boroughs. Leisure-type development should 
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also be encouraged to support and enhance the retail offer and increase visitor 

numbers to safeguard the economic vitality of the area.   

 

A2.3.5 This study was prepared in a better economic climate. A further study was 

commissioned from GVA Grimley to update their findings in the light of the 

recession and the identification of the Key Development Sites. This Gosport Retail 

Study - Partial Update (September 2011) reinforces the same conclusions as the 

2007 report and does not identify any significant need for large scale convenience 

store development. 

 

A2.3.6 The findings of the Council’s affordable housing viability study (DTZ, 2010) are 

also relevant to the CIL viability study. The purpose of the DTZ study was to “test 

the Borough Council’s affordable housing policies and ensure that they are 

consistent with securing the delivery of new homes within the Borough.”  

 

The key findings of that report were as follows: 

 

“In the lowest value areas of Gosport, viability remains challenging, even when 

existing/alternative use values are very low. This reflects the fact that sales prices 

are not sufficiently higher than build costs, particularly when affordable housing 

and other costs are added in. 

 

Where existing use values are high, only schemes capable of achieving the highest 

values remain viable at 40% affordable housing.” 

 

A2.3.7 Its starting point, as with the current study, was to assess the viability of housing 

before any obligations were imposed, as a base case for determining under what 

circumstances the Council’s preferences in terms of affordable housing obligations 

would be viable. 

 

A2.3.8 Whilst the current study re-opens this issue because of the decline in overall 

development viability since 2010, and the fact that affordable housing and CIL both 

reduce project viability and are in competition with each other, the findings of the 

affordable housing viability study remain relevant for this study. 

 

A2.3.9 Also we have considered the findings of the Annual Monitoring Report 2012. 

There are a number of Key Development Sites identified and coming forward. These 

include: 

 

 Gosport Waterfront 

 Daedalus 

 Priddy’s Hard Heritage Area 

 Royal Clarence Yard 

 Rowner 

 Haslar 
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Several of these sites have advanced already and benefit from planning 

permissions. Daedalus benefits from Enterprise Zone status. As a result many of 

these sites will not be affected by new CIL charging although they may be expected 

to contribute to infrastructure costs on a site-specific basis through s.106 and s.278 

contributions.  

 

A2.3.10  We have also taken into consideration new or windfall sites and those smaller 

opportunities that may be ‘brownfield’, replacement development and changes of 

use.  

 

A2.3.11 The Draft Local Plan identifies the Gosport Waterfront regeneration site and we 

conclude that it is the most likely to be affected by any new CIL charges. The Draft 

Local Plan allocates the site for up to 10,500 m

2

 of retail floor space and 26,000 m

2

 

of employment floor space in addition to 700 dwellings. It is anticipated that the 

development will have abnormal construction costs due to decontamination 

requirements as well as its location on the shoreline and the subsequent need for 

more complex, and therefore more expensive, foundation design and flood 

defences. These abnormal costs have been estimated by Gosport Borough Council 

to be in the order of £6-7 million for the Waterfront site. 
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A3.  CIL in Neighbouring Boroughs 

 

A3.1 In accordance with DCLG guidance, we have also taken into consideration the CIL 

charging schedules being proposed by all of the neighbouring local authorities.  

 

A3.2 It is important to take into consideration the impact of neighbouring CIL charges on 

the prospects for future development. Disparity across borough borders is likely to 

have an effect on the viability, and hence the likelihood of development, from one 

borough to another. For instance, where one authority is levying a charge for a type 

of development and a neighbouring Council is not making a charge, it is probable 

that a developer or occupier is going to favour the site in the borough where no CIL 

charge is being made.  

 

A3.3 The CIL levels being recommended are broadly in line with those in the adjoining 

boroughs, as shown in Appendix 15. This compares CIL in the adjoining boroughs 

with the recommended Gosport CIL. 
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A4 .  St u dy  Pr ocess 

 

A4.1 At this point we should mention some notes and limitations of a report of this 

nature. 

 

A4.2 We discuss viability, partly in terms of notional sites and a series of scenarios that 

result in land values per hectare, applicable to that scenario. These land values give 

a broad indication of viability; as stated above, they are not intended to suggest 

that land values will be at these levels in all specific circumstances. 

 

A4.3 We relate land values per hectare, arising from the different scenarios, to viability 

thresholds. Different thresholds will apply to residential and non-residential sites. 

These thresholds are expressed as sums per hectare and are designed to offer a 

general overview of potential alternative uses, based upon available information. 

The thresholds will not be applicable to every specific site and it is accepted that 

some negotiation over viability might be required in individual circumstances. 

 

A4.4 Notional sites should be assumed to be speculative developments that exclude any 

unique design or specification items. It is assumed that these will be “serviced” sites 

with no significant off-site infrastructure requirements, such as abnormal highways 

or service reinforcement.  

 

A4.5 In connection with sales values, we discuss different geographical locations, in 

connection with sales values that might be applicable to the notional sites. 

 

A4.6 The study is based upon a series of land valuations of notional sites for both the 

residential and non-residential uses. We will explore the assumptions made in 

respect of the sites later in the report, but at this stage it is worth noting that we 

consider these notional sites to be a means of testing viability, without the site-

specific issues that can obstruct the production of more generic policy. They are not 

actual sites. To this extent they should be considered as speculative developments 

that exclude any specific design requirements or abnormal costs. The applicable 

criteria for the local context are, however, taken into account, for example sales 

values and build costs. 

 

A4.7 The purpose of producing the land valuations is to identify land values per hectare 

for different development scenarios and compare them with the viability thresholds, 

which are also expressed as sums per hectare. We would assume a margin of 

viability either side of the threshold, rather than having a strict cut-off point but 

would, broadly, say that land value outcomes above the viability thresholds will be 

viable, whilst those outcomes below the threshold will not be viable. 

 

A4.8 The study has a reporting date of May 2013. It is in the nature of studies such as 

this to reflect a viability position at a single point in time, whereas policy decisions 

will relate to a much longer timeframe. It is necessary, therefore, to be able to 

adapt any recommendations coming out of the study to differing market conditions. 

In this way the Council will be able to ensure that it receives a fair contribution to 
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affordable housing and infrastructure, while also maintaining a supply of new 

housing that will make these contributions. 

 

A4.9 It is worth affirming that the report’s methodology focuses upon two means of 

assessing viability that merit explanation and qualification at this stage. First, it will 

be seen that we are calculating land values through the residual method of 

valuation. Whilst this is common practice in the context of viability exercises, it 

relies upon a number of inputs, changes to which will result in varying degrees of 

change to the end land value. 

 

A4.10  Second, we are comparing resultant land values to viability thresholds that 

represent an overview of the value of alternative land uses, in the context of 

notional sites. These viability thresholds are not intended to represent market 

values that might apply to individual developers’ sites.  

 

A4.11  The 2013 Draft CIL Regulations include a requirement that an appropriate balance 

between CIL rates and local development viability is demonstrated. 

 

We have already reached this conclusion in believing that the study methodology is 

sound. 

 

A4.12  The soundness of the methodology is demonstrated by the fact that the 

recommended CIL rates are broadly similar to those adopted or recommended in 

the adjoining boroughs, which are located broadly within the same land market as 

Gosport. As in Gosport, there are variations within the adjoining boroughs’ land 

markets. 

 

A4.13  In addition the recommended residential CIL rates are not greatly above those the 

Council is presently charging by way of s.106 tariffs. The s.106 tariff is based on the 

number of bedrooms in a dwelling, but using average sizes for dwellings of each 

number of bedrooms, the rate equates to around £74/m², whereas as the CIL 

recommendations are from £60-100 when no affordable housing is required, and 

£0-100 when affordable housing is provided as part of a development. 

 

A4.14  By way of comparison with possible future CIL rates, the contribution rates under 

s.106 (with or without affordable housing being provided in the development) are 

as follows: 

 

Dwelling 

Size 

(Bedrooms) 

Open Space 

& Transport 

Contribution 

(£) 

Average 

Dwelling 

Size (m²) 

Contribution 

(£/m²) 

1 3198 45 71.07 

2 5384 66 81.58 

3 5868 88 66.68 

4 7580 106 71.51 
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However, these s.106 obligations have not been included in the modelling and so 

the recommended rates could be levied partly under CIL and partly under s.106. 

 

A4.15 Because CIL rates are lowly geared in terms of their impact on development 

viability – i.e. a large change in the CIL rate has little impact on residual land value 

and thus project viability – there is little difference in project viability between 

charging the same rates as are presently being charged, and the slightly higher 

ones that the study recommends. It is therefore felt that the recommended CIL 

levels will not put development at risk. 

 

A4.16  By way of confirming that current contribution rates are able to be supported by 

development, the Council advises that it has no evidence of the current rates 

making development unviable. This is based on the fact that over the past two 

years there have been no instances where developers have sought to negotiate a 

lower contribution rate for their developments. If the contribution rates risked 

making development unviable, it would be expected that, at least in some 

instances, developers would be approaching the Council to seek reduced charges. 
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B1 . I n t r odu ct ion  

B1.1 Part B of the report begins by describing the methodology and inputs used to 

generate development scenarios which are then tested for viability. It describes the 

assumptions that have been adopted in connection with the residential land uses, in 

order to generate the notional sites. Under this section we discuss the valuation 

method that is used, together with the assumptions made in respect of the different 

valuation inputs, such as sales values and profit. We also discuss the concept of 

viability and the different ways in which it needs to be considered in different 

circumstances, for example between the different existing uses that arise from the 

anticipated sites that form the bulk of the Council’s identified housing land supply. 

B1.2 From this we propose viability thresholds, being land values per hectare to 

represent realistic alternative land uses, that are used to assess the viability of the 

specific valuation scenarios. The question of viability will be discussed later in the 

report but, essentially, we are considering the position of a landowner and whether 

a residential development produces a land value to him that is greater than that 

attributable to any alternative uses, for which planning permission might be 

obtained. We can expect that the land would only come forward for development if 

the value of alternative uses is at least matched, if not exceeded.  

B1.3 Following the methodology is discussion of the content and meaning of the 

residential appendices. By way of an explanation of the residential appendices we 

should point out that, in connection with the notional sites, the study is based upon 

the outcome of a series of valuations, each of which reflects a particular scenario, 

such as unit numbers, mixes and proportions of affordable housing. These scenarios 

were agreed with the Council at the outset. The appendices build up, therefore, to 

valuation outcomes, from which we can make assessments of viability.  

B1.4 Following on from the methodology and assumptions in the conclusions section, we 

discuss our findings in relation to the notional sites. We do this by specific reference 

to the attached appendices. At the end of this section, we address specifically the 

issue of the cumulative impact of differing potential policy positions on the viability 

of the sites. 

It should be noted that we are treating CIL as being an overall contribution to 

infrastructure, since we have not allowed any other s.106 costs as part of our 

appraisals that test viability. The allocation of these infrastructure costs, between 

CIL and s.106 will be made by the Council, such that the CIL charging schedule will 

be set at a level that still allows s.106 costs to be levied, while maintaining viability. 

B1.5 From the findings, we then draw our conclusions. 
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B2 .  Met h odology  

 

B2.1 In this section we discuss the means by which we have sought to respond to the 

Council’s brief in testing viability across a range of residential scenarios. 

 

B2.2 The report has modelled CSH Levels 3, 4 and 5 against a range of notional 

development scenarios that would represent those unit numbers and densities that 

could come forward for development. The notional scenarios are valued using the 

residual method of valuation, producing land values that can be compared to values 

of either existing or alternative uses that might be expected to receive a planning 

permission. 

 

B2.3 This report follows the Council’s affordable housing viability study, produced by DTZ 

in 2010. The broad methodology of the two studies is similar, although this current 

assessment focuses upon appropriate levels of CIL against the Council’s preferred 

affordable housing position. 

 

B2.4 We believe that the methodology adopted for this study accords with guidance 

produced by Government and other bodies such as RICS and HCA. 

 

B2.5 The modelling does not make an allowance for S106 infrastructure contributions, as 

it is envisaged that CIL will replace these. The recommended charges could, 

however, be levied partly under CIL and partly under s.106. 

 

B2.6 For the purpose of assessing viability, we have suggested different viability 

thresholds to reflect the value of alternative uses. The main alternative uses are 

established by the identified residential sites forming the anticipated housing supply 

in the Council’s Draft Local Plan. In connection with the calculation of the residential 

CIL, these thresholds are: 

 

Greenfield £450,000 per hectare 

Garage Courts £550,000 per hectare 

MOD sites £650,000 per hectare 

Employment sites £900,000 per hectare 

Residential low value £1,015,000 per hectare 

Residential medium value £1,285,000 per hectare 

Residential high value £1,530,000 per hectare 

 

B2.7 The report highlights the fact that the study has taken place at a low point in the 

market and that future monitoring of market values will be necessary to inform the 

Council’s future monitoring of appropriate CIL levels. 

 

B2.8 In terms of residential development the study identifies three different levels of 

sales value that could be applied to different locations in the Borough. The lowest 

value would be applicable to some locations chiefly in the north of the Borough, the 

mid-range to locations in the centre and rest of the north of the Borough and the 

highest value applied to locations in the south and west of the Borough. 
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B2.9 Valuation outcomes show that there is, currently, no viable means of charging CIL 

in the lowest value locations. In other locations the report suggests a CIL rate of up 

to £100 per square metre, although there are likely to be specific instances in the 

mid-range locations where flexibility is required in the imposition of preferred 

affordable housing requirements if this level of CIL is to be achieved. 

 

B2.10 We have suggested that the Council could also consider a CIL charge of up to £100 

per square metre on those developments in mid to upper range locations that fall 

below the policy threshold for providing on-site affordable housing. 

 

B2.11  The ability to charge CIL, while also maintaining viability, relies upon the total sales 

revenue from a development exceeding the development costs, such that the 

residue will provide for both the CIL charge and an adequate land value, when 

measured against the above viability thresholds. In this report, we have 

represented residential sales values through the Value Points table (see Appendix 

2), where lower Value Points imply lower value. It should be noted that, whilst 

Value Points 2-4 represent researched values, Value Point 1 would imply a fall in 

value from Value Point 2, while Value Point 5 would imply a rise in value from Value 

Point 4. In this way we can see the impact of a rise or fall in the sales market, from 

the researched values. 

 

B2.12  The broad locations of different CIL charges are shown on the map at the end of the 

report, represented as zones 1, 2 and 3, with a separate category for the 

Waterfront site. 

 

B2.13  More specifically we could say, therefore, that the Value Points are designed to 

apply to these locations, such that Value Point 2 would relate to the lower value 

locations, at zone 1, Value Point 3 would relate to mid-range locations, at zone 2, 

and Value Point 4 would relate to the higher value locations to the west and south 

of the Borough, at zone 3.  

 

This is also discussed in section B9.2, below. 

 

B2.14  The broad conclusions of the residential section of the study are in line with those of 

the DTZ 2010 affordable housing viability study, namely the fact that viability 

remains challenging in the lowest value locations. 

 

B2.15  However, the report also makes clear that unless the economic climate improves 

before the introduction of CSH level 5 in 2016, almost all residential development in 

the Borough will struggle to achieve viability. 
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B3 .  Hypot h et ical Sit es 

 

B3.1 The first fundamental point to make is that part of the study consists of the testing 

of hypothetical, or notional sites. These are not actual sites, but are developed by 

parameters that have been agreed with the Council. The implication of this is that 

we are creating a series of unit numbers and densities that reflect those that might 

be experienced across the Gosport Borough Council area. 

 

B3.2 The advantage of notional sites is that they can be created to represent a full 

spread of scenarios, in such a way that maximises the chances of the outcomes 

reflecting most situations. To rely on actual sites for this part of the study would 

risk the study being based upon a narrow range of scenarios, particularly at a time 

when a reduced number of developments is being undertaken. 

 

B3.3 One of the considerations in assuming notional sites is to ensure that the valuation 

inputs reflect the experience of developers on the ground in the area. We have 

addressed this situation by seeking information locally for the inputs into the study, 

as discussed further below and have combined this with our wider experience of 

these studies, alongside published data for such inputs as build costs. 

 

B3.4 In formulating the mixes, our methodology has been to set targets for floor area 

per developable hectare and then apply an appropriate mix that sits within this floor 

area. 

 

B3.5 Appendices 1A and 1B shows the adopted mixes for the study at various densities, 

together with the assumed floor areas for the different dwelling types. They also 

show the split of tenure types, at 40% (as per Council policy) and 30% (for 

sensitivity testing) affordable housing. 

 

B3.6 In drawing up these mixes, we needed to adopt a standard that would allow us to 

say that a particular mix is appropriate for the scenario in question. Since we are 

using land values per hectare as our viability criteria, we are applying the unit 

numbers to sites of specific sizes, dictated by the different densities. For example, 

25 units at our density level of 80 dwellings per hectare results in a site area of 

0.31 hectares. On the other hand, 15 units at a density of 35 dwellings per hectare 

results in a site area of 0.43 hectares. Each density scenario will imply, therefore, a 

different mix of units, as shown in Appendices 1A and 1B. 

 

B3.7 We adopt a standard that relates to the floor area that can reasonably be 

accommodated on a site for a speculative housing development. Through past 

experience and discussions with developers, we believe that it is reasonable to base 

our housing mixes on an accommodation level of between some 3,800 square 

metres per hectare, and 4,800 square metres per hectare. The latter might apply 

where a block of flats has a particularly high number of floors. The resultant 

accommodation levels per hectare can be seen in the right hand columns of the 

tables at Appendices 1A and 1B. 
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B3.8 It was agreed that we would test sites of 10, 15 and 25 units for viability with on-

site affordable housing. These were to be tested at densities of 35, 45, 60 and 80 

dwellings per hectare, with developments of 25 units to be also tested at 100 

dwellings per ha. These numbers and densities are designed to reflect the range of 

developments that might arise across the plan area, although they are not intended 

to include more strategic sites, where an element of off-site infrastructure might be 

required.  

 

B3.9 The study does not cover instances where an entire development is intended to 

consist of affordable housing, since the Council’s policy is that no CIL will be payable 

on affordable dwellings. In these instances, CIL will have no impact on a site’s 

viability. 
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B4 .   Appr aisal Modell in g   

 

B4.1 In order to assess the viability of the different sites, we use a valuation toolkit that 

carries out a residual land valuation, the result of which is then compared to either 

existing or alternative land values. The residual appraisal is, essentially, a 

calculation of land value that deducts all anticipated costs of a project from the 

expected revenues to leave a “residue” that will be available for the land purchase. 

It needs to be remembered that this residue will include the costs of acquiring and 

financing the land, so it is the net land figure that is of interest, when comparing to 

other potential uses for viability purposes. This is discussed further below. 

 

B4.2 The residual land valuation relies upon a series of inputs. These inputs would set 

out: 

 

 The number, mix and floor area of the units to be built. 

 The values attributable to these units, leading to a total sales revenue. 

 The build costs of the units, leading to a total build cost. 

 The professional fees and pre-start site investigations that would be 

required. 

 The finance costs. 

 The required profit. 

 

These inputs should relate to the same moment in time, since many of the values 

will vary with market conditions. 

 

B4.3  With regard to methodology around the appraisal inputs, we would make the 

following comments: 

 

B4.3.1 In order to ascertain the current appropriate levels of the various valuation inputs, 

we made contact with developers who build either in or close to the plan area. We 

conducted telephone discussions with them, focussing primarily upon the key 

valuation inputs of build costs, finance cost, fees and profit. The other major input 

of sales values was covered separately by ourselves as part of the market research. 

 

B4.3.2 The developer response was limited, but we believe that our experience of these 

studies, together with published data, has allowed us to derive robust inputs for the 

local area. 

 

B4.4 The following headings set out the background to both assessing viability and 

creating the valuation inputs that result in the land values for each scenario. 
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B5 .   Viab il i t y  an d Viab il i t y  Th r esh olds 

 

B5.1 Viability is at the heart of a study such as this and it is, therefore, important that we 

define what we mean by the term.  

 

B5.2  In essence, viability is the measure by which a project will be judged to be worth 

pursuing. The way in which viability is measured will depend upon individual 

circumstances, which will vary between, for example, a landowner and a developer 

that might be interested in purchasing the land. 

 

B5.3  From the developer’s point of view, the main measure of viability will be the profit 

generated by the project, assuming a specific land value. Sufficient profit is required 

in order to provide an incentive to proceed with a project, while also being 

necessary to attract funding. The attitude of lenders will relate to risk and the 

required profit level will rise and fall with the assessment of that risk. In times of 

economic difficulties, such as we are currently experiencing, there will be a 

perception that sales will be slower and at, possibly, falling levels, with the result 

that more profit is required.  

 

B5.4  The landowner, on the other hand, has other considerations when deciding to bring 

his land forward for housing, the main ones being an existing use value or the value 

of an alternative use that might receive planning permission. The levels of any 

alternative value will vary, depending upon both locational factors and the specific 

alternative use that might be feasible. 

 

B5.5  For the purpose of studies such as this, we are basing our assessment of viability on 

the land values that arise from the valuations of the different residential 

development scenarios. Each scenario will produce a different land value, based 

upon factors such as density, sales values and build costs. If we express the land 

values, produced by the valuations, in terms of sums per hectare, then we can 

compare these to the existing or alternative uses that could apply to the site.  

 

B5.6  In this connection, we use the term “viability threshold” to describe the point at 

which a land value per hectare exceeds either the existing use value or the value of 

alternative uses. 

 

B5.7  In order to make viability comparisons with different land uses, we need to 

establish values for the range of alternative uses that might be applicable. For the 

current study, we have considered the existing/previous uses of sites that form the 

anticipated housing supply of the draft Local Plan 2011-2029. These sites are listed 

as follows: 

 

Site     Existing use 

 

  Gosport waterfront  Industrial 

Daedalus    Former MOD land, with aviation hangars etc 

Royal Hospital, Haslar  Former MOD hospital. Heritage issues. 
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Priddy's Hard Heritage  Former MOD industrial site. Heritage issues 

area  

Stoners Close   Residential garage court 

Wheelers Close   Residential garage court 

Lapthorn Close   Residential garage court 

Magister Drive, Cherque  Greenfield 

Farm  

Windfall sites   Residential, industrial and derelict sites 

 

B5.8 From this list, it will be seen that the identified sites have a range of existing uses, 

from the Greenfield use of the site at Cherque Farm to the residential uses, of some 

of the anticipated windfall sites. Each of these uses will have its own existing value, 

although this needs to be considered alongside the likelihood of planning policy 

allowing a continuation of the same use. We will, therefore, discuss each of the 

most likely alternative uses in turn. 

 

B5.9  Greenfield 

 

B5.9.1 It is accepted that there will be few Greenfield sites in an urban location such as 

Gosport. We need to establish, however, an existing use value for those sites that 

might arise. In light of the fact that Greenfield sites are usually a lower priority for 

development than brownfield sites, that have been previously developed, 

landowners will often agree to sell the land through an option agreement. This 

option agreement would, typically include a minimum land price to be achieved 

before a sale will take place. In our experience, this minimum price is set at around 

£450,000 per hectare, reflecting the relatively low value of what would, otherwise, 

be an agricultural use.  

 

B5.10  Industrial/Employment 

 

B5.10.1 We also need to consider, however, sites that might be in an existing employment 

or commercial use, such as the Waterfront site. In this connection, we can consider 

both published information and also the outcomes of our work on the non-

residential uses for this study. The latest published information from the VOA dates 

from January 2011, at which time they gave an industrial land value for 

Southampton of £1,145,000 per hectare. We believe that Gosport values would be 

some 20% less than Southampton, resulting in a level of £916,000 per hectare. In 

this connection we should note the mid-range employment use figure of DTZ at 

£995,000 per hectare whilst their lowest value for employment uses is £290,000 

per hectare. Taking this into account alongside our work on the non-residential 

uses, we believe that it would be appropriate to adopt a figure of £900,000 per 

hectare for existing industrial/employment uses. 

 

B5.11  Former MOD Land 

 

B5.11.1 From discussions with Council officers, we believe that it would be reasonable to 

apply an employment-based alternative use to the MOD sites that form part of the 
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Council’s anticipated housing supply. It is the case, however, that these sites are 

characterised as including existing buildings that would need to be retained and 

converted, as well as heritage features that would need to be retained in any new 

scheme.  

B5.11.2 In order to assess a viability threshold for such sites, we have referred to the office 

appraisal that is included as part of the non-residential report, specifically to the 

section that deals with the existing use value. This is in light of the potential for the 

MOD buildings to be used as offices. We have applied the following assumptions, 

when arriving at an estimate of existing use value: 

 The structure will offer a sufficient floor-to-ceiling height that would

accommodate suspended floors and ceilings, as might be necessary to meet

modern office standards.

 Site cover of 33%.

 Refurbishment costs at £540 per square metre.

 Fees at 10% of build cost.

 Net rental capitalised at 10%.

B5.11.3 In addition, it is likely that a refurbishment of these buildings to a different use 

would result in a longer build period than would otherwise be the case for a more 

conventional office building. 

B5.11.4 The outcome of this appraisal is an alternative use value that would equate to 

£656,000 per hectare. We consider it reasonable to assess the development 

scenarios against this viability threshold, as part of the overall viability assessment. 

B5.12 Garage Courts 

B5.12.1 We have seen from the Council’s anticipated housing supply that a number of new 

homes are expected to be provided on the sites of garage courts that are currently 

owned by the Council, being located within existing social housing complexes. We 

understand that these garages have a low level of usage, hence the justification for 

redevelopment. This low level of usage also results in a lower existing use value, 

especially if the locational factors imply that this situation is likely to persist.  

B5.12.2  We do need to recognise, however, that these garage court sites will have a value 

to the Council that arises from the fact that they can facilitate new development, 

without the need to acquire land or redevelop existing housing. We would suggest 

that this value would be less than the value of employment land, but that it would 

be higher than the value of Greenfield sites. On the other hand, the Council might 

take the view that any notional value in the garage courts is cancelled out by the 

ongoing maintenance liability. We would propose, however, a viability threshold for 

the garage courts of £550,000 per hectare, but would need to bear in mind the fact 

that maintenance costs might result in a lower value. 
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B5.13  Residential 

 

B5.13.1  We have seen, above, that the identified housing supply is expected to be provided 

on sites that are currently in employment, garage court or Greenfield use. It is also 

assumed, however, that a proportion of the expected windfall sites will be in 

current residential use, which is potentially the highest existing use value. 

 

B5.13.2  An analysis of the impact of a residential viability threshold is limited by the fact 

that site-specific issues will have a significant bearing upon the viability outcome. 

For example, if only part of a residential property is being developed, then the 

extent of any fall in the value of the remainder will depend upon a number of 

factors. These will include the value and condition of the existing property, whether 

the new development enjoys a separate access and the physical impact of the new 

development upon the existing. 

 

B5.13.3  On the other hand, if the entire property is being redeveloped, then the viability of 

the proposal will be dictated by the value of the existing in relation to the value of 

the completed development. If the existing house is in a good condition in a high 

value location, then viability is likely to be difficult. If the existing property is either 

in a poor condition in a good location, occupies only a small part of the site, or 

both, then the value of the new development in relation to the existing will be 

higher and viability will be improved. In most instances, we believe that viability 

will be better where only a part of a residential property is taken for development. 

 

B4.13.4 In the above examples, we see that a viability threshold needs to exceed either a 

reduction in value resulting from development, or a total loss of an existing value.  

 

B5.13.5  The VOA can offer some guidance as to prevailing levels of residential land value. 

The figure for Southampton is £1,700,000 per hectare. In order to assess the 

difference in values between Southampton and Gosport we have looked at 

Home.co.uk, which gives price comparisons for different locations. If we compare 

prices between Southampton and Gosport, we see that, based on August 2012 

figures, the price of detached houses in Gosport is higher than in Southampton. For 

smaller houses and flats, however, Gosport is seen to be cheaper by 4 to 14%. We 

would estimate, therefore, that general Gosport prices would be some 10% lower 

than Southampton, and that this would translate into a residential land value for 

Gosport of approximately £1,530,000 per hectare.  

 

B5.13.6  We need to adopt different residential thresholds to reflect the different sales value 

levels that are represented by the Value Points shown at Appendix 2.  

 

B5.13.7  If we use the value of £1,530,000 per hectare as a starting point, then we need to 

make an assessment of where this value sits in terms of our sales values, as set 

out in the Value Points table at Appendix 2. This is because the different sales 

values across the Borough are likely to have the greatest impact on land values, 

thereby allowing us to assess the range of land values that should be adopted.  
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B5.13.8  In order to assess the price to be paid for a site, a developer is likely to carry out a 

similar valuation to those prepared for this study, taking into account prevailing 

planning policy in relation to such matters as affordable housing.  

 

B5.13.9  The land value outcomes shown on the table at Appendix 5A relate most closely to 

current planning policy, requiring 40% affordable housing at CSH Level 3. The 

resultant land values per hectare could, therefore, be said to represent the prices 

that a developer might pay for land in current circumstances. From this Appendix, 

we would say that a land value of £1,530,000 per hectare would fall within Value 

Point 4. From here, we would then assess appropriate land values that would form 

the viability thresholds for Value Points 2 and 3. 

 

B5.13.10  At this point we should stress that we are not expressing opinions on the value that 

land will inevitably achieve in the marketplace. This will be governed by not only 

the developer’s appraisal, but also by the state of the market and the developer’s 

own circumstances and attitude to risk. For this exercise, we are looking to 

generate a robust basis for proposing different viability thresholds in different value 

locations. 

 

B5.13.11  If we conclude that a residential viability threshold of £1,530,000 would apply to 

our Value Point 4 on the Value Points table, then we need to assess the thresholds 

relative to Value Points 2 and 3. We have suggested above that the greatest 

influence on land value, in the residual appraisal, is the level of sales values. In 

order to apply viability thresholds to Value Points 2 and 3 we have, therefore, 

looked at the percentage difference in average sales values for the different house 

types, compared to Value Point 4. From this we see that Value Point 3 is 16% lower 

than Value Point 4, while Value Point 2 is 21% lower than Value Point 3. If we 

translate this into viability thresholds, we see the following: 

 

Residential threshold VALUE POINT 4:   £1,530,000 per hectare 

Residential threshold VALUE POINT 3:   £1,285,000 per hectare 

Residential threshold VALUE POINT 2:   £1,015,000 per hectare 

 

B5.13.12  By way of summary, the thresholds that we will use to assess viability in this 

residential section of the report will be: 

 

Greenfield       £450,000 per hectare 

Garage Courts      £550,000 per hectare 

MOD sites       £650,000 per hectare 

Commercial/employment existing use  £900,000 per hectare 

Residential existing use    £1,015,000-£1,530,000 

per hectare 

 

Later in the report, in the Findings section, we discuss the valuation outcomes 

against these viability thresholds.  
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B5.13.13  We should repeat that these viability thresholds are not site valuations in the 

individual uses. A particular site would need to be valued on its own merits, using 

site-specific costs and values. The viability thresholds indicate the land values per 

hectare that, we believe, would need to be achieved in order to persuade 

landowners/developers to release land for development. 

 

B5.13.14  Finally, in connection with the viability thresholds, we need to consider whether it is 

appropriate to add a premium to these values. In the non-residential report, we see 

that viability thresholds are calculated by making an assessment of site value with 

an assumed level of existing accommodation, prior to redevelopment. This reflects 

the current value of the site to the landowner, to which a premium of 20% has 

been added, providing an incentive to sell the land. 

 

B5.13.15  With regard to the residential report, we have seen that it is possible to identify a 

number of sites that make up the anticipated housing supply, ranging from 

greenfield to industrial land and including the redundant MOD sites. With regard to 

these housing supply sites we believe that, in most instances, a decision has been 

made that a site is surplus to requirements and that it will be sold for development. 

In these circumstances, therefore, we do not believe that the incentive premium is 

necessary for the land to be delivered for development. It is, however, possible that 

some of the windfall sites would only come forward for development, in the event 

that a sufficient premium over existing use value was applied. We believe that this 

could apply particularly to the existing residential sites. 

 

B5.1316  We shall not, therefore, apply a premium as a matter of course; we will, however, 

consider the impact on viability of the premium in certain circumstances, as part of 

the Findings section. 
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B6 . Pr of it  

B6.1 Profit is the point of a project, and so its measure is a vital factor in assessing 

viability. Profit requirements will vary according to market conditions and current 

conditions are leading to higher profit expectations, particularly from lenders. Since 

profit is, perhaps, most associated with anticipated sales risks, it is common to 

express it as a percentage of the anticipated sales revenue.  

B6.2 On the other hand, sales risk is greater from the market housing than from the 

affordable housing. We adopt, therefore, different profit levels for each sector.  

B6.3 The appraisal model produced by the Homes and Communities Agency is commonly 

used as a tool for carrying out residual land valuations. This assumes profit levels of 

17.5% for market housing and 6% for affordable housing. With the uncertainties in 

the current market, however, the responses from the developers, along with our 

own experience, indicates that we should be assuming profit levels of 20% for 

market housing, with 6% for the affordable housing. 
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B7 . Bu ild  Cost s 

B7.1 We asked developers for their views on build costs for both houses and flats, 

excluding abnormal costs, but including an allowance for Lifetime Homes and 

preliminary costs, and assuming CSH Level 3. The brief from the Council was to run 

the build costs, assuming Levels 4 and 5, so we have made additional allowances 

over Level 3 to cover this. 

B7.2 For studies such as this, it is also common to have regard to the build costs 

produced by BCIS, being a building cost index for a range of property types and 

locations. We set out below the latest build cost figures from BCIS for the different 

house types, being the upper quartile levels that they have recorded from their 

sample sites. These are weighted by BCIS for Hampshire. It should be borne in 

mind that BCIS figures are quoted net of externals costs. As a rule of thumb, we 

add 15% to the costs to cover this item: 

 Two storey estate housing £908 per sq. m + 15% = £1,044 per sq. m 

 Three storey estate housing £921 per sq. m + 15% = £1,059 per sq. m 

 Estate housing - terraced £975 per sq. m + 15% = £1,121 per sq. m 

 Flat - 3-5 storey £1,098 per sq. m + 15% = £1,263 per sq. m 

B7.3 For CSH Level 3, we have adopted build costs of £1,100 per sq. m for houses and 

£1,200 per sq. m for flats. 

B7.4 For the extra costs above CSH Level 3, we referred to the CLG document “Cost of 

Building to the Code for Sustainable Homes Updated Cost Review” dated August 

2011. From this we applied the additional costs to go from Level 3 to 4 and 5  

The build costs used in each scenario are: 

Cost of Code Level 4: Houses: £1,140 per sq. m 

Flats:  £1,240 per sq. m 

Cost of Code Level 5: Houses: £1,300 per sq. m 

Flats:  £1,400 per sq. m 

B7.5 We should point out that these costs are in addition to any s.106 cost or CIL 

charge. We have not made any allowance for section 106 costs for the notional 

sites. 

Other valuation inputs used were: 

 Percentage build cost for professional fees: 7% 

 Percentage of sales revenue for sales and marketing costs: 3%

 Finance rate: 7.0% 

 Build cost contingency: 3% 
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 Profit on market housing:       20% 

 Profit on affordable housing:        6% 

 

B7.6  It should be noted that the allowance for professional fees excludes planning 

application fees, surveys and insurances, for which additional allowances are made. 

Furthermore, we make an allowance for site surveys, which might include soils, 

topographical and ecology and take the view that a degree of site preparation is 

inevitable before construction of individual units can commence. A further 

allowance is made for this. 
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B8 .   Af for dab le Hou sin g  

 

B8.1  We agreed with the Borough Council that we would test the various scenarios at an 

affordable housing proportion of 40%, being the Council’s preferred position. We 

then decided that, in the light of both the DTZ findings and potential emerging 

viability findings, that we should also consider an affordable housing proportion of 

30%. A lower proportion allows the Council to understand the potential implications 

of reducing the affordable housing requirement in specific circumstances, 

depending upon the weight that it wishes to apply to various policy considerations. 

 

B8.2  As stated above, we agreed with the Council that affordable housing should reflect 

both affordable rent and social rented tenures, as follows:  

 

 Modelling with affordable housing at 40% of the total number of units in 

each scenario. 

 

 The rented element of affordable housing should comprise 65%, with shared 

ownership making up 35%. 

 

 The rented element should be made up of 75% affordable rent at 80% of 

market rent levels, and 25% social rent. 

 

B8.3  With regard to the affordable units, our methodology has involved extensive 

discussions with local registered providers, as a result of which we have proposed 

revenue figures, as shown as part of the Value Points table at Appendix 2, for all 

three affordable rented tenures.  Figures for the affordable rent tenure have been 

calculated on the basis of 80% of market rent, with different market rental 

assumptions at the different Value Points. The revenues for the affordable rented 

units vary, therefore, by the value of the location and equate to approximately 35% 

to 45% of the units’ market value.  

 

B8.4  The shared ownership units also vary by the value of the location and equate to 

approximately 65% of market value. 

 

B8.5  We have not changed the revenues attributable to the social rented units for 

different market values. They remain the same for each house type across the value 

bands. As a guide, however, the revenues for the social rented units equate to 

between 25% and 35% of market value, with the lower percentage relating to the 

more expensive locations.  

 

B8.6  We are attaching a table, Figure 1, which illustrates the breakdown of the assumed 

affordable housing tenures. 
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Figure 1 

Percentage Splits of Different Housing Tenures - as per Gosport housing policies 2012 
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B9 .   Sales Valu es 

 

B9.1  Our sales research was carried out during the second half of 2012. It took the form 

of both online research, mainly from Rightmove, and on-the-ground research in the 

locality. Our priority was to research values for newbuild developments across the 

plan area, since it is these developments that would provide a large proportion of 

the Council’s affordable housing stock, whilst also incurring a level of CIL charge. 

Where there was a lack of newbuild evidence, we considered second-hand 

properties that had recently been built on speculative estates that would 

correspond as closely as possible to those that form the basis of our valuations, as 

set out in the tables of mixes and numbers, in Appendix 1A. The prices quoted to 

us for the individual properties will be asking prices. Our enquiries in respect of the 

newbuild developments revealed that developers would sell at a figure below the 

asking price, especially at the tail-end of a development or if the purchaser was in a 

good position to proceed. Our adopted values, for both the Value Points table and 

the Gosport Waterside, take this reduction into account. 

 

Our initial comments are in respect of the notional sites. 

 

B9.2  The CIL regulations allow different levels of CIL to be charged in different 

geographical areas, subject to viability. As part of the sales research, therefore, we 

considered which locations within the plan area might correspond to the individual 

Value Points on the Value Points table. We should point out that, in some locations, 

there is little evidence from which to draw robust conclusions as to prevailing value 

levels, but we would suggest that the area could be divided in the following way, 

according to the three Value Point levels. The different zones refer to the map at 

the end of the report. 

 

Value Point 2 (map zone 1) Lower value locations, mostly in parts of north of 

Borough 

 

Value Point 3 (map zone 2) Mid-range locations, generally in the centre and rest of 

the north 

 

Value Point 4 (map zone 3) Higher value locations, in the south and west. 

 

B9.3  We would reiterate the fact that the researched value levels are represented by 

Value Points 2-4, as above. Value Point 1 represents a fall in values from Value 

Point 2, while Value Point 5 represents a rise in values from Value Point 4, in order 

for the modelling to retain a measure of relevance if prices move up or down. 

 

B9.4  In some instances we consider that a particular location falls between two Value 

Points. This is taken into account when we assess land value outcomes from the 

appraisals. For example, a particular location might have values that fall between 

Value Points 3 and 4. In this instance, we would assess viability by taking into 

account the land value outcomes relating to both Value Points. 
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B9.5  In addition, the layout of the Value Points table allows the impact of differing 

market conditions to be assessed. For example, in a rising market we might see the 

values in Value Point 2 rise to those of Value Point 3, with corresponding 

movements in the higher Value Points. Conversely, a falling sales market might see 

a move from, say, Value Point 3 to Value Point 2. 

 

B9.6  The sales research builds up to the figures that are shown in the Value Points table, 

attached as Appendix 2. The Value Points table shows the range of values that 

would be applicable to the house types being used in the study. 
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B10.  What the Residential Appendices Show 

 

B.10.1  Introduction – The Residential Sales Market 

 

B10.1.1 In this section, we will begin with a consideration of the residential sales market, 

before we consider the findings of the individual appendices, which contain the 

results of our research and valuations.  

 

B10.1.2 When considering a policy position in relation to CIL, it is important to understand 

the current state of the residential sales market, from which a feel can be gained of 

the potential financial pressures that house builders and developers might be 

experiencing. There is much published data about the residential market, but we 

have looked at two of the more significant surveys, being those produced by the 

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and the Homes and Communities 

Agency (HCA). It should be borne in mind that these two surveys are on a 

countrywide basis and will, therefore, mask the more positive situation that is 

sometimes reported for the south of England.  

 

RICS Housing Market Survey February 2013   

 

 Stable price picture at the national level. 

 

 Surveyors remain optimistic about the next 12 months. Part of the reason 

for optimism is the improvements in the lending market. 

 

 The London market remains the standout performer, with surveyors 

seeing more modest price gains in the south-east. 

 

 One Portsmouth agent reports increasing instructions and viewings. Offers 

are moving closer to asking prices. 

 

HCA Housing Market Bulletin April 2013   

 

 London continues to be the main impetus to rising national house prices. 

 

 Mortgage lending is increasing. 

 

 Office for National Statistics says that average UK prices rose by 1.9% in 

the year to February 2013. 

 

 The Land Registry says that prices in England and Wales increased by 

0.1% in March 

 

 Lending to first time buyers was 17.6% higher than in February 2012. 

 

B10.1.3 Following is a description of the residential appraisal appendices (Appendices 1-7 of 

the report), and interpretation of the data they contain. 
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B.10.2  Appendices 1A & 1B 

 

B10.2.1 These are the tables of housing mixes for the notional sites, assuming affordable 

housing proportions of 40% and 30% respectively. It is these sites (i.e. theoretical 

developments) on which the analysis is based. They represent typical developments 

that have occurred in Gosport, in terms of dwelling numbers, mix of dwelling types 

and sizes, and types of tenures. 

 

B10.2.2 These tables are designed to illustrate the basis of the valuations for policy 

compliant sites. They are presented, therefore, as a matter of record, as opposed to 

offering particular findings. 

 

B10.2.3 The unit numbers, affordable housing proportions and densities were agreed with 

the Council. Each table shows the number of units, the density as dwellings per 

hectare and the resultant land area for each scenario. The numbers of each house 

type, together with its floor area, are then shown and these result in total floor 

areas at the right hand end of the table. 

 

B10.2.4 In order to satisfy ourselves that the mixes are reasonable, we have set a site 

coverage parameter of between approximately 3,800 square metres and 4,800 

square metres of floor area, excluding garages, per hectare. The final column of 

each table shows the actual floor area per hectare of each scenario.  This range is 

intended to reflect the different levels of accommodation that might be expected on 

sites of differing densities in the Gosport area. 

 

B10.2.5 With regard to the affordable housing element, it was agreed with the Council that 

this would be modelled on the following basis: 

 

 Initial modelling of affordable housing at 40% of the total number of units in 

each scenario. 

 

 The rented element of affordable housing should comprise 65%, with shared 

ownership making up the other 35%. 

 

 The rented element should be made up of 75% affordable rent at 80% of 

market rent levels, and social rent making up the other 25%. 

 

 Subsequent modelling of 30% affordable housing, on the same split of 

tenures. 

 

B10.2.6 The housing mixes also show numbers for 10 and 15-unit sites that exclude 

affordable housing, with a view to testing the impact on viability of the Council’s 

current affordable housing policy (15 dwellings threshold) and proposed policy (10 

dwellings threshold) on this basis. 

 

B10.2.7 It should be noted that the number of units on a development affects the 

achievable mix of affordable dwelling sizes and types, especially in smaller 
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developments, as the affordable housing requirement of 30% or 40% means that 

the full range of affordable dwelling types and sizes is restricted. 

B.10.3  Appendix 2 

B10.3.1 This is the Value Points table that results from the sales research. The sales 

research considers newbuild and, where there is little newbuild evidence, 

comparable second hand properties. It was carried out in two tranches, the first at 

the outset of the study and the second later on during the course of the study, with 

a view to obtaining a spread of values, from which the Value Points table could be 

produced. The Value Points table attributes both market and affordable housing 

values to the house types that are used in the subsequent appraisals. 

B10.3.2 With regard to market values, the principle of the table is that it represents the 

range of values attributable to each house type as a series of Value Points, in this 

case ranging from Value Point 1 to Value Point 5. The values that result directly 

from our sales research are shown as Value Point 2 to Value Point 4. Value Point 1 

is then showing the impact of a fall in values from Value Point 2, while Value Point 5 

represents a rise in value over Value Point 4. 

B10.3.3 The Value Points table can, therefore, be used to illustrate not only typical values 

for a location today, but also the viability effect of value movements, either up or 

down. 

B10.3.4 Later in the report, we will be highlighting the percentage difference in value 

between the different Value Points. At this stage, it is sufficient to comment that 

Value Point 3 values are, on average 16% lower than Value Point 4, whilst Value 

Point 2 values are 21% lower than Value Point 3. 

B10.3.5 In addition to market values, the Value Points table also shows our assumed 

revenues for the affordable housing tenures, being shared ownership, together with 

affordable rent and social rent.   

B10.3.6 We should point out that the Value Points principle is only used in the context of the 

notional sites. For the Gosport Waterfront, we can apply specific values to the 

specific location. 

B10.3.7 The sales research was carried out across Gosport Borough, in order to achieve as 

broad a cross-section as possible of prevailing values. 

B10.3.8 The initial research was carried out at the beginning of the study, since the 

outcomes of this are required for the different valuations. In addition, however, we 

also revisited the information, with a view to obtaining as broad a cross-section of 

values as possible. 

B10.3.9 The table of Value Points is a distillation of the sales research into Value Points 1 to 

5. We would repeat the fact that the researched values span Value Point 2 to Value
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Point 4 for each house type, while Value Point 1 represents a fall in values, with 

Value Point 5 representing a corresponding rise in values. In respect of the sales 

research, therefore, the main findings are, firstly the sales values as set out in the 

Value Points table and, secondly, the suggested hierarchy of settlement values, as 

set out above, but repeated below for ease of reference. 

 

Value Point 2 (charging zone 1) Lower value locations, mostly in parts of 

the north of the Borough. 

Value Point 3 (charging zone 2) Mid-range locations, generally in the 

centre and the rest of the north. 

Value Point 4 (charging zone 3) Higher value locations, in the south and 

west of the Borough. 

 

B10.3.10 It is worth highlighting one particular finding from the Value Points table, where it 

will be noted that we are attributing similar values to both the 2-bedroom houses 

and apartments, whereas in most instances the houses would be worth more. In 

the context of Gosport, we see that a proportion of the apartments are in 

developments that have an element of sea view. We believe that this would allow 

the units to appeal to a wider market, including the buy-down market, with the 

result that prices rise for these apartments. On the other hand, we believe that a 2-

bedroom house would be less likely to have water views. They will, therefore, 

appeal to a more restricted market, being the traditional buyer moving up the 

property ladder, for whom the availability of mortgage finance could restrict the 

ability to pay higher prices.  

 

B10.3.11 We have commented above on the percentage difference in values between Value 

Points 2 to 4, where Value Point 3 is 16% lower than Value Point 4 and Value Point 

2 is 21% lower than Value Point 3. We use these percentages when we are 

assessing appropriate residential viability thresholds, against which to measure the 

viability of the different scenarios in the following appendices. 

 

B10.3.12 In connection with the lower value locations, represented by Value Point 2, it will be 

noted from the appendices that viability in these locations is not good, based upon 

the sales levels researched in the second half of 2012. We have considered more 

recently whether the sales market in early 2013 would allow a more positive view 

to be adopted, taking into account any later sales evidence. At the same time, we 

are also aware of work that has been undertaken by officers of the Council to 

assess the past sales performance of the area, particularly relating to that part of 

Rowner, into which significant sums of regeneration money have been invested by 

the Rowner Regeneration Partnership.  

 

B10.3.13 Whilst we do not believe that the more recent sales research would allow a different 

view of viability at today’s date, it would appear that the regeneration has resulted 

in comparatively faster rises in values for Rowner, compared to rises that might 

have been experienced elsewhere in the Borough. Whilst this growth might have 

been from a low base position, it could indicate the potential for Rowner to close 
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the value gap with neighbouring areas, as the regeneration scheme approaches 

completion.     

 

B.10.4  Appendix 3 

 

B10.4.1 This relates to Appendix 2, in that it shows the build-up to the affordable rent 

revenues that are included in the Appendix 2 table. We have set the affordable rent 

revenues at 80% of market rent. Market rents have been assessed separately for 

the three charging zones suggested by the locations of the three different ranges of 

Value Points, from which a capital value is derived. We have used the capital value 

as the assumed revenue for this affordable housing tenure. 

 

B10.4.2 This Appendix shows the build-up to the calculation of affordable rent revenues. 

These revenues have been used in the appraisals that are referred to in subsequent 

appraisals. We are not, therefore, looking for any particular findings from this 

Appendix. 

 

B.10.5  Interpreting Appendices 4-6 

 

B10.5.1 These tables indicate, by comparing the residual value of a proposal with the 

existing use value of the site, the viability of a notional project. The viability can be 

seen under the set of columns for each of the Value Points. Reading across the 

table for a given development scenario, as the CIL rate (£ per square metre) 

increases, it can be seen how the viability, as represented by the residual value, 

decreases. Where the residual value is notionally above 20% higher than the 

existing use value (this additional 20% representing the premium or additional 

amount needed to persuade site owners to sell for redevelopment), it demonstrates 

that, in a broad sense, the scenario can sustain the relevant level of CIL. If the 

figure is negative or less than 20% more than the existing value, the project is 

regarded as not being financially viable. 

 

B.10.6  Appendices 4A and 4B 

 

B10.6.1 Appendix 4A 

This table models viability of developments of less than 15 dwellings (10 dwellings 

under the draft Local Plan), on which there is currently no affordable housing 

obligation, and which are built to achieve CSH Level 3. We are testing the extent to 

which they might be able to bear a CIL charge, and it replicates the current 

situation whereby contributions are collected under s.106 rather than CIL. It shows 

all development scenarios are viable at up to £100 CIL, from Value Point 2. This 

replicates the present situation for development in cases when no affordable 

housing is required. 

 

Land value outcomes for notional sites, are expressed in three different ways: 

 

 The first value is the actual land value, assuming a specific number of units in a 

particular development scenario. 
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 The second value is the percentage that the land value represents in relation to 

the total revenue, or Gross Development Value. This is often used by the 

housing industry as an approximate measure of a site’s value. 

 

 The third figure is the actual land value converted to the equivalent value per 

hectare. This allows a direct comparison with the viability thresholds, which are 

also expressed as values per hectare. The basis of these is discussed later in 

the report. 

 

(Appendices 5A-5C and 6A-6C are set out in the same fashion.) 

 

In this Appendix we are looking at scenarios with zero affordable housing 

contribution, i.e. scenarios that would fall below a policy requirement for on-site 

affordable housing (currently 15 dwellings, and proposed in the draft Local Plan, to 

be reduced to 10 dwellings), and at the current CSH requirement for construction to 

Level 3. We would expect, therefore, that these sites could bear a CIL charge whilst 

remaining viable. At Value Point 2 we see that viability against the thresholds would 

allow a CIL of £60 per square metre against an existing use value of £650,000 per 

hectare, being the rate that we have attributed to the MOD sites. However against 

a residential existing use of £1,015,000 per hectare, there is a limited number of 

scenarios that are viable. At Value Point 3, however, we see that a CIL charge of 

£100 per sq. m results in land values per hectare that exceed our higher residential 

threshold of £1,530,000. This position is clearly improved further at Value Point 4. 

 

B10.6.2 Appendix 4B 

This table is based on the same policy settings as the table at Appendix 4A, other 

than CSH being set at Level 4, which will apply from October 2013. It also models 

the viability of developments of 10 and 15 dwellings. 

 

B.10.6.3  Appendices 5A-5C 

We should preface our findings in respect of Appendices 5A-5C by making a number 

of points.  

 

First, we should confirm that we are looking at the land value outcomes against the 

viability thresholds that we discussed earlier, being those related to various 

employment and residential alternative uses.  

 

Second, when we are considering viability against the different Value Points, we 

should relate this to the different geographical locations and values, as identified 

above. From this, the Council should then consider the potential locations of its 

future housing stock to assess the likely viability issues that might arise, depending 

whether that stock is likely to come from lower value locations at Value Point 2, 

medium value locations at Value Point 3, or higher value locations at Value Point 4. 

  

Third, a pattern emerges from the valuation outcomes, whereby the lowest and 

highest density scenarios are showing the best viability, whilst the mid-range 
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densities are showing the weakest viability. We believe that this situation would 

stem from a combination of the mid-range housing mixes and related tenure mixes, 

and the sales values that have been attributed to them. In setting a CIL rate, 

therefore, the Council needs to be mindful of the potential viability of different 

housing mixes and the density levels that are likely to come forward in its housing 

supply. 

 

Fourth, we need to bear in mind that this exercise is being undertaken at a low 

point in the sales market, resulting in a particular picture of viability at a single 

point in time. 

 

B10.6.4 Appendix 5A 

Shows a table of land valuations for the notional sites at different densities and 

testing different levels of CIL, with affordable housing at a proportion of 40% to the 

total number of units and build costs at CSH Level 3 (the current requirement). For 

each scenario, we are showing three figures, the last of which is the land value per 

hectare that we are using as the viability test alongside the viability thresholds, or 

alternative uses. 

 

It is Appendix 5A that represents most closely the aspirations of the Council in 

providing on-site affordable housing under current CSH requirements (Code Level 

3). At Value Point 2, we see significant viability problems against all the viability 

thresholds. We see that there are scenarios, at Value Point 3, in which the 

residential thresholds begin to create viability pressures, although these tend to be 

in the mid-range densities. The highest density scenarios are comfortably within 

our highest adopted residential threshold. At Value Point 4 we are seeing viability 

across all the viability thresholds at up to £100 per square metre. However, this 

Appendix has been generated using CSH Level 3, whereas the requirements of CSH 

Level 4, with consequent increased building costs, come into effect later this year 

(as modelled in Appendix 6B). 

 

B10.6.5 Appendix 5B 

This Appendix tests the scenarios at 40% affordable housing, but at CSH Level 4 

(applicable from October 2013). In this instance, we still see good viability at Value 

Point 3, at the lower threshold levels. At the residential threshold for Value Point 3, 

being £1,285,000 per hectare, we would see viability at the highest development 

densities, but not elsewhere. At Value Point 4, we believe that there is good 

viability, to justify a CIL level of £100 per square metre. 

 

B10.6.6 Appendix 5C 

We are testing the same scenarios as in Appendices 5A and 5B, but using CSH 

Level 5 build costs (applicable from 2016). In these circumstances, Value Points 2 

and 3 show poor viability, while Value Point 4 shows good viability up to the lowest 

residential threshold. Beyond this, viability is more marginal, although the highest 

densities show improved positions. 
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B.10.6.7  Appendices 6A-6C 

As opposed to testing at 40% affordable housing in Appendices 5A-5C, in 

Appendices 6A-6C we are testing outcomes at 30% affordable housing, again under 

a range of CIL levels. A 30% affordable housing requirement clearly represents a 

more favourable position to the developer and this is seen in the land value results. 

Value Point 2 still shows viability problems, but Value Points 3 and 4 show good 

viability at all levels, with the exception of some of the mid-range densities.  

As with Appendices 5A-5C, we should confirm that we are looking at the land value 

outcomes against the viability thresholds that we discussed earlier, being those 

related to various employment and residential alternative uses.  

Similarly, when we are considering viability against the different Value Points, we 

should relate this to the different geographical locations and values, depicted by 

Value Points 2, 3 and 4.  

As with Appendices 5A-5C the lowest and highest density scenarios show the best 

viability. Even at 30% affordable housing the Council would need to be mindful in 

setting a CIL of the potential viability of different housing mixes, and the density 

levels that are likely to come forward in its housing supply. 

We repeat that this CIL appraisal is being undertaken at a low point in the sales 

market, resulting in a particular picture of viability at a single point in time. 

B10.6.8 Appendix 6A 

Shows a table of land valuations for the notional sites at different densities and 

testing different levels of CIL, with affordable housing at a proportion of 30% to the 

total number of units and build costs at CSH Level 3. It is therefore the same as 

Appendix 5A, but with the affordable housing requirement reduced from 40% to 

30%. The purpose of this is to test the impact of affordable housing requirements 

on the ability of development to sustain CIL. 

B10.6.9 Appendix 6B 

Shows a similar table to Appendix 6A, but assumes CSH Level 4 (applicable from 

October 2013). At Value Point 3 we see viability starting to come under pressure 

against a residential threshold of £1,285,000, while Value Point 4 shows good 

viability against all thresholds, up to a CIL Level of £100 per square metre. 

B10.6.10 Appendix 6C 

This shows the 30% affordable housing scenario at CSH Level 5 (applicable from 

2016). At Value Point 3 we see marginal viability at the lowest viability thresholds, 

while Value Point 4 shows good viability in all but the highest residential threshold. 

There is no viability for any scenario at Value Point 2. 
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B.10.6.11 Appendix 7 

Appendix 7 is a summary viability table, where we indicate the degree of viability 

through the use of a “traffic light” system of red, orange and green, to allow a quick 

identification of those scenarios that are showing viability (green), those that are 

not (red) and those that are marginal (orange). This table summarises the land 

value outcomes of Appendices 4A/B, 5A/B/C and 6A/B/C and compares them to a 

series of existing use values.  

 

In addition, it shows the likely viability of development of the Council’s residential 

site allocations. Existing use values were discussed under the Viability and Viability 

Thresholds heading (part B5) and it will be recalled that that they derive from both 

existing residential uses and the alternative uses that might apply to the identified 

sites in the draft Local Plan. 

 

B10.6.12 Whilst Appendices 4A/B, 5A/B/C and 6A/B/C do not make direct reference to the 

adopted viability thresholds, against which we are measuring the land value 

outcomes, Appendix 7 now introduces these thresholds and is, therefore, the most 

significant Appendix when considering appropriate CIL levels in different 

circumstances. These circumstances are represented in the left hand columns 

through different unit numbers, affordable housing proportions and Code Levels. 

  

B10.6.13 The “traffic light table” is a more pictorial representation of the outcomes in 

Appendices 4A, 5A/B/C and 6A/B/C. It assesses each scenario from the appendices 

4A/B, 5A/B/C and 5A/B/C against each of the adopted viability thresholds and 

summarises the viability for all densities within that Appendix. We would summarise 

the outcomes as follows: 

 

 Appendices 4A and 4B shows outcomes with no on-site affordable housing, at 

CSH Levels 3 and 4 respectively. There is, therefore, a greater ability for these 

sites to absorb a higher level of CIL, since the affordable housing cost is zero. 

This is reflected in the ability of Value Point 2 locations to absorb a CIL of up 

to £60 per square metre, when measured against a threshold value of 

£650,000 per hectare, while Value Points 3 and 4 might take a level of up to 

£100 per square metre, even when measured against their higher residential 

thresholds. 

 

 In other scenarios, with on-site affordable housing, Value Point 2 is not 

showing sufficient viability to warrant a higher CIL charge. 

 

 Value Points 3 and 4 generally show good viability, except in residential 

locations with the highest existing use values. 

 

 The table shows the impact on development viability and thus CIL viability of 

increasing the CSH levels, as from Appendix 5A, to 5B and then to 5C. It also 

shows the additional viable scenarios in Appendices 6A, 6B and 6C, as a result 

of a theoretical lower affordable housing proportion of 30%.  
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B10.6.14 From the range of combinations of factors influencing the viability of each notional 

site, as set out in Appendices 4, 5 and 6, the implications that can be drawn from 

these are discussed in the next section. 
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B11.   Residential Conclusions 

 

B11.1 The background information for this study has been gathered at a low point in the 

housing market cycle, producing a particular picture of viability at a single point in 

time. This should be borne in mind when setting policy in connection with 

Community Infrastructure Levy. 

 

B11.2 We believe that the Council should consider regular reviews of its CIL charge levels 

to take advantage of either any significant rise in the market or other adverse 

impacts upon viability. It should be borne in mind that a variation to the adopted 

CIL level is likely to require a further viability and consultation exercise. The 

timescale of this will impact on the intervals between CIL reviews. We do believe, 

however, that the house price surveys, to which we refer above, point to 

increasingly optimistic sentiment for the sales market which, in the context of 

Gosport, should benefit from both the “ripple” effect out of London and the apparent 

greater activity in the first time buyer sector. 

 

B11.3 The study uses notional, but not actual, sites to form the basis of the appraisal 

modelling, which leads to the land value outcomes, as set out in the tables in 

Appendices 4-6.  

 

B11.4 To recap, these appendices model the CIL viability of the notional sites, with the 

variables set as follows: 

 

 Appendix 4A – no affordable housing, at CSH Level 3 (current situation for sites 

of less than 15 dwellings; reduced to 10 dwellings under draft Local Plan). 

 

 Appendix 4B – no affordable housing, at CSH Level 4 (to apply after CSH Level 

4 is introduced in October 2013, and to sites of less than 10 dwellings when 

Local Plan commences). 

 

 Appendix 5A – 40% affordable housing, at CSH Level 3 (currently situation for 

sites of more than 15 dwellings; and will apply to sites of more than 10 

dwellings under draft Local Plan). 

 

 Appendix 5B – 40% affordable housing, at CSH Level 4 (to apply after CSH 

Level 4 is introduced in October 2013 to sites of more than 15 dwellings, 

reducing to sites of more than 10 dwellings under draft Local Plan). 

 

 Appendix 5C – 40% affordable housing, at CSH level 5 (to apply after CSH 

Level 5 is introduced in 2016 to sites of more than 10 dwellings under draft 

Local Plan). 

 

 Appendices 6A-6C – are the same at 5A-5C, but with affordable housing at 

30% to test the impact of this reduction on CIL viability: 
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 Appendix 6A – 30% affordable housing, at CSH Level 3 

 Appendix 6B – 30% affordable housing, at CSH Level 4 

 Appendix 6C – 30% affordable housing, at CSH Level 5. 

B11.5 Whilst, in some instances, the land values of the notional sites are very low, this 

does not indicate that all individual specific sites will have equally low values. The 

land values in this report are the result of a residual land valuation, in which the 

outcome is dictated by a series of values attributable to a number of valuation input 

headings. Ultimately the value of individual specific sites will be dictated, not only 

by a land valuation exercise, but also by their attractiveness to a buyer in the open 

market. 

B11.6 Community Infrastructure Levy rates should be set at a level that does not push 

development viability to the limit. We need, therefore, to make assessments of the 

likely pressures on development, arising out of particular CIL rates, allowing a 

“buffer” that will accommodate abnormal costs that might arise in site-specific 

circumstances. We have suggested above that the Council might consider a smaller 

buffer at a low point in the sales market, reflecting the likelihood of future price 

rises, rather than falls. In connection with the findings, above, it will have been 

seen that we have discussed the buffer at a range of 10 to 20% above the relevant 

viability threshold figure. We believe that this represents an adequate buffer at this 

level of the market. 

B11.7 The valuation outcomes illustrate the differences in viability that can arise both in 

different value locations and at different densities of development. The higher 

densities will inevitably imply the provision of smaller units, whilst lower densities 

will imply larger units. Each of these types will vary in value at different phases of 

the market, with a resultant impact upon viability. The Council should consider, 

therefore, the weight that should be attached to achieving viability at different 

densities and in different value locations, in connection with the anticipated housing 

supply. Overall the valuation outcomes in the Appendix tables show that, at lower 

and higher densities of the density ranges tested, there is less development viability 

and, thus, lower CIL viability, whereas the medium densities show better viability. 

B11.8 In today’s market, we believe that developers will prefer to develop family houses, 

as opposed to flats, given the funding constraints that currently exist for first time 

buyers. At the same time, we believe that a proportion of the future supply of flats 

in Gosport could have a waterside connotation, resulting in a wider market appeal 

and a resultant positive viability position for some of these sites. The Council needs 

to be aware of these development industry preferences in understanding the 

relative viability of the preferred forms of housing development expressed in its 

draft Local Plan. 

B11.9 Regarding the 10-20% premium over existing use value that might act as an 

incentive for a landowner to release their land, we do not believe that it is 

necessary to apply this to the identified, Local Plan sites due to the fact that they 

have, we understand, been declared surplus to requirements. This means that their 
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owners are prepared to dispose of them whereas, in some cases, an owner will 

require a premium over the existing use value, in order to offset the costs of 

relocating, in order to make a site available. 

 

B11.10  It is likely, therefore, that a premium would be applicable to the windfall sites. As a 

general point, we believe that it is not possible to conclude that a specific premium 

should be applied in all circumstances. We can say, however, that the level of 

required premium could have a significant bearing upon viability, to the extent that 

development land might not come forward for development if the requirements of 

landowners, in this regard, are too great. 

 

B11.11  We have seen, above, that, in order to ensure a supply of new housing, plan 

policies should not undermine viability for those sites, on which the Council is 

relying for its future supply. We have listed those sites above, as shown in the 

Council’s draft Local Plan, and we have noted that they have existing uses that are 

employment, MOD or residential garage courts. We have also noted that a number 

of windfall sites are likely to come from existing residential uses.  

 

B11.12  From this, we would conclude that the Council does not need to attach significant 

weight to sites currently in residential use for its future housing supply and that it 

can, therefore, consider a CIL charge against less valuable existing sites. In terms 

of our suggested CIL charges, it is possible that site-specific viability issues might 

arise on those sites in an existing residential use. We believe, however, that it is 

difficult to identify the extent of these issues, since it is expected that these sites 

will come under the heading of windfalls, with no certainty as to their numbers. 

 

B11.13  In Appendices 4A and 4B, we have examined the level of viability for a CIL charge 

on those sites that fall below the policy threshold for on-site affordable housing. 

These sites will not be subject to the cost of on-site affordable housing and because 

all sales would be private market sales would benefit from higher sales revenues. 

We believe that it is reasonable for this benefit to be reflected in the CIL charge, at 

a generally higher rate than would apply to those sites that provide on-site 

affordable housing. In these circumstances, with no policy requirement for on-site 

affordable housing, we believe that the Council could consider a CIL Level of £60 

per square metre in Value Point 2 locations (charging zone 1), and £100 per square 

metre  in Value Point 3 and 4 locations (charging zones 2 and 3). 

 

B11.14  Appendices 5A and 6A (modelled with 40% and 30% affordable housing provision 

respectively) show that even while the Code for Sustainable Homes remains at 

Level 3, there is no development  viability at Value Point 2, even without CIL, while 

at Value Point 3, it is only at high densities that development is viable, again, even 

without CIL. However, when viable, development can sustain up to £100 with 40% 

affordable housing. At Value Point 4, it is the low and high densities developments 

that are viable and able to support CIL. 

 

B11.15  Appendices 5B and 6B show that at Code Level 4 (applicable from October 2013), 

this pattern is repeated, with no viability even without CIL at Value Point 2, whereas 
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the high densities are able to sustain CIL at Value Point 3, and at Value Point 4 the 

low density developments can also sustain CIL. Although the residual values are 

slightly lower than at Code Level 3, this suggests that in many cases, the increased 

burden of Code Level 4 will not have a serious impact on viability. 

 

B11.16  Appendices 5C and 6C show that, regardless of the proportion of affordable 

housing, the imposition of CSH Level 5 build costs has a significant impact upon 

viability. A number of points should be borne in mind in connection with this. First, 

we are imposing current estimates of Code 5 costs, that will only come into effect in 

future years. It is likely that, by this time, the actual costs of implementing Code 5 

will have reduced, largely as the result of improved technology and the cost benefit 

of higher production levels. Second, these costs are being added to the appraisals, 

whilst maintaining today’s sales values. It is clearly possible that, at the time that 

CSH Level 5 is implemented, sales values could be higher, thereby improving 

viability. 

 

B11.17  In summary, where affordable housing is provided on site, we have seen that 

viability occurs reasonably well at Value Point 4 and in specific circumstances at 

Value Point 3, with these points tending to represent different broad areas within 

the Borough. We are not, however, seeing viability at Value Point 2, which reflects 

the lower value Rowner regeneration area. We believe that differential CIL charges 

to take this into account are justified.  

 

B11.18  Based upon research carried out within the Council, it is worth noting in respect of 

the Rowner regeneration area, represented by Value Point 2, that since 2007, 

values have increased faster than, for example, the adjoining Bridgemary area, 

which is regarded as being an average part of the Borough in terms of property 

values. In 2007 Rowner property values were at less than 60% of those in 

Bridgemary, whereas by 2012, they had increased to nearly 75% of those in 

Bridgemary. This equates to a 41% increase in values in Rowner, but 11% in 

Bridgemary over this period. Nonetheless, despite these increases, values are not 

high enough at present at Value Point 2 to be able to charge CIL when affordable 

housing is required. 

 

B11.19  The report echoes the findings of the DTZ 2010 affordable housing viability report, 

in that viability remains challenging in the lowest value areas of Gosport.  

 

B11.20  If the trends of the last five years continue however, CIL with affordable housing is 

likely to be achievable in the future at Value Point 2. It is important to be aware 

that CIL viability is a point-in-time analysis, and CIL can only be imposed where the 

data from current values can justify its being levied, not where there have been 

past increases. 

 

B11.21  The recommendations arising from these conclusions appear in Part E of the Report. 
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C1 .  I n t r odu ct ion  

 

C1.1 Part C of this report covers development for non-residential uses. At the beginning 

of the report it was stated that Adams Integra were tasked to consider the viability 

of a broad range of non-residential uses as categorised under the Town and 

Country Planning Act (Use Classes Order) 2010. Under the DCLG CIL Guidance 

there is no obligation for the Council to be constrained by the Use Classes Order for 

categorising appropriate CIL charging rates. Rather it is whether a particular use is 

deemed financially viable as to whether a CIL charge is appropriate.  

 

C1.2 Nevertheless the Use Classes Order provides a useful reference point. As many of 

the Use Classes listed have sub-categories we have looked at all of those types of 

development we consider most likely to be constructed in the area. 

 

C1.3  These have been broken down into the following: 

 

 Offices (B1a) 

 Industrial/warehousing (B1 (b), B1(c) , B2 and B8) 

 Retail (including A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5) 

 Hotels (C1) 

 Student Housing (Sui Generis)  

 Residential Care Homes/Nursing Homes (C2) 

 Leisure Facilities (D2) 

 Community Facilities (D1) 

 

C1.4 Each of these is considered in more detail in the following sections. What should 

become clear is that the non-residential development industry works on a different 

basis from the residential markets. The value paid for a residential property is 

predicated on a quite different set of economic factors. Particularly the demand for 

a residential property is much more homogenous. Whereas a non-residential 

occupier may be a number of different types of businesses able to pay quite 

different values because of the sector they are in. For instance an office-based 

business considers their property needs in a very different and transient way to a 

supermarket operator.  

 

C1.5 Furthermore the majority of the non-residential sector needs to factor in growth or 

negative growth. Hence more ‘liquid’ leasehold property assets are preferred than 

freehold property which is traditionally slower to sell and also consumes large 

amounts of otherwise ‘working capital’.    

 

C1.6 As a result of these factors, in most non-residential sectors the freeholds of the 

leased properties are transacted as investments by the likes of pension funds and 

property companies. The values that these investors will pay are determined by a 

range of factors which are explored further on in this section. 
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C2. Methodology 

C2.1 Our methodology follows standard development appraisal conventions which are 

similar to those used in the report for residential development. We use assumptions 

that reflect local market and planning policy circumstances. We also consider the 

approach of neighbouring authorities to ensure consistency.  

C2.2 As the Guidance Notes recommend we have used appropriate and available 

evidence. This has included discussions with local commercial property agents and 

valuers, research of local values through published data such as from the VOA 

Property Market Report, the Non-domestic Rating List, EGi, Estates Gazette, 

Property Week, EG Property Link, Novaloca and other available sources. This has 

ensured that the data used is up-to-date. Some developers known to be active in 

the area were contacted to assist in substantiating such data as build costs, land 

values paid and sales or letting information. Overall the response from this sector 

was poor and the information gathered from these efforts at local engagement 

produced limited factual evidence largely due to the commercially sensitive nature 

of the information being sought. 

C2.3 Construction costs for the appraisals are taken from the Building Cost Information 

Service (BCIS) indices with appropriate regional adjustment. This is an industry 

standard source based on accumulated actual data.  

C2.4 It is noted that the draft Local Plan 2011-2029 at policy LP 38, seeks to ensure that 

all new non-residential development from 2013 over 500 m

2

 achieves a BREEAM 

‘Excellent’ rating unless it is demonstrated to be economically or technically 

unviable. 

C2.5 The Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method [BREEAM] 

sets the standard for best practice in sustainable building design, construction and 

operation and has become a widely recognised measure of a building's 

environmental performance. The BREEAM score is achieved against a number of 

sections with various sub-divisions of items within those sections.  The sections are 

listed below: 

 Management

 Health and Wellbeing

 Energy

 Transport

 Water

 Materials

 Waste

 Land Use and Ecology

 Pollution

C2.6 Environmental weightings are applied to the various sections to produce the final 

rating. An ‘Excellent’ rating requires a score of 70% or above.  
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C2.7 The objective is to achieve a reduction in carbon emissions and to lower the life-

time running costs of the building. However there are additional costs that have to 

be incurred to achieve this goal including the cost of assessment and accreditation. 

There is little published empirical data available as to what the additional cost of 

construction is likely to be for the purpose of this report. A study commissioned by 

the South West Regional Development Agency in 2010 found the ‘on-costs’ to 

achieve an ‘Excellent’ rating in an otherwise naturally ventilated office building is in 

the region of 4.9%-10.2% of the overall construction costs. The BCIS office 

construction cost used for Gosport is £1,324 per sq. m meaning an additional 

£64.88- £135.05 per sq. m.  

 

C2.8 To date a BREEAM rating has rarely been sought by developers in the regional 

context because of this on-cost and particularly where sales values do not warrant 

the additional construction costs. Furthermore, the lifetime running cost savings 

would fall to the occupier where as the developer would usually sell the investment 

making little if any capital gain.  

 

C2.9 As will be shown later the majority of the non-residential uses covered do not prove 

viable even without an allowance for a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating. Therefore for the 

purposes of this report it is assumed that all non-residential development will be 

constructed to comply with Building Regulations and attainment of the highest 

Environmental Performance Certificate rating only without an allowance to achieve a 

BREEAM Excellent rating.  

 

C2.10  However the only non-residential uses where we are recommending a CIL charge is 

for supermarkets and retail warehouses. Therefore we have tested the viability of 

these uses only with an additional BREEAM Excellent allowance based on a figure of 

£70 per square metre as well as compared to outcomes without an allowance. The 

outcomes are discussed later. 

 

C2.11 When there is more and better evidence available a review of the construction costs 

can be considered.   

 

C2.12  The other inputs such as interest rates, fee percentages and other costs are taken 

from standard industry practice appropriate to the type of development.   

 

C2.13 As a result the methodology used has been demonstrated to be robust and 

compliant with the appropriate guidance.  

 

C2.14 Other than for supermarkets and retail warehouses (discussed later), the appraisals 

do not make an allowance for S106 contributions so that, in cases where the 

appraisals produce a surplus available to fund CIL, this recommended CIL rate could 

be collected under S106, under CIL or under a combination of the two.  

 

C2.15  In order to test the viability of each use we have adopted the same approved 

residual valuation approach whereby assessing the value left to pay for a notional 
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site after one has sold the development in the open market (i.e. the Gross 

Development Value – GDV) and having allowed for the costs of the construction of 

the proposed development with all associated fees and costs (i.e. Gross 

Development Costs – GDC) with an element for the developer’s profit.  

 

C2.16  Where different sectors use traditionally different methods of assessment we have 

taken these into account and adopted the market convention. For example offices 

are generally valued on a net internal floor area basis, whereas light industrial and 

warehouse property is valued on a gross internal basis. Hotels are valued on a per 

room basis and so on.  

 

C2.17  It should be noted that due to the large number of variables and different financial 

inputs required using this technique, the results can only be used as a guide. 

Furthermore, there may be site-specific attributes that would affect the outcome 

that need to be taken into consideration when making assessments on a site-

specific basis. Therefore, in accordance with Government guidance, it is essential 

that proposed CIL charges are set at levels that allow sufficient margins for these 

variations and: 

 

‘must aim to strike what appears to the charging authority to be an appropriate 

balance between’ the desirability of funding infrastructure from CIL and ‘the 

potential effects (taken as a whole) of the imposition of CIL on the economic 

viability of development across its area’. 
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C3 .  Th r esh old  Valu es 

 

C3.1 When testing the impact of values on viability it is necessary to establish a 

threshold value against which one can assess whether the new form of 

development will prove financially viable given the rate of CIL proposed. The RICS 

has issued a new guidance note ‘Financial Viability in Planning’ (1

st

 Edition 2012) 

which recommends the use of Site Value as the threshold. It is defined as: 

 

C3.2  Site Value (for area-wide financial viability assessments)  

 

C3.2.1 Market value subject to the following assumption: that the value has regard to 

development plan policies and all other material planning considerations and 

disregards that which is contrary to the development plan.  

 

C3.2.2 Site Value may need to be further adjusted to reflect the emerging policy/CIL 

charging level. The level of the adjustment assumes that site delivery would not be 

prejudiced. Where an adjustment is made, the practitioner should set out their 

professional opinion underlying the assumptions adopted. These include, as a 

minimum, comments on the state of the market and delivery targets as at the date 

of assessment. 

 

C3.2.3 We comment on the state of the market at C4 below. There is very limited evidence 

of non-residential land transactions in Gosport Borough to reach an adequate 

judgement for the different use categories. Therefore in the absence of appropriate 

and available evidence we have arrived at a range of threshold site values for the 

different uses from a broad judgement of comparable evidence from local market 

data, published reports and discussions with local agents. We have adopted the 

method of allowing a 20% landowner premium on the site value used to provide a 

higher value considered necessary to encourage that landowner to bring the site 

forward for development. This is considered appropriate to incentivise an otherwise 

unwilling seller and to off-set possible relocation costs, re-investment costs and/or 

forgoing a future increase in value.    

 

C3.2.4 In each of our residual appraisals we have made the assumption that the landowner 

has judged that the current building does not optimise the best use for the site and 

a higher value can be obtained by increasing the density by replacement with a 

larger building. This may be because of the lack of demand for the existing building 

due to such issues such as age, quality, layout or amenities. We consider that this 

method produces a more robust threshold value in the absence of significant 

numbers of recent open market commercial land transactions. Furthermore it 

introduces more appropriate local values and costs that are more readily available 

rather than relying on adjusted data from outside of the area. It can also be 

demonstrated that the resultant values can be converted into appropriate rates per 

hectare for comparison purposes. 

 

C3.2.5 Redevelopment proposals that produce residual land values below the threshold site 

value are unlikely to be delivered.  
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C4 . St at e of  t h e Mar k et  

C4.1 It is important to set the tone of this study in the context of the current market for 

commercial development. As stated there are a broad range of use classes being 

covered and it is not appropriate to analyse each sector in great detail. It is 

sufficient to state that due to the current national and global economic situation, 

commercial development has generally been extremely subdued since the failure of 

Lehman Brothers in September 2008.  

C4.2 The majority of commercial development is funded from sources external to the 

developer. Due to the ongoing banking ‘crisis’ the usual sources of development 

funding have effectively ceased or are only offered on onerous terms. This has 

largely been due to the banks’ exposure to significant debts and their unwillingness 

to take on any further risks. Commercial property development, and in particular 

speculative development, is considered more risky than residential development 

and is now generally very scarce due to this lack of funding. This situation is likely 

to continue for several more years and until the usual sources have ‘repaired’ their 

balance sheets. 

C4.3 Despite these comments, the development market will respond to occupier demand. 

Those sectors that are active will usually be due to occupiers seeking economies of 

scale such as some retailers and hotel operators expanding their chains; logistical 

efficiencies being required such as new distribution warehouses or a need for 

research and development accommodation, particularly in the field of technology. 

Otherwise it may be due to cost savings where property overheads are too 

substantial and more efficient or smaller accommodation is considered more 

economically viable.  

C4.4 By its very nature the development market will always be creative and will find 

alternative sources of finance such as investors from overseas. In due course the 

Government’s initiatives will also work through the system and help to address this 

issue. However, it is still unclear as to how long it will take to see a recovery in 

values and hence a recovery in development activity.  

C4.5 For the purposes of this study we are guided to use current values and costs. CIL 

charging provisions allow for the calculations to be index-linked to the BCIS building 

costs index which will account for inflation. We are instructed to test on inflated and 

deflated costs and values and the sensitivity to different CIL charge rates. It is 

recommended that the charging schedule is reviewed after allowing sufficient time 

for developers to budget accordingly and being an appropriate amount of time to 

lapse to be able to identify changes in values.  
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C5.  Ren t s 

 

C5.1 Unlike the residential market it is more complex to analyse commercial property 

transactions to reach an opinion for the purposes of comparable evidence. A 

leasehold transaction is usually analysed into a rate per square foot or per square 

metre after allowing for such issues as lease term, rent review cycles, repairing 

obligations, security of tenure, stepped rental deals and rent free periods or other 

incentives. Similarly freehold transactions are analysed into rates of capital value 

per square foot/per square metre or per acre/hectare in the case of land where 

location, access, planning restrictions and other matters are taken into 

consideration. 

 

C5.2 Accessing all of this information is often a challenge for valuers because it is more 

likely to be commercially sensitive. For instance a supermarket operator may not 

want competitors to know what rent they have agreed to pay on a particular 

property or a developer may not want the tenant to know what price they paid for a 

site. Certain information is available through the Land Registry but there is the 

ability to withhold certain information or to use Confidentiality Agreements or other 

mechanisms to protect certain details.  

 

C5.3 Consequently, in forming their opinion, valuers must rely on a mix of verbal, 

anecdotal and published data as well as market reports, details of available 

property and the like. Providing all of this information for the broad range of 

different uses is neither practical nor appropriate for the purpose of this report.  

 

C5.4 In order to demonstrate that this research has been undertaken, samples of 

evidence have been provided in Appendix F2. 

 

C5.5 It is possible that non-residential uses with similar rental levels will show differing 

degrees of viability as a result of different capital values. This will generally be due 

to the appropriate capitalisation yield being used for the differing uses. 
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C6 .  Yields 

 

C6.1 To understand the basis of the residual appraisal technique for non-residential 

development, one must have some understanding of the use of yields in reaching a 

capital value. The yield or more fully the ‘All Risks Yield’ is used by investors to 

calculate the ‘return’ they will receive in the form of rent when a particular price is 

paid for the ownership of that income. Thus the yield is used to multiply the net 

rental income to produce a capital value. The figure used for the yield is drawn from 

a combination of the valuer’s experience in considering such factors as the state of 

the market, likely prospects for rental growth, the covenant strength of the tenant, 

the type of use, the quality of the building and location, the terms of the lease and 

any other factors relevant to a purchaser wanting to buy the completed 

development. These factors all contribute to the overall security of the income from 

the investment which is usually seen as of the greatest value to investors. 

 

C6.2 The yield is stated as a percentage and the outcome is inversely proportional to its 

size, i.e. the lower the yield figure the more times the rent is multiplied and hence 

the higher the value.  

 

C6.3 Since 2008 the yields for commercial properties have generally increased therefore 

producing lower capital values. This is as a result of the limited amount of funds in 

the market place, weakening occupier demand and hence lower rents, shorter 

leases and a general lack of confidence in capital growth. The investment market is 

historically cyclical and yields are expected to reduce again in time although it is not 

clear whether this will be in the medium or longer-term.    

 

C6.4 The yields used for this study are set below. The investment market for each 

category will change from time to time and hence it is advisable to review the CIL 

charging schedule at suitable intervals to ensure appropriate rates are used as small 

changes in the yield can have more significant impact on the outcome of an 

appraisal especially where large rental values are being used.  

 

C6.5 The yields used in this report which have been considered to be appropriate to the 

market at the time of this report and suitable for the location, are as follows: 

 

 Offices    7.5% 

 Industrial/Warehouse 8.0% 

 Comparison Retail  7.0% 

 Convenience Store  6.75% 

 Retail Warehouse  7.5% 

 Supermarket   5.5% 

 Student Housing  6.75% 

 

C6.6 The viability impact of different yield levels can be seen from examples based on 

supermarket and convenience retailing uses. The supermarket might benefit from a 

tenant of greater covenant strength and a reduced yield of, say, 5.5% resulting in a 

higher capital value per square metre. The convenience store might have a tenant 
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of weaker covenant strength, resulting in a higher required return of, say 6.75% 

and consequently a lower capital value per square metre. The example below shows 

a differential of over £500 per square metre or 22% results when there is a 

difference of only 1.25% in the yield used: 

 

Supermarket:   Rent per sqm  £150 

      Return/yield  5.5% 

      Capital value  £2,727 per sq. m 

 

 

Convenience store:  Rent per sqm  £150 

      Return/yield  6.75% 

      Capital value  £2,222 per sq. m 

 

This yield difference can, therefore, give rise to viability differences, even when 

rents are similar. 
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C7. Development Inputs 

C7.1 The residual appraisal method requires a number of inputs to be deducted from the 

Gross Development Value. By the nature of using notional sites, site-specific 

abnormal costs cannot be taken into consideration.  

C7.2 The input costs include all of the costs of construction and includes professional 

fees, demolition costs, site acquisition costs, with interest charges for holding the 

land and on the construction costs and fees, with a contingency to reflect 

uncertainties. The levels of these inputs have been taken either from industry 

norms or from interviews with local surveyors or other appropriate sources. For 

instance professional fees are set at a percentage of the construction costs and will 

allow for such items as planning and architects fees. 

C7.3 Developers’ profits have been calculated using the industry norm as a percentage of 

total development costs. This reflects the current market conditions where 

developers place more emphasis on achieving a profit on the capital actually 

employed rather than reliance on a notional value that may be achieved at some 

uncertain time in the future from the sale of the completed development. This 

approach differs to the residential industry where there is currently more certainty 

and hence the developer’s profit is calculated as a percentage of the Gross 

Development Value [GDV].  

C7.4 S.106, s.278 and other site-specific costs are not included, as these are notional 

sites with generic assumptions. With CIL charges intended to replace s.106 

contributions in respect of funding for general infrastructure provision, it is the 

general provision contribution element that is being tested. Where there are site- 

specific issues justifying contributions to off-site mitigation, the s.106 and s.278 

system of contributions is still available to the Council, subject to the items not 

being already accounted for on the Regulation 123 list, which would otherwise be 

considered as ‘double dipping’.  

C7.5 We have carried out consultations with representatives of supermarket operators. 

In particular these two categories of development have been incurring additional 

planning costs through the need for extra consultation and mitigation due to the 

larger impact on the surrounding community. This is best demonstrated by recent 

s.106 agreements by Winchester City Council for a Sainsbury’s supermarket in 

Bishops Waltham where s.106 contributions for such items as Nature Trail 

Improvements, Public Realm Improvements, Travel Planning and other items 

amounted to approximately £149 m

2

. Aldi at Burnett Close in Winchester were 

required to contribute £84 m

2

 for footpath and highway undertakings and Waitrose 

in Stockbridge Road in Winchester were required to make s.106 contributions of 

£122 m

2

 for items such as Movement and Access Plans, Puffin Crossings and other 

Highways works. Based on this evidence we have added an additional 10% to the 

development costs for these two categories only to allow for additional planning 

costs that other uses are not usually subject to.   
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C7.6 Within all of these development costs we have tested a range of CIL charges to test 

the sensitivity of any surplus to a range of charges from £0 per m

2

 up to £280 per 

m

2

. However this testing shows that development viability is far more sensitive to 

changes in rent and yield rates than CIL rates. This is best demonstrated by looking 

at the Supermarket appraisal [Part F2 - Appendix 10C] where a £10/m

2

 change in 

the CIL charge creates only a 7.5% change in the surplus, whereas a £10/m

2

 

reduction in the rental rate can create a 92% reduction in the surplus. Similarly a 

relatively modest 0.25% increase in the yield can create a 32% reduction in the 

surplus.  

 

C7.7 It should be noted that, where there is a zero land surplus, we have not applied any 

further land costs, such as acquisition fees or stamp duty. It will be seen from the 

commercial appraisals (Appendices 8 to 12) that, in these circumstances, these 

costs are disregarded. 
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C8 .  Un der st an d in g  t h e Viab il i t y  Appr aisal Ou t com es 

 

C8.1 We provide in the appendices at Part F2 a selection of the appraisals for various 

non-residential uses. As stated earlier there are a large number of inputs and there 

is the need to test the sensitivity of several of the variables such as rent against 

yield shifts; rent changes against construction cost changes; yield shifts against 

construction costs and so on. Consequently it would not be appropriate to provide 

an appraisal for each and every combination here. Rather we have provided a 

‘snapshot’ at the £nil CIL rate with a table against each appraisal showing 

sensitivity of the surplus to changes in the rent and yield shifts (or other equivalent 

variables appropriate to Hotels and Student Housing). 

 

C8.2 Each appraisal shows the inputs used and starts with calculating the GDV based on 

an assumed size of building. From this the purchaser’s costs of acquiring the 

completed development are taken off on the standard assumption that the 

development will be sold and the purchaser will have stamp duty land tax, legal and 

agents/valuers fees to pay for.  

 

C8.3 The next section demonstrates the Gross Development Costs [GDC] incurred in the 

construction of the building. As stated these are generic with construction costs 

drawn from the BCIS Index and do not allow for site-specific items. Within these 

costs is the tested CIL amount which is where the developer would allow for the 

charge. The costs also include the standard developer’s profit of 20% of the 

development costs which is the reward for the risk of the development.  

 

C8.4 The following section calculates the difference or residual amount left after the costs 

(GDC) are deducted from the end scheme value (GDV). This is the surplus left to 

acquire the land/site. It is this amount which is then tested against the notional 

threshold value to establish the viability. 

 

C8.5 Therefore the final section shows how the threshold value is calculated, which in 

itself is a brief residual valuation assuming the notional building of half the size and 

its GDV. The other inputs are a sum for refurbishment, finance costs and a final 

value. To this is added the 20% landowner’s premium identified as necessary for 

him to bring the site forward for development.  We subtract this figure from the 

earlier residual land value of the proposed scheme and the result is referred to as 

the ‘Surplus to fund a CIL’. 

 

C8.6 The sensitivity of the surplus is tested against different levels of inputs such as rent 

and yield. It is also tested against different CIL charges from £0/m

2

 up to £280/m

2

. 

As the Guidance states, the amount of the surplus must not be as small as to make 

the scheme unviable or appear so risky as to deter a developer from bringing the 

project forward. The amount of this surplus is after a developer’s profit has been 

allowed for and can be seen as the safety margin or ‘buffer’. The amount of this 

buffer will vary subjectively from the type and size of development and hence the 

level of perceived risk. Consequently because these appraisals are based on 
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notional sites the outcomes are hypothetical and can only be provided as a guide for 

setting CIL charges and cannot be considered to provide a definitive answer.  

 

C8.7  A proposed scheme is deemed viable if the surplus left is sufficient to provide an 

adequate buffer for site-specific abnormal costs. This buffer will be relative to the 

size of the overall costs. A negative result indicates that the scheme is not viable as 

either the scheme’s value is insufficient to cover the costs, or the costs are so high 

that no surplus is generated in which case the land or site is unlikely to be brought 

forward for development.    

 

C8.8  Whilst a surplus may appear large enough to support a CIL charge this figure must 

be read in the context of the relative use class and the factors affecting the various 

inputs along with the desired outcome for encouraging new development in that use 

category. As previously stated minor shifts in values and or yields can significantly 

affect the outcome. When assessed in the context of the proposed buffer, we do not 

believe that the resultant surplus is sufficient to justify a CIL charge for the majority 

of non-residential forms of development. 

 

C8.9  In looking at the viability appraisals of the use types which were modelled for this 

report, it can be seen that there appear in some cases to be surpluses available to 

sustain CIL. 

 

C8.10 However it is important to remember that these are notional development scenarios 

only and that they therefore need to have an in-built ‘safety margin’ or ‘buffer’. This 

is so that in setting any CIL charge, it will not be set at a level which could 

undermine the viability of actual development of that use type. 

 

C8.11 Therefore it needs to be appreciated that small changes in the level of rent or yield 

can eliminate a surplus that could otherwise sustain a CIL charge. For example the 

impact of changes in rents and yields on the viability surplus is demonstrated in the 

following table: 

 

Rent 

£/m

2

 £140.00 £160.00 £180.00 

Yield    

5.25% £573,003 £1,416,943 £2,260,883 

5.50% £302,481 £1,107,775 £1,913,069 

5.80% £8,638 £771,954 £1,535,270 

6.00% -£170,933 £566,730 £1,304,393 

6.25% -£379,235 £328,670 £1,036,576 

6.5% -£571,514 £108,923 £789,360 

7.0% -£914,870 -£283,483 £347,904 

 

For this model using a rental income of £160/m² at a yield rate of 5.8% produces a 

notional surplus of £771,954 when compared with the existing value. This is 
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considered high enough to sustain a CIL charge. However the table shows what 

happens when the rent and/or the yield rates change. The rent would need to fall 

by only 12% to £140/m² and the yield would need to rise by only 0.2% to wipe out 

the margin which makes it viable to sustain a CI charge. 

 

C8.12 The rent and yield rates vary between development types but this table shows what 

can happen when they are subject to small changes. It demonstrates the need for 

the study to adopt suitably large buffers to allow for these relatively small changes. 

 

C8.13 The amount of the buffer applied to each category is not a fixed percentage. Rather 

it is dependent on a range of factors that the valuer considers relevant which 

includes the level of volatility in that sector and the consequential effect on the 

level of rents that are affordable by tenants as well as the investment markets 

perception of the category as a suitable investment vehicle. 
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C9.  Development Type Findings 

 

We now comment on the assumptions and findings for the various non-residential 

uses. The Regulations allow charging authorities to articulate differential rates by 

reference to different intended uses of development provided that the different 

rates can be justified by a comparative assessment of the economic viability of 

those categories of development. The definition of “use” for this purpose is not tied 

to the classes of development in the Town and Country Planning Act (Use Classes) 

Order 1987, although that Order does provide the most useful reference point. 

 

C9.1  Of f ices 

 

C9.1.1 The office market is currently offering the least ability to afford CIL charges. This is 

due to lower rents resulting from weak occupier demand and higher yields resulting 

from shorter leases and weaker covenants. 

 

C9.1.2 It is recognised that the area generally has a stronger economy compared to many 

other areas such as in the north of the country. However, the fragile economic 

viability of commercial development is sensitive to increased costs and we have 

concluded, similar to many other authorities, that despite a perception that values 

will strengthen, there is insufficient buffer in the residual appraisals to support any 

CIL charge in the Use Class ‘B’ categories (offices, industry and warehousing). A 

CIL rate of zero is therefore recommended for office development. 

 

C9.1.3 The appraisal calculations for office uses appear at Appendix F2. The sensitivity of 

the surplus to fund a CIL charge are set out in the table below showing the effect of 

rent and yield changes: 

 

Office 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity   

    

Rent/sqm £168.00 £178.00 £188.00 

Yield       

7.00% -£1,179,825 -£929,715 -£679,604 

7.50% -£1,462,755 -£1,229,485 -£996,216 

8.00% -£1,710,319 -£1,491,785 -£1,273,251 

8.50% -£1,928,757 -£1,723,225 -£1,517,694 

 

C9.2   I ndust r y  and W ar ehousing 

 

C9.2.1 Very similar to the office market, the industrial and warehouse markets are also 

currently offering the least ability to afford CIL charges. This is for the same 

reasons of lower rents resulting from an adequate supply of stock, weak occupier 

demand and higher yields resulting from shorter leases and weaker covenants. 

 

C9.2.2 As already stated it is recognised that the area generally has a relatively strong 

economy compared to many others areas such as in the north of the country. 

However, the fragile economic viability of commercial development is sensitive to 
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increased costs and we have concluded, similar to many other authorities, that 

despite perceived strengthening of values, there is insufficient buffer in the residual 

appraisals to support any CIL charge in the Class B category.  

 

C9.2.3 Therefore a CIL rate of zero is recommended in line with the findings of virtually all 

other local authorities.  

 

C9.2.4 The appraisal calculations for industry and warehousing uses appears at Appendix 

F2. The table shows the sensitivity below: 

 

Industrial 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity   

    

Rent/sqm £65.00 £75.00 £85.00 

Yield       

7.5% -£697,081 -£414,243 -£131,404 

8.0% -£813,345 -£548,393 -£283,442 

8.5% -£915,931 -£666,762 -£417,592 

9.0% -£1,007,119 -£771,978 -£536,837 

 

C9.3   Ret ail 

 

C9.3.1 Classes A1 to A5 cover property used for example as small newsagents, estate 

agents, takeaway food establishments, pubs, retail warehouses and large scale food 

stores.  

 

C9.3.2 Retail Definitions 

For the purposes of this study, comparison retail has been defined as ‘sales floor 

space used for the sale of clothing, shoes, furniture, household appliances, tools, 

medical goods, games and toys, books, stationery, jewellery and other personal 

effects’. Comparison retailing is found in prime positions commonly referred to as 

the High Street where the footfall is highest and sales revenue is able to support 

higher rents. Comparison retailing is also found in secondary locations where 

footfall is lower and consequently sales revenue is usually lower. This usually 

results in rents being less than High Street locations, the tenants often being 

smaller businesses with lesser covenants than High Street retailers and therefore 

producing less attractive investment property.  

 

C9.3.2.1 For the purposes of this study the definition of a Convenience store can be taken 

from the one used by the Institute of Grocery Distribution as follows: 

 

1. Size: The store must be under 278 m

2

 [3,000 ft

²2

] sales area. 

 

2. Opening Hours: Not subject to restricted opening hours under the Sunday 

Trading Act. 
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3. Product Categories: Stock at least seven of the following core categories: 

 

 Alcohol 

 Bakery 

 Canned & packaged 

grocery 

 Chilled food 

 Confectionery 

 Frozen food 

 Fruit/Vegetables 

 Health & beauty 

 Hot food-to-go 

 Household 

 National lottery 

 Milk 

 Newspapers/Magazines 

 Non-food 

 Sandwiches  

 Savoury snacks 

 Soft drinks 

 Tobacco  

 

The convenience sector is divided into five segments according to the type of 

ownership: 

 

1. Co-operatives (e.g. The Co-operative Group, The Southern Co-

operative)  

2. Convenience forecourts  

3. Convenience multiples (convenience specialists and some supermarket 

based chains, e.g. Tesco Express, Sainsbury’s Local and McColls)  

4. Symbol groups (eg SPAR, Londis, Premier)  

 5.  Non-affiliated independents 

 

C9.3.2.2 For the purposes of this study a Supermarket is defined as ‘a food-based, self-

service, retail unit greater than 280 square metres and governed by the Sunday 

Trading Act 1994’, where a ‘large shop’ is defined as having a ‘relevant floor area 

exceeding 280 sqm’ which may be affected by restricted opening hours on 

Sundays. 

 

C9.3.2.3 Retail warehouses are defined as non-food stores displaying and selling comparison 

goods, such as bulky household goods (including carpets, furniture, and electrical 

and DIY items), clothing, and recreational goods, within large format shed like 

buildings, often (but not necessarily) on one level, with associated adjacent car 

parking so as to cater mainly for car-borne customers.  

    

C9.3.2.4 It should be noted that CIL charges are calculated on the net new gross internal 

floor space created by the new development. Therefore, where an existing building 

is to be demolished, the floor area of the old building is deducted from the floor 

area of the new building. The resultant figure is then multiplied by the appropriate 

levy rate per square metre. 

 

C9.3.2.5 We have looked at CIL rates up to £120 per m

2

 as being sustainable on retail 

warehouse and supermarket development. However, minor changes of £10.00-

£20.00 per m

2

 in rent levels and yield changes of 0.5%-1.0% can significantly affect 

the viability.  
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C9.3.2.6 To further illustrate this point a reduction in the rent of £10 per m

2

 on a 1,000 m

2 

building which is valued using a yield 0.5% higher can produce a 16.5% reduction 

in the capital value as follows: 

 

£100 m

2

 x 1,000 m

2

      £100,000 per annum rent 

Years Purchase in perpetuity @ 6.5%     15.384 

Capital Value      £1,538,400 

 

Compare this to: 

 

£90 m

2

 x 1,000m

2

     £90,000 per annum rent 

Years Purchase in perpetuity @ 7.0%    14.285 

Capital Value      £1,285,650 

 

C9.3.2.7 In terms of the size of retail development and the potential for differentiation, we 

have looked at the case of Sainsbury’s challenging the Borough of Poole on their 

proposed differential rates for retail and ‘super stores’ above 3,000 m

2

. Poole 

accepted that because there was no clear guidance in the CIL Regulations to allow 

differential charging rates for the same use, Sainsbury’s detailed evidence was 

accepted due to this lack of clarity. Therefore, Poole decided to change their 

schedule to allow all A1 Retail development under 500 m

2

 to be charged £nil and all 

A1 Retail development over 500 m

2

 to be charged £211 m

2

.   

 

C9.3.2.8 The Examiner found this approach unsound and as a result the higher rate has 

been changed to nil. The Examiner stated in her final report that: 

 

“There is nothing in the CIL regulations to prevent differential rates for retail 

development of different scales. However paragraph 25 of the CLG guidance (CIL 

Guidance: Charge setting and charging schedule procedures) states that where a 

charging authority is proposing to set differential rates, it may want to undertake 

more fine-grained sampling to identify a few data points in estimating the zone 

boundaries or “different categories of intended use.”  

 

This 2010 guidance has been updated by the 2013 CIL Guidance as follows: 

 

“Regulation 13 also allows charging authorities to articulate differential rates by 

reference to different intended uses of development provided that the different rates 

can be justified by a comparative assessment of the economic viability of those 

categories of development. The definition of “use” for this purpose is not tied to the 

classes of development in the Town and Country Planning Act (Use Classes) Order 

1987, although that Order does provide a useful reference point.”  

 

C9.3.2.9 We have taken into consideration the subsequent Examiner’s Report on Wycombe 

District Council’s Draft Charging Schedule. He states that there is nothing in the CIL 

Regulations to prevent differential rates for retail developments of different sizes and 

differing retail characteristics or zones providing they are justified by the viability 

evidence. 
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C9.3.2.10 We have also looked at the Examiners Report on Southampton City Councils’ 

proposed charging schedule where he states: 

 

“Although limited in scope and extent, the Council’s evidence clearly demonstrates 

that the proposed CIL rate of £43 per square metre (psm) for new build retail 

floorspace would be currently viable across the city at both the supermarket and 

neighbourhood convenience store scale. Moreover, in a relatively small and compact 

city, there are insufficient economic viability, geographical or any other important 

differences between the various parts of Southampton that might, individually or 

collectively, help to justify a need for separate retail charging zones.” 

 

 We have also considered the Examiner’s comments on the New Forest District 

Council’s proposed charging schedule and the Council’s response that defended a size 

differential based on 1,000m

2

. These comments can be found at:  

www.newforest.gov.uk Preliminary Conclusions on CIL retail charge. 

 

C9.3.2.11  Furthermore the draft CIL Regulations published in April 2013 make it clear that, 

provided the evidence justifies it, different CIL rates can be set for different sizes of 

the same type of development. 

 

C9.3.2.12 Having looked at the sensitivity of the different retail uses to different rental values 

and yields, we believe that, in Gosport, there is sufficient ‘fine grained’ evidence that 

demonstrates that certain retail categories within the A1 Use Class are sufficiently 

viable to support a CIL charge in the Borough and others are not. 

 

C9.3.2.13 There is no predetermined size for new retail development. For instance comparison 

retailing takes place in small boutiques up to large department stores. Similarly 

convenience retailers can trade as a sole trader from a kiosk or small newsagents up 

to larger One Stop or Co Op style store. Similarly supermarket traders can occupy 

different size stores from the smaller deep discount stores of Aldi or Lidl up to much 

bigger superstores such as the Tesco Extra format. Often the size of the site shape 

and location will determine the design and size of the building. 

 

C9.3.2.14 However the valuation inputs remain largely the same within the various categories 

when compared on a per square metre basis and the nature of the residual appraisal 

permits testing of different sizes of development. 

 

C9.3.2.15 The difference between the larger convenience formats is beginning to overlap with 

smaller supermarkets as the large 4 supermarket operators (Tesco, Asda, Mossisons 

and Sainsburys) are now opening much smaller local stores to service the demand for 

convenience shopping.  

 

C9.3.2.16 However there is still a yield differential between convenience stores and 

supermarkets. This can largely be put down to the length of lease the retailers are 

taking for convenience stores which is usually 15 years with a tenants option to break 

www.newforest.gov.uk
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at year 10. Whereas supermarkets will usually require a 25 plus year lease because of 

the longer term required to recoup the higher development costs.  

C9.3.2.17 Also the new convenience store lease will usually have a rent review that has 

restrictions on increases known as a ‘cap and collar’ which restricts the growth in the 

rent - hence protecting the tenant from the potential for large increases in the rent 

but also removing the attractiveness for investors to benefit from above inflation rent 

increases. 

C9.3.2.18 It becomes more difficult to compare supermarket sales revenue generated per 

square metre with convenience retailing per square metre just based on the impact of 

Sunday Trading Act restrictions. Convenience stores will open for much longer year 

round week day and week end trading hours. However they stock a more limited 

range and amount of stock compared to the much bigger offer of a supermarket. 

C9.3.2.19 Whilst the impact of sales revenue will lead to a higher affordable rent for the 

purposes of testing viability the most significant variable is the yield for the reasons 

stated.  

C9.3.2.20 The given definitions between these two categories are considered clear and robust. 

The appraisal evidence has tested for the different sizes and yields and demonstrates 

differing viability.  

C9.3.2.21 We have also taken into account the GVA Grimley Retail Study findings that 

recommend the need to encourage retail development and we consider that any CIL 

charging may prove a barrier on otherwise marginally viable sites.  

C9.3.2.22 In the tables below we set out the surplus left to fund a CIL contribution for the 

various categories after changes in two sets of variables. The greyed out box is 

assessed as the appropriate result for the local market conditions: 

Convenience Retail 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Rent/sqm £135.00 £145.00 £155.00 

Yield 

6.50% -£12,362 £19,571 £51,503 

6.75% -£28,486 £2,253 £32,991 

7.00% -£43,458 -£13,828 £15,801 

7.25% -£57,397 -£28,800 -£203 
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Comparison Retail 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity   

    

Rent/sqm £313.00 £323.00 £333.00 

Yield       

6.50% £301,854 £323,245 £344,635 

7.00% £253,538 £273,385 £293,232 

7.50% £211,664 £230,173 £248,682 

8.00% £175,024 £182,363 £209,701 

 

Retail Warehouse 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity   

    

Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00 

Yield       

6.75% £876,360 £1,080,166 £1,283,972 

7.00% £764,587 £961,040 £1,157,493 

7.25% £660,523 £871,474 £1,039,736 

7.50% £563,396 £850,129 £929,829 

 

 

Supermarket 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity   

    

Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00 

Yield       

5.00% £1,136,921 £1,586,546 £2,036,172 

5.25% £809,208 £1,237,273 £1,665,338 

5.50% £511,287 £919,752 £1,328,217 

5.75% £239,272 £629,841 £1,020,410 

6.00% -£10,075 £364,090 £738,255 

 

C9.3.2.23 We have taken into account the fragile nature of the retail market. Whilst we see 

that convenience stores and food retailing, as well as larger retail warehouses, are 

proving viable, high street-type comparison shopping is not strong enough at this 

stage. This is due to various reasons such as poor consumer confidence and hence 

reduced spending; more purchasing using the Internet and superstores also offering 

comparison goods that have traditionally been offered in the high street.  

 

C9.3.2.24 Furthermore there are many stronger retail centres in the near vicinity such as 

Fareham, Gunwharf Quays, central Portsmouth and Southampton that attract higher 

footfall due to better accessibility by car and rail. These centres tend to attract the 

larger retailers who tend to group together to create a stronger ‘offer’ to shoppers. By 

their own success at generating higher revenues these retailers are able to afford 

higher rents and also attract higher investment yields. 

 

C9.3.2.25 Due to the geographical constraints of Gosport the footfall is not as high as these 

nearby centres and hence comparison type retailers will not be able to generate the 
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same level of revenues. Consequently rents will be lower as will investment yields and 

the attractiveness for new development.   

 

C9.3.2.26 Therefore despite the comparison retailing appraisals showing a surplus after a 

nominal CIL charge is allowed for, due to this fragility our recommendation is to make 

a £nil charge for comparison retailing.  

 

C9.3.2.27 Retail property provides a community service and can put pressure on infrastructure 

provision such as highways, transport and parking requirements. We have also 

considered that the main centres in the Borough are generally fully developed and 

new retail floor space will most likely be limited to Gosport Town centre and the 

adjacent Waterfront site. Also s.106 & s.278 contributions are still available for site-

specific needs, so that onerous CIL charges need not affect all development.  

 

C9.3.2.28 We have looked at four different types and size of retailing within the A1 Use class. 

To demonstrate the fine-grained evidence, our viability appraisals cover smaller 

convenience-type stores, comparison shopping, larger scale supermarkets and retail 

warehousing. These also show the possible types of uses that one would expect to see 

in the Waterfront development and larger out-of-centre sites. We have also 

considered Class A3 (restaurants and cafes), A4 (drinking establishments) and A5 

(hot food takeaways) which once established can all benefit from permitted 

development rights to A1. These have very similar inputs and outcomes to 

convenience stores. These show a very small surplus to afford a CIL charge before 

any abnormal construction costs are added.  

 

C9.3.2.29 As stated at C.2.10 above it was also necessary to assess the impact of the 

planning policy to require developers to construct their buildings to achieve a BREEAM 

Excellent rating. Our findings showed that only retail warehousing and supermarkets 

supported a sufficiently large surplus to afford a CIL charge. Therefore only these two 

categories have been tested with an additional allowance for achieving a BREEAM 

Excellent rating. This has been achieved by adding £70m

2 

to the development costs 

which is considered a reasonable amount given the appropriate and available 

evidence.  

 

C9.3.2.30 The outcomes for these two categories with an allowance to achieve a BREEAM 

Excellent rating are shown below without a CIL charge and tested against the same 

variations in rent and yield levels.  

 

Retail Warehouse with BREEAM costs 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity   

    

Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00 

Yield       

6.75% £642,017 £845,823 £1,049,630 

7.00% £530,244 £726,697 £923,150 

7.25% £426,180 £615,786 £805,393 

7.50% £329,053 £512,270 £695,486 
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Supermarket with BREEAM costs 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity   

    

Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00 

Yield       

5.00% £870,980 £1,320,605 £1,770,230 

5.25% £543,267 £971,332 £1,399,397 

5.50% £245,346 £653,811 £1,062,276 

5.75% -£26,669 £363,900 £754,469 

6.00% -£276,016 £98,149 £472,313 

 

C9.3.2.31 The outcomes for both of these categories still show a sufficient surplus after 

making an additional allowance for achieving a BREEAM Excellent rating. Therefore 

our recommendation to make a CIL charge on these categories remains unaltered. 

 

C9.3.2.32 Based on our findings our recommendation is that a £nil rate CIL charge is 

appropriate across the whole Gosport Borough for all types of Class A development 

other than retail warehousing and supermarkets where we consider that a CIL charge 

of £60 per square metre is affordable, without affecting viability. We consider that this 

level should avoid any threat to delivery of the Local Plan, encourage development to 

come forward and assist in making the borough more attractive to developers.   

 

C9.3.2.33 Recommended retail CIL rates: 

 

 A zero rate of CIL for comparison retailing. 

 

 A zero rate of CIL for convenience retailing. 

 

 A CIL rate of £60/m² for supermarkets. 

 

 A CIL rate of £60/m² for retail warehouses. 

 

The appraisal calculations for retail uses appear at Appendices 10A-10D. 

 

C9.4 Hot els 

 

C9.4.1 The Budget Hotel chains are currently the only sector in the hotel industry weathering 

the economic downturn, by using formulaic development models and benefiting from 

economies of scale which can afford cheaper room rates. However, they are very 

selective on location and the costs they can afford are sensitive. Debt funding has also 

been problematic, as evidenced by the recent financial restructuring of the Travelodge 

chain.   

 

C9.4.2 Our findings show that hotel development in the Borough could support CIL charges of 

up to £20 per m

2

. However, we would expect any hotel development to be most likely 

on or near to a waterfront site and hence is likely to be subject to abnormal 

construction costs due to foundation design and flood defences. Whilst a differential 

rate could be set for the Waterfront site, the rate of £20 per m

2

 would not leave a 
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sufficient buffer for the identified site-specific issues. Based on the GBC data, 

abnormal costs are estimated to be approximately £400,000 for a suitably sized site 

of 0.4 ha for a multi-storey 100 bed hotel within the Gosport Waterfront site, which 

would produce a significant deficit even before any CIL charge was imposed, and 

would therefore render the scheme unviable.  

The following table shows the sensitivity to changes in the capital value attributed to 

each room against changes in the construction costs showing a £10,000 reduction in 

room values rendering the scheme unviable. 

Hotel 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Capital value per 

room £65,000 £70,000 £75,000 £80,000 

Build Costs 

£1,202 £158,215 £586,630 £1,015,044 £1,443,459 

£1,302 -£113,800 £314,615 £743,030 £1,171,444 

£1,402 -£385,815 £42,600 £471,015 £899,430 

£1,502 -£657,829 -£229,415 £199,000 £627,415 

Therefore we conclude that a £nil rate is recommended for hotel development. 

The appraisal calculations for hotel uses appear in Appendix F2. 

C9.5 St uden t  Housing 

C9.5.1 Student housing falls within the Sui Generis use class. New student housing 

development will generally be sited near to, or within easy travelling distances to, 

universities or colleges. We do not anticipate any purpose-built student housing 

accommodation in the borough. However, we have looked at the viability based on 

local values and likely letting periods, assuming that a level of letting will occur 

beyond university/college terms in connection with conferences etc. We have 

concluded that there is not a case for a CIL charge due to the sensitivity to small 

changes in room rental values. Therefore we recommend a £nil charge rate for this 

category.   

C9.5.2 The appraisal calculations for student housing uses appear at Appendix F2. The 

summary sensitivity to changes in room rates and investment yields are below: 
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Student Housing 

Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Rent per 

wk 

£85.00 £95.00 £105.00 

Yield 

6.00% -£3,697,146 -£1,120,085 £1,456,975 

6.25% -£4,133,219 -£1,659,241 £814,737 

6.50% -£4,535,748 -£2,156,923 £221,902 

6.75% -£4,908,461 -£2,617,740 -£327,020 

C9.6 Car e Hom es 

C9.6.1 We have been instructed to specifically assess the viability of care homes in terms of 

supporting CIL. These fall within the Class C2 category, which covers residential 

institutions such as care homes, hospitals, boarding schools and residential training 

centres. Class C2A covers Secure Residential Institutions such as prisons and custody 

centres as well as military barracks. 

C9.6.2 We have looked at the consultation undertaken by Fareham Borough Council in 

respect of care homes and the responses they received from both the NHS and the 

private sector. The examination resulted in their proposed charge for C2 Care Homes 

being reduced from £105 m

2

 to £60 m

2

 as the re-examined viability was shown to be 

less robust that originally presented. The focussed consultation carried out in June 

2012 resulted in acknowledgement that even without any planning obligations care 

homes are only marginally viable. 

C9.6.3  The residential care homes market is split almost equally between those that are 

used, and hence paid for by the public sector, and those that provide for private 

patients and income. As both types fall under the same use class it would not be 

straightforward to differentiate between them in terms of assessing CIL viability. This 

is notwithstanding the fact that if CIL were to be imposed on one category only, and 

the ownership and thus funding arrangements of a care home subsequently changed 

to the one on which CIL is payable, the Council has ‘clawback’ powers under clause 65 

of the CIL Regulations 2010 to extract the CIL that otherwise would have been 

payable at the time of granting of permission. 

C9.6.4 The financial viability is sensitive to the revenue generated and running costs. The 

viability analysis shows only a limited surplus that does not allow for a sufficient buffer 

for site-specific issues.  

C9.6.5 For these reasons we consider that a £nil CIL charge rate is appropriate for care 

homes in Gosport. It is recognised that this recommendation is at odds with the rates 

set by Portsmouth and Fareham, but both of these authorities are in a significant 

minority in this category. 
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C9.7 Leisu re Uses 

 

C9.7.1 D2 uses (assembly and leisure) are similarly diverse. Of the privately operated gyms, 

cinemas, bowling alleys and other leisure uses, revenues have been significantly 

affected by both reduced consumer spending and a change in culture and competition 

brought about by the internet. As a result the demand from operators has dwindled 

and these types of uses are now usually to be found in larger mixed use developments 

such as Gunwharf where there is a retail and food offer as well.  

 

C9.7.2 The new development inputs are similar to those for retail warehousing where modern 

construction comprises of steel portal framed buildings with a mix of cladding and 

ample car parking. A tenant will then ‘fit out’ whether as a cinema, gym, ten pin 

bowling, etc. Often developers of these types of uses look to congregate them 

together.     

 

C9.7.3 The result of reduced operator demand for these types of uses is a reduction in the 

level of rents being paid. Also, the investment yields have softened considerably as 

operators have been going into Administration raising the concerns of investors over 

the security of the sector as a revenue stream. We have not become aware of any 

proposed leisure schemes in Gosport coming forward in the short to medium term.   

As a result of all of these factors combined we do not believe they are viable in 

Gosport in the current economic climate. Leisure activities are changing, consumer 

spending on leisure activities is likely to increase and new forms of D2 development 

may prove to be profitable in the future. At this time these uses can be reviewed 

when the Charging Schedule is reviewed.  

 

C9.7.4 At this point we consider that a £nil CIL charge rate is appropriate for leisure uses. 

 

C9.8 Com m un it y  Uses 

 

C9.8.1 Community Uses fall within Class D1 (non-residential institutions) and covers a 

diverse range of uses including clinics, crèches, libraries, places of worship amongst 

others. The majority of these do not generate revenue nor are traded as investments 

in the same way as those in the above categories. Often those that do generate 

revenue streams have operating costs that usually exceed their income, such as 

swimming pools and libraries. Therefore they often only exist through public 

subsidies.  

 

C9.8.2 Hence CIL charges are expected to help to fund the delivery of development providing 

community uses, rather than community uses contributing a CIL charge, only for it to 

be used to fund itself. Therefore, we consider that a £nil charge rate is appropriate.     
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C10. Non-Residential Conclusions 

 

C10.1 This study has been prepared when the commercial property markets have been 

showing very low levels of both development and occupier activity. Consequently 

the values used have been relatively low compared to pre-2008 figures. One would 

expect the usual property cycle to prevail whereby as the economy improves 

occupier demand returns, investor confidence increases and development activity 

resumes. At this stage we would recommend that this viability study is reviewed.  

 

C10.2 In the meantime we have had to allow substantial buffers to allow for a variety of 

possible influences on values. For instance there is the possibility of significant 

interest rate rises; even weaker occupier demand; and/or possible increases in land 

availability in the area may be due to changes in MoD strategy.  

 

C10.3 However, there is market confidence that food retailing will always be necessary. 

Therefore as long as there is healthy competition between the retailers for suitable 

sites and tight planning controls on large scale retail development (particularly 

outside of the main local centres), supermarket development will continue to 

generate high values and be able to afford a CIL charge. 

 

C10.4 The retail warehousing sector is growing, out of changes in shopping habits which 

are being fuelled by both the increase in shopping as a car-borne leisure activity 

and the increasing use of the internet, through ‘click and collect’ and catalogue type 

purchasing (e.g. Argos, Screwfix). This sector is expected to continue along its 

growth trajectory which is why the values are revealing the sector’s capacity to 

support a CIL charge where traditional comparison retailing cannot.  

 

C10.5 It is disappointing to see the poor outcomes of the ‘B’ categories. While occupiers 

find other locations outside but close to the Council’s area (such as the M27 

corridor) more accessible for staff and customers, one must expect that office and 

industrial property values in Gosport will continue to find it difficult to support any 

additional development costs such as a CIL charge.    
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1. We have been specifically asked to look at the area known as Gosport Waterfront 

which has been identified in the Draft Local Plan for future development. The 

Preferred Options are for mixed use development, which will be supported by a 

Supplementary Planning Document (SPD). This has not been available to comment 

on specifically. Nevertheless a notional development model has been developed by 

the Council, and the appraisal is based on this. It is anticipated that there will be 

‘high rise’ residential development of about 700 dwellings, with the ground floor 

areas to include up to 10,500 m

2

 of retail floor space and 26,000 m

2

 of employment 

floor space. 

 

2.  Preliminary estimates indicate that this site will be subject to abnormal 

development costs that will include site clearance and decontamination, flood 

defences, rectification of made ground, costs associated with re-use of listed 

buildings and abnormal utility costs.   

 

D1 . Residen t ial Sales Pr oj ect ion s 

 

D1.1 We have considered appropriate sales values as a separate exercise, looking more 

specifically at those with a waterfront location. Given a development of this size, we 

do believe it possible that the sales values that might be achieved are beyond those 

that can be justified by the current Gosport market. For this reason, we have borne 

in mind the level of values that might be achieved on other nearby developments in 

Portsmouth. 

 

D1.2 The resultant suggested sales values for Gosport Waterfront can be seen at 

Appendices 13A and 13B, but are repeated below, based upon a one bedroom 

apartment of 50 m

2

 and a two bedroom apartment of 75 m

2

 to 85 m

2

, with the 

larger units assumed to have the direct water views: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D1.3   We set out below the basis upon which we have evaluated the waterfront site. 

 

 Site area:  10.76 hectares 

 

 Total number of dwellings: 700, assumed to be flats. 

 

 300 units assumed to have a waterfront aspect. 

 

 400 units would not have a waterfront aspect. 

 

One bed apartment 50 m

2

 Non-waterfront £120,000 

  Waterfront £145,000 

    

Two bed apartment 75 m

2

 Non-waterfront £190,000 

 85 m

2

 Waterfront £260,000 
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D1.4 Affordable housing: Given the size of the Waterfront site, it is assumed that 

affordable housing will be a mandatory requirement. It is assumed that the 

affordable units would be included in the 400 units without a waterfront aspect. 

Viability has been modelled with affordable housing at 40% (280 dwellings), as per 

Council policy, and at 30% (210 dwellings) for sensitivity testing. 

 

D1.5 Non-residential uses: The site would also include 10,500 m

2

 of retail floor space and 

26,000 m

2

 of office development. 

 

D1.6 The assumed residential mix is, therefore: 

 

Waterfront aspect:  

(100% market units)  

Two bed flats 85 sq. m 250 

One bed flats 50 sq. m 50 

 Total: 300 

Non waterfront aspect:  

Market units:  

Two bed flats 75 sq. m 90 

One bed flats 50 sq. m 30 

 Total market units: 120 

Affordable units:  

Intermediate 98 

Affordable rent 137 

Social rent 45 

 Total affordable units: 280 

  Total non-waterfront: 400 

   Total development: 700 

 

D1.7  Sales values 

 

D1.7.1 Sales values are from evidence provided by Royal Clarence Marina and Rope Quays. 

In addition, consideration has been given to values at Quay House, Old Portsmouth 

and Port Solent, although it is accepted that Portsmouth values will tend to be 

higher than Gosport. This leads us to believe that the units on the Gosport 

Waterside site should be the above sizes and that they would achieve the following 

sales values: 

 

1 bed  Non-waterfront  £120,000 

      Waterfront   £145,000 

 

2 bed  Non-waterfront  £190,000 

      Waterfront   £260,000 

 

D1.7.2 Affordable housing values for social rent and affordable rent tenures are based on 

Value Point 4 of the Value Points table. Shared ownership values are taken at 65% 

of the value of the market flats which do not have a waterfront aspect. This is in 
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line with shared ownership values for the notional sites in part B of the study 

(Residential Assessment).  

D1.7.3 Values for the commercial element have been taken from Part C of the study (Non-

Residential Assessment). 
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D2 .  Residen t ial Developm en t  Cost s 

 

D2.1  Build Costs 

 

D2.1.1 We have assumed that a proportion of the units would be in the form of low rise 

blocks of 3-5 storeys, with the remainder in the form of one or more high-rise 

towers. We have obtained build costs from the BCIS index, specifically related to 

Hampshire. The index provides different costs for blocks of up to 5 storeys and 

those of 6 storeys and above. We have assumed an average between the two upper 

quartile figures and have then added 15% to reflect externals costs, which are 

omitted from the BCIS figures. 

 

D2.1.2 Furthermore, we have allowed higher costs for the waterfront properties, assuming 

both a higher internal specification and more detailed design. 

 

D2.1.3 The extra costs arising from the change from CSH Level 3 to CSH Level 4 are taken 

from the CLG cost update for the Code for Sustainable Homes, dated August 2011. 

 

We are proposing, therefore, the following build costs per sq. m: 

 

Code 3  Non-waterfront  £1,337 

      Waterfront   £1,437 

 

Code 4  Non-waterfront  £1,377 

      Waterfront   £1,477 

 

The affordable housing is taken at £1,377 per m

2

. 

 

D2.1.4 In addition, we have included in the modelling the abnormal costs provided by the 

Council. These are: 

 

Site clearance and decontamination    £3,000,000 

Abnormal ground conditions      £4,500,000 

 

Build costs for the commercial element are those used in Part C (the non-residential 

assessment) of the report. 

 

D2.2  CIL 

 

D2.2.1 We have allowed £40 per m

2

 on the market housing only. We concluded that this 

level of CIL was appropriate, in the current economic climate, after carrying out 

appraisals at £50 per square metre, which showed a lack of viability. This CIL level 

will need to be reviewed, both when the economic climate improves and when more 

accurate costs for the Waterfront redevelopment are known. 

 

Based on the findings in Part C of the report we have not allowed any CIL against 

the commercial element. In this connection, it should be noted that current Council 
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policy would not permit supermarkets or retail warehouses in the Waterfront area. 

In the event that they were permitted in the future, however, they would be 

subject to the same CIL as other parts of the Borough. Such a change to the floor 

space use would necessitate a reappraisal of the CIL viability of the Waterfront site. 

 

D2.3  S.106 costs 

 

D2.3.1 We have allowed the following s.106 costs, as provided to us by the Council: 

 

Flood defences        £3,800,000 

Reuse of listed buildings      £1,500,000 

Public realm and environmental works    £3,000,000 

Transport improvements      £1,000,000 

Biodiversity protection       £   105,000 

 

D2.3.2 It should be noted that the cost of flood defences, mentioned above, assumes a 

stand-alone, independent construction. It would be expected that this cost could be 

reduced, if it were incorporated into the design and construction of the Waterfront 

development. 

 

D2.4  Viability Threshold 

 

D2.4.1 Elsewhere in this report, we have considered whether it is appropriate to adopt, as 

the viability threshold, an existing use value plus a premium. For the strategic sites, 

upon which the Council will rely for the majority of its housing supply, we concluded 

that the premium was not necessary. This was based upon the sites being surplus 

to the requirements of their institutional owners. In the case of the Waterfront, 

however, where there are ongoing businesses with the need to be located along the 

waterfront, we believe that a level of premium might be required as part of the site 

assembly exercise. 

 

D2.4.2 We have assumed, therefore, an alternative use value of £900,000 per hectare, 

being the existing use value for employment land in the residential part of the 

study. We have added a premium of 15%, bringing the viability threshold to 

£1,035,000 per hectare. For the waterfront site as a whole, this would equate to 

£11,136,600. This figure has been used as the threshold for our appraisals. 

 

D2.4.3 In relation to the Waterfront site, the valuation exercise should be considered as an 

open-ended exercise at this stage. The figures included as part of this study are a 

starting point, but the real viability work can only take place when the plans for the 

site have been developed further.  

 

D2.4.4 We should emphasise that we did attempt to obtain more definitive information 

from the developers in respect of the development costs for the Waterside site, but 

this information was not forthcoming. It is to be hoped that we can gain more 

information on these costs during the consultation stage but, in the meantime, the 

above represent the best available cost estimates. It does, however, make it 
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difficult to gain an accurate indication of the viability of the Waterfront site and the 

consequent viability of charging CIL on the redevelopment. 
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D3 . CI L Viab il i t y  Appr aisal 

D3.1 Residen t ial Appr aisal 

D3.1.1 This is worked through at Appendices 14A and 14B. Appendix 14A is based on build 

costs at Code level 3, while Appendix 14B is based on build costs at Code Level 4. 

D3.1.2 The information about the site was provided by the Council, including the total 

number of units, the amount of commercial floor space and the approximate cost of 

abnormals. We have appraised the site on the basis of the build costs of CSH Levels 

3 and 4, with a CIL level of £40 per m

2

. We have assumed a viability threshold of 

£11,136,600, as discussed above. The results show that, with a CIL level of £40 per 

m

2

, the land value at CSH Level 3 exceeds the viability threshold by some 

£170,000. At CSH Level 4 and £40 CIL, the land value falls short of the viability 

threshold by approximately £1,500,000. 

D3.2 Non-Residen t ial Appr aisal 

D3.2.1 We have assumed that the ‘employment’ uses will fall with the B Class planning 

category to include offices and workshops which have been covered earlier in Part C 

of this report. The retail uses have also been addressed in Part C. 

D3.2.2 Possible marina or water-based development will inevitably be incorporated where 

possible. However the associated shore-based activities will be covered by CIL 

charges already proposed earlier in this report. 
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E1. The CIL viability study has concluded that in the present economic climate there is 

limited developer contribution viability. At present the only forms of development 

that can withstand a CIL charge are residential (in most cases), supermarkets and 

retail warehouses.  

 

E2. Residential Value Point 2 sites tend to occur as a cluster within the Value Point 3 

area, but the modelling shows that these sites cannot sustain the CIL levels that 

can be sustained by Value Point 3 sites. 

 

E3.  The recommended contribution rates are comparable with the CIL rates adopted in 

the adjoining boroughs and are broadly comparable with infrastructure levies being 

presently charged in Gosport through S106 tariffs. 

 

E4.  The requirement for affordable housing (when applicable) has a major impact on 

contribution viability in the present economic climate, a situation which CIL could 

potentially exacerbate if set too high. 

 

E5.  The introduction of CSH level 5 (probably in 2016) is likely to make most residential 

development unviable, except at high densities in the part of the Borough with 

higher land values, unless the economy improves. This will be the case even 

without a CIL being charged. 

 

E6.  In the light of these circumstances we RECOMMEND: 

 

1.        In the recommended residential charging zone 1 (as per map at page 90), 

overall developer contributions should be set at zero for development 

incorporating affordable housing, and at £60 per square metre for 

development not incorporating affordable housing. 

 

2.        In the recommended residential charging zone 2 (as per map at page 90), 

overall developer contributions should be set at £80 per square metre for 

development incorporating affordable housing, and at £100 per square metre 

for development not incorporating affordable housing. 

 

3.       In the recommended residential charging zone 3 (as per map at page 90), 

overall developer contributions should be set at £100 per square metre for 

development whether or not it incorporates affordable housing. 

 

4.        In the Gosport Waterfront development site (as per the map on page 90), 

overall developer contributions should be set at £40 per square metre for 

residential development only (all residential development on this site will 

incorporate affordable housing), and at zero for all other forms of 

development. 
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5.        In respect of retail development, for all locations in the Borough we 

recommend overall developer contributions of £60 per square metre for 

supermarkets and retail warehouses as defined in the report, and zero for 

other forms of retail. 

 

6.          Zero overall developer contributions for all other forms of development.  

 

7.       We also recommend that when a perceptible improvement in the property 

market occurs, this CIL viability study be refreshed in order to determine 

whether a revision of developer contribution rates would be justified. 

 

Recommended Developer Contribution Rates 

 

Residential 

 

Description Recommended 

Contribution Rate –£ 

per m

2

 

Developments with no on-site affordable 

housing: 

Charging Zone 1 

Charging Zone 2 

Charging Zone 3 

 

 

£ 60 

£100 

£100 

Developments with on-site affordable 

housing: 

Charging Zone 1 

Charging Zone 2 

Charging Zone 3 

 

£  0 

£ 80 

£100 
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Non-Residential 

Use Class Recommended 

Contribution Rate –£ 

per m

2

 

Office – B1a £nil 

Industrial and Warehousing- B1b/B1c, B2 & 

B8 

£nil 

Retail – 

All A1-A5 class uses other than retail 

warehouses and supermarkets 

£nil 

A1 retail warehouses and supermarkets only £60 

Hotel - C1 £nil 

Student Accommodation – sui generis £nil 

Residential and non-residential institutions – 

C2 

£nil 

Leisure uses – D2 £nil 

Community uses – D1 £nil 

All other development £nil 

Gosport Waterfront 

Use Class Recommended 

Contribution Rate –£ 

per m

2

 

Residential £40 

Retail warehouses and supermarkets  £60 

All other uses £nil 
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Figure 2. Residential CIL Rate Charging Zones 
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  ng
2 bed house 3 bed house

Social Rent Afford Rent Shared 

Ownership

Market Total Dwgs Total floor 

area m²

Social Rent Afford Rent Shared 

Ownership

Market Total Dwgs Total floor 

area m²

77 77 77 72 93 93 93 88

0 0 1 1 2 4 362
4 4 288 2 1 2 5 455

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 3 3 264
3 3 216 6 6 528

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 1 2 2 5 455
1 1 3 5 370 2 2 6 10 900

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 4 4 352
3 3 216 12 12 1056

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 3 3 6 543
3 3 3 9 678 2 2 12 16 1428

1 3 4 293 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

  ng
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Value Points Table

Type Area sq m VP1 Value VP2 Value VP3 Value VP4 Value VP5 Value

per sq m per sq m per sq m per sq m per sq m

1 bed flat 45 Market sale £103,500 £2,300 £115,000 £2,556 £160,000 £3,556 £200,000 £4,444 £220,000 £4,889

51 Shared ownership £67,275 £1,319 £74,750 £1,466 £104,000 £2,039 £130,000 £2,549 £143,000 £2,804

51 Affordable rent at 80% market £54,988 £1,078 £61,098 £1,198 £67,887 £1,331 £76,527 £1,501 £84,180 £1,651

51 Social rent £50,230 £50,230 £50,230 £50,230 £50,230

2 bed flat 66 Market sale £144,000 £2,182 £160,000 £2,424 £190,000 £2,879 £220,000 £3,333 £242,000 £3,667

66 Shared ownership £93,600 £1,418 £104,000 £1,576 £123,500 £1,871 £143,000 £2,167 £157,300 £2,383

66 Affordable rent at 80% market £62,765 £951 £69,739 £1,057 £80,230 £1,216 £92,573 £1,403 £101,830 £1,543

66 Social rent £55,492 £55,492 £55,492 £55,492 £55,492

2 bed house 72 Market sale £144,000 £2,000 £160,000 £2,222 £190,000 £2,639 £220,000 £3,056 £242,000 £3,361

77 Shared ownership £93,600 £1,216 £104,000 £1,351 £123,500 £1,604 £143,000 £1,857 £157,300 £2,043

77 Affordable rent at 80% market £66,653 £866 £74,059 £962 £80,230 £1,042 £92,573 £1,202 £101,830 £1,322

77 Social rent £57,244 £57,244 £57,244 £57,244 £57,244

3 bed house 88 Market sale £171,000 £1,943 £190,000 £2,159 £230,000 £2,614 £265,000 £3,011 £291,500 £3,313

93 Shared ownership £111,150 £1,195 £123,500 £1,328 £149,500 £1,608 £172,250 £1,852 £189,475 £2,037

93 Affordable rent at 80% market £83,316 £896 £92,573 £995 £98,745 £1,062 £104,916 £1,128 £115,408 £1,241

93 Social rent £61,841 £61,841 £61,841 £61,841 £61,841

4 bed house 106 Market sale £225,000 £2,123 £250,000 £2,358 £310,000 £2,925 £360,000 £3,396 £396,000 £3,736

106 Shared ownership £146,250 £1,380 £162,500 £1,533 £201,500 £1,901 £234,000 £2,208 £257,400 £2,428

106 Affordable rent at 80% market £88,871 £838 £98,745 £932 £108,002 £1,019 £117,259 £1,106 £128,985 £1,217

106 Social rent £68,401 £68,401 £68,401 £68,401 £68,401

5 bed house 150 £261,000 £1,740 £290,000 £1,933 £400,000 £2,667 £500,000 £3,333 £550,000 £3,667

VP2-4 represent values that result from our research. VP1 represents a fall in values of 10% below VP2, while VP5 represents a rise in values of 10% above VP4.
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Build up to affordable rent revenues

80% market rent

Market rents

Location 1 bed flat 2 bed flat 2 bed house 3 bed house 4 bed house

Low value rents VP2 £495 £565 £600 £750 £800

Take relevant percentage £99 £113 £120 £150 £160

Afford rent/LHA rate £396 £452 £480 £600 £640

Management 10% £40 £45 £48 £60 £64

£356 £407 £432 £540 £576

Annual rent £4,277 £4,882 £5,184 £6,480 £6,912

Capitalise at 7% 14.286 14.286 14.286 14.286 14.286

Capital value £61,098 £69,739 £74,059 £92,573 £98,745

Mid value rents VP3 £550 £650 £650 £800 £875

Take relevant percentage £110 £130 £130 £160 £175

Afford rent/LHA rate £440 £520 £520 £640 £700

Management 10% £44 £52 £52 £64 £70

£396 £468 £468 £576 £630

Annual rent £4,752 £5,616 £5,616 £6,912 £7,560

Capitalise at 7% 14.286 14.286 14.286 14.286 14.286

Capital value £67,887 £80,230 £80,230 £98,745 £108,002

High value rents VP4 £620 £750 £750 £850 £950

Take relevant percentage £124 £150 £150 £170 £190

Afford rent/LHA rate £496 £600 £600 £680 £760

Management 10% £50 £60 £60 £68 £76

£446 £540 £540 £612 £684

Annual rent £5,357 £6,480 £6,480 £7,344 £8,208

Capitalise at 7% 14.286 14.286 14.286 14.286 14.286

Capital value £76,527 £92,573 £92,573 £104,916 £117,259

NB The affordable rents are designed to be within Local Housing Allowances. 
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Appendix 4A: Residential Scenario Valuations at 0% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 3

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £100

-£161,752 -£168,632 -£175,512 -£20,684 -£27,564 -£34,444 £282,531 £276,608 £270,686 £258,840 £246,994 £551,953 £546,092 £540,230 £528,506 £516,783 £730,143 £724,282 £718,420 £694,973
-9.7% -10.1% -10.5% -1.1% -1.5% -1.9% 12.3% 12.0% 11.7% 11.2% 10.7% 20.3% 20.1% 19.9% 19.5% 19.0% 24.5% 24.3% 24.1% 23.3%

-£566,132 -£590,212 -£614,292 -£72,395 -£96,475 -£120,555 £988,859 £968,129 £947,399 £905,940 £864,480 £1,931,837 £1,911,321 £1,890,805 £1,849,772 £1,808,740 £2,555,502 £2,534,986 £2,514,470 £2,432,405

-£159,055 -£163,695 -£168,335 -£52,429 -£57,069 -£61,709 £110,262 £106,144 £102,026 £93,790 £85,554 £260,391 £256,397 £252,402 £244,413 £241,299 £383,789 £379,795 £375,800 £359,822
-12.6% -12.9% -13.3% -3.8% -4.1% -4.4% 6.7% 6.5% 6.2% 5.7% 5.2% 14.0% 13.8% 13.6% 13.1% 13.0% 18.8% 18.6% 18.4% 17.6%

-£715,747 -£736,627 -£757,507 -£235,929 -£256,809 -£277,689 £496,180 £477,649 £459,118 £422,056 £384,994 £1,171,761 £1,153,786 £1,135,811 £1,099,860 £1,085,847 £1,727,052 £1,709,077 £1,691,101 £1,619,201

-£100,710 -£104,670 -£108,630 -£7,295 -£11,255 -£15,215 £146,252 £142,738 £139,223 £132,194 £125,165 £300,889 £297,480 £294,071 £287,253 £280,435 £413,076 £409,667 £406,258 £392,622
-9.1% -9.4% -9.8% -0.6% -0.9% -1.2% 10.0% 9.8% 9.5% 9.1% 8.6% 17.8% 17.6% 17.4% 17.0% 16.6% 22.3% 22.1% 21.9% 21.2%

-£604,258 -£628,018 -£651,778 -£43,768 -£67,528 -£91,288 £877,513 £856,426 £835,339 £793,165 £750,991 £1,805,334 £1,784,880 £1,764,425 £1,723,517 £1,682,608 £2,478,458 £2,458,003 £2,437,549 £2,355,731

-£61,679 -£64,589 -£67,499 £544 -£2,039 -£4,622 £207,299 £204,743 £202,186 £197,072 £191,959 £389,478 £386,973 £384,468 £379,457 £374,447 £487,446 £484,966 £482,487 £477,492
-6.9% -7.3% -7.6% 0.1% -0.2% -0.5% 16.2% 16.0% 15.8% 15.4% 15.0% 25.1% 24.9% 24.8% 24.4% 24.1% 28.6% 28.5% 28.3% 28.0%

-£493,435 -£516,715 -£539,995 £4,350 -£16,311 -£36,972 £1,658,395 £1,637,941 £1,617,486 £1,576,578 £1,535,669 £3,115,823 £3,095,782 £3,075,741 £3,035,658 £2,995,576 £3,899,566 £3,879,731 £3,859,897 £3,819,939

-£215,937 -£226,437 -£236,937 -£10,858 -£4,315 -£14,815 £473,957 £465,037 £456,117 £438,276 £420,435 £891,799 £882,970 £874,142 £856,485 £838,828 £1,168,782 £1,159,954 £1,151,125 £1,115,812
-8.4% -8.8% -9.2% -0.4% -0.2% -0.5% 13.2% 13.0% 12.7% 12.2% 11.7% 21.1% 20.9% 20.7% 20.3% 19.9% 25.2% 25.0% 24.8% 24.1%

-£503,853 -£528,353 -£552,853 -£25,336 -£10,069 -£34,569 £1,105,900 £1,085,086 £1,064,272 £1,022,644 £981,015 £2,080,864 £2,060,264 £2,039,664 £1,998,465 £1,957,266 £2,727,159 £2,706,559 £2,685,959 £2,603,561

-£189,829 -£197,269 -£204,709 -£19,025 -£26,465 -£33,905 £243,355 £236,904 £230,452 £217,550 £204,648 £483,905 £482,625 £476,305 £463,663 £451,022 £679,071 £672,815 £666,560 £641,538
-9.6% -10.0% -10.4% -0.9% -1.2% -1.6% 9.4% 9.2% 8.9% 8.4% 7.9% 16.4% 16.3% 16.1% 15.7% 15.3% 20.9% 20.7% 20.5% 19.8%

-£569,487 -£591,807 -£614,127 -£57,075 -£79,395 -£101,715 £730,064 £710,711 £691,357 £652,651 £613,945 £1,451,716 £1,447,876 £1,428,914 £1,390,990 £1,353,066 £2,037,213 £2,018,446 £1,999,680 £1,924,613

-£138,170 -£144,110 -£150,050 -£6,924 -£12,126 -£1,203 £229,016 £223,866 £218,715 £208,415 £198,114 £459,791 £454,744 £449,698 £439,605 £429,513 £626,370 £621,376 £616,381 £596,404
-8.0% -8.3% -8.7% -0.4% -0.6% -0.1% 10.2% 9.9% 9.7% 9.2% 8.8% 17.7% 17.5% 17.3% 16.9% 16.5% 22.0% 21.8% 21.6% 20.9%

-£552,680 -£576,440 -£600,200 -£27,695 -£48,505 -£4,812 £916,065 £895,464 £874,862 £833,658 £792,455 £1,839,163 £1,818,978 £1,798,792 £1,758,421 £1,718,050 £2,505,480 £2,485,503 £2,465,525 £2,385,616

-£89,252 -£93,512 -£97,772 £7,245 £3,514 -£217 £315,585 £311,966 £308,346 £301,108 £293,870 £593,572 £589,990 £586,409 £579,245 £572,081 £749,857 £746,275 £742,693 £728,366
-6.6% -6.9% -7.3% 0.5% 0.2% 0.0% 16.2% 16.0% 15.8% 15.4% 15.1% 25.0% 24.9% 24.7% 24.4% 24.1% 28.8% 28.6% 28.5% 28.0%

-£476,009 -£498,729 -£521,449 £38,642 £18,743 -£1,156 £1,683,118 £1,663,816 £1,644,514 £1,605,910 £1,567,306 £3,165,719 £3,146,616 £3,127,513 £3,089,307 £3,051,101 £3,999,235 £3,980,132 £3,961,029 £3,884,617

-8.4% -8.8% -9.2% -0.3% -0.2% -0.6% 12.7% 12.5% 12.2% 11.7% 11.3% 20.5% 20.3% 20.1% 19.7% 19.3% 24.6% 24.4% 24.2% 23.5%
-£501,238 -£525,206 -£549,174 -£19,694 -£13,012 -£36,980 £1,049,698 £1,029,680 £1,009,662 £969,626 £929,590 £1,986,381 £1,966,363 £1,946,345 £1,906,309 £1,866,273 £2,614,697 £2,594,679 £2,574,661 £2,494,589

-£332,866 -£345,586 -£358,306 -£54,888 -£67,608 -£80,328 £372,441 £361,706 £350,972 £329,503 £308,034 £778,570 £767,946 £757,322 £736,075 £714,827 £1,095,182 £1,084,558 £1,073,935 £1,031,440
-10.2% -10.6% -11.0% -1.5% -1.9% -2.2% 8.7% 8.5% 8.2% 7.7% 7.2% 16.0% 15.7% 15.5% 15.1% 14.6% 20.4% 20.2% 20.1% 19.3%

-£599,159 -£622,055 -£644,951 -£98,798 -£121,694 -£144,590 £670,393 £651,071 £631,749 £593,106 £554,462 £1,401,425 £1,382,302 £1,363,180 £1,324,934 £1,286,689 £1,971,328 £1,952,205 £1,933,083 £1,856,592

-£245,127 -£255,207 -£265,287 -£2,865 -£12,945 -£23,025 £362,440 £353,934 £345,427 £328,414 £311,401 £744,408 £735,989 £727,570 £710,733 £693,895 £1,023,428 £1,015,009 £1,006,590 £972,915
-8.6% -9.0% -9.3% -0.1% -0.4% -0.7% 9.8% 9.5% 9.3% 8.8% 8.4% 17.4% 17.2% 17.0% 16.6% 16.2% 21.7% 21.6% 21.4% 20.7%

-£588,305 -£612,497 -£636,689 -£6,876 -£31,068 -£55,260 £869,856 £849,441 £829,025 £788,194 £747,362 £1,786,579 £1,766,374 £1,746,169 £1,705,758 £1,665,348 £2,456,226 £2,436,021 £2,415,816 £2,334,995

-£143,683 -£151,063 -£158,443 £25,294 £18,873 £12,452 £507,109 £500,945 £494,781 £482,454 £475,023 £955,914 £949,750 £943,586 £931,258 £918,931 £1,213,403 £1,207,240 £1,201,076 £1,176,421
-6.2% -6.6% -6.9% 1.0% 0.7% 0.5% 15.5% 15.3% 15.1% 14.7% 14.5% 24.1% 24.0% 23.8% 23.5% 23.2% 27.9% 27.8% 27.6% 27.1%

-£459,787 -£483,403 -£507,019 £80,939 £60,394 £39,848 £1,622,748 £1,603,024 £1,583,300 £1,543,852 £1,520,075 £3,058,923 £3,039,199 £3,019,475 £2,980,027 £2,940,579 £3,882,891 £3,863,167 £3,843,443 £3,764,546

-£145,890 -£152,640 -£159,390 £14,331 £8,458 £2,586 £525,524 £519,886 £514,249 £502,974 £491,698 £993,622 £987,984 £982,347 £971,071 £959,796 £1,247,253 £1,241,615 £1,235,978 £1,213,427
-6.7% -7.0% -7.3% 0.6% 0.4% 0.1% 16.5% 16.3% 16.1% 15.8% 15.4% 25.5% 25.3% 25.2% 24.9% 24.6% 29.1% 29.0% 28.9% 28.4%

-£583,558 -£610,558 -£637,558 £57,322 £33,832 £10,342 £2,102,096 £2,079,546 £2,056,995 £2,011,894 £1,966,794 £3,974,487 £3,951,937 £3,929,387 £3,884,286 £3,839,185 £4,989,012 £4,966,462 £4,943,911 £4,853,710

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location: £14,331
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 0.6%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £57,322

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000
Employment £900,000
Resid. VP 2 £1,015,000
Resid. VP 3 £1,285,000
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

Charging zone 3

80dph

CIL Charge per sq. m

Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)

CIL Charge per sq. m

Value Point 3

CIL Charge per sq. m

Value Point 4
Charging zone 1 Charging zone 2

60 dph25

35 dph

45 dph

100 dph

60 dph

15

35 dph

45 dph

80dph

Value Point 2

80dph

10

35 dph

45 dph

Resulting values

60 dph

Resulting values

Number of 
units

Density

Resulting values Resulting values Resulting values

CIL Charge per sq. m

Value Point 1 (VP 2 - 10%)

CIL Charge per sq. m
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Appendix 4B: Residential Scenario Valuations at 0% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 4

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£40 £60 £80 £100 £40 £60 £80 £100 £40 £60 £80 £100 £40 £60 £80 £100 £40 £60 £80 £100

£70,902 £51,483 £32,065 £12,646 £232,563 £213,338 £194,114 £174,890 £645,381 £626,739 £608,097 £589,456 £1,009,483 £990,841 £972,200
Resulting values

£953,558 £1,245,329 £1,226,688 £1,208,046 £1,189,404
3.3% 2.4% 1.5% 0.6% 9.7% 8.9% 8.1% 7.3% 21.2% 20.6% 20.0% 19.4% 28.1% 27.6% 27.0% 26.5% 31.5% 31.0% 30.5% 30.1%

£248,156 £180,191 £112,227 £44,262 £813,969 £746,684 £679,399 £612,114 £2,258,833 £2,193,587 £2,128,341 £2,063,095 £3,533,191 £3,467,945 £3,402,698 £3,337,452 £4,358,653 £4,293,407 £4,228,161 £4,162,915

£25,168 £10,116 -£4,936 -£10,296 £150,909 £135,857 £120,805 £105,753 £398,274 £383,673 £369,073 £354,472 £617,221 £602,772 £588,322 £573,872 £785,168 £770,718 £756,268 £741,818
1.5% 0.6% -0.3% -0.6% 8.2% 7.4% 6.6% 5.7% 17.9% 17.3% 16.6% 16.0% 24.1% 23.5% 23.0% 22.4% 27.9% 27.4% 26.9% 26.3%

£113,256 £45,522 -£22,212 -£46,333 £679,091 £611,357 £543,623 £475,889 £1,792,232 £1,726,530 £1,660,828 £1,595,126 £2,777,497 £2,712,472 £2,647,447 £2,582,423 £3,533,255 £3,468,230 £3,403,206 £3,338,181

£37,577 £26,235 £14,893 £3,551 £143,842 £132,500 £121,158 £109,815 £348,332 £337,330 £326,328 £315,326 £548,113 £537,225 £526,336 £515,448 £691,130 £680,242 £669,353 £658,464
2.7% 1.9% 1.1% 0.3% 9.3% 8.5% 7.8% 7.1% 18.6% 18.0% 17.5% 16.9% 25.1% 24.6% 24.1% 23.6% 28.8% 28.4% 27.9% 27.5%

£225,464 £157,410 £89,357 £21,303 £863,053 £794,999 £726,946 £658,892 £2,089,992 £2,023,980 £1,957,969 £1,891,957 £3,288,680 £3,223,349 £3,158,018 £3,092,686 £4,146,781 £4,081,449 £4,016,118 £3,950,787

£37,531 £28,425 £19,319 £10,214 £125,344 £116,239 £107,133 £98,027 £390,048 £381,215 £372,383 £363,550 £628,762 £620,020 £611,279 £602,537 £763,906 £755,164 £746,423 £737,681
3.2% 2.5% 1.7% 0.9% 9.8% 9.0% 8.3% 7.6% 23.1% 22.6% 22.0% 21.5% 30.5% 30.1% 29.7% 29.2% 33.7% 33.3% 32.9% 32.6%

£300,246 £227,400 £154,554 £81,708 £1,002,756 £929,910 £857,064 £784,218 £3,120,384 £3,049,724 £2,979,063 £2,908,402 £5,030,094 £4,960,162 £4,890,229 £4,820,297 £6,111,248 £6,041,316 £5,971,383 £5,901,451

£100,305 £71,402 £42,500 £13,597 £334,755 £306,720 £278,685 £250,649 £959,298 £931,551 £903,805 £876,059 £1,503,127 £1,475,381 £1,447,634 £1,419,888 £1,855,322 £1,827,575 £1,799,829 £1,772,082
3.1% 2.2% 1.3% 0.4% 9.2% 8.4% 7.7% 6.9% 20.9% 20.3% 19.6% 19.0% 27.6% 27.1% 26.6% 26.1% 31.0% 30.5% 30.1% 29.6%

£234,044 £166,605 £99,166 £31,726 £781,096 £715,680 £650,264 £584,848 £2,238,362 £2,173,620 £2,108,878 £2,044,137 £3,507,297 £3,442,555 £3,377,814 £3,313,072 £4,329,084 £4,264,342 £4,199,601 £4,134,859

£27,696 £5,415 -£675 -£26,115 £211,690 £189,632 £169,266 £146,985 £574,303 £552,913 £531,523 £510,133 £904,485 £883,095 £861,705 £840,315 £1,153,092 £1,131,702 £1,110,313 £1,088,923
1.1% 0.2% 0.0% -1.1% 7.7% 6.9% 6.1% 5.3% 17.2% 16.6% 16.0% 15.3% 23.6% 23.0% 22.4% 21.9% 27.3% 26.8% 26.3% 25.8%

£83,089 £16,246 -£2,024 -£78,344 £635,071 £568,896 £507,798 £440,955 £1,722,908 £1,658,738 £1,594,568 £1,530,398 £2,713,454 £2,649,284 £2,585,114 £2,520,944 £3,459,277 £3,395,107 £3,330,938 £3,266,768

£47,376 £30,034 £12,693 -£4,649 £207,137 £189,969 £174,547 £157,205 £492,198 £480,503 £463,682 £446,861 £783,535 £766,887 £750,239 £733,591 £997,182 £980,534 £963,886 £947,239
2.2% 1.4% 0.6% -0.2% 8.6% 7.9% 7.3% 6.6% 17.3% 16.9% 16.3% 15.7% 23.7% 23.2% 22.7% 22.2% 27.5% 27.0% 26.6% 26.1%

£189,503 £120,137 £50,771 -£18,595 £828,550 £759,877 £698,187

£49,108 £36,181 £23,253 £10,326 £174,545 £161,617 £148,690

£628,821 £1,968,791 £1,922,014 £1,854,729 £1,787,444 £3,134,140 £3,067,548 £3,000,957 £2,934,365 £3,988,729 £3,922,137 £3,855,546 £3,788,955

£135,763 £575,435 £563,025 £550,615 £538,204 £944,462 £932,052 £919,642 £907,232 £1,142,571 £1,130,161 £1,117,751 £1,105,341
2.9% 2.2% 1.4% 0.6% 9.4% 8.7% 8.0% 7.3% 23.1% 22.6% 22.1% 21.6% 30.9% 30.5% 30.1% 29.6% 33.9% 33.6% 33.2% 32.8%

£261,909 £192,963 £124,018 £55,072 £930,906 £861,960 £793,014 £724,069 £3,068,987 £3,002,799 £2,936,612 £2,870,424 £5,037,132 £4,970,944 £4,904,756 £4,838,568 £6,093,715 £6,027,527 £5,961,339 £5,895,151

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location:   £10,326
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 0.6%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £55,072

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000

£900,000
£1,015,000
£1,285,000

Employment
Resid. VP 2
Resid. VP 3
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

Charging zone 1 Charging zone 2

10

35 dph

Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)Value Point 1 (VP 2 - 10%) Value Point 2 Value Point 4
Charging zone 3

CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m

Resulting values Resulting values

Number of 
units

Density

15

35 dph

45 dph

80dph

60 dph

45 dph

Resulting values

60 dph

Value Point 3

80dph

CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m

Resulting values
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Appendix 5A: Residential Scenario Valuations at 40% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 3

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £100

35 dph -£161,752 -£168,632 -£175,512 -£20,684 -£27,564 -£34,444 £282,531 £276,608 £270,686 £258,840 £246,994 £551,953 £546,092 £540,230 £528,506 £516,783 £730,143 £724,282 £718,420 £694,973
-9.7% -10.1% -10.5% -1.1% -1.5% -1.9% 12.3% 12.0% 11.7% 11.2% 10.7% 20.3% 20.1% 19.9% 19.5% 19.0% 24.5% 24.3% 24.1% 23.3%

-£566,132 -£590,212 -£614,292 -£72,395 -£96,475 -£120,555 £988,859 £968,129 £947,399 £905,940 £864,480 £1,931,837 £1,911,321 £1,890,805 £1,849,772 £1,808,740 £2,555,502 £2,534,986 £2,514,470 £2,432,405

45 dph -£159,055 -£163,695 -£168,335 -£52,429 -£57,069 -£61,709 £110,262 £106,144 £102,026 £93,790 £85,554 £260,391 £256,397 £252,402 £244,413 £241,299 £383,789 £379,795 £375,800 £359,822
-12.6% -12.9% -13.3% -3.8% -4.1% -4.4% 6.7% 6.5% 6.2% 5.7% 5.2% 14.0% 13.8% 13.6% 13.1% 13.0% 18.8% 18.6% 18.4% 17.6%

-£715,747 -£736,627 -£757,507 -£235,929 -£256,809 -£277,689 £496,180 £477,649 £459,118 £422,056 £384,994 £1,171,761 £1,153,786 £1,135,811 £1,099,860 £1,085,847 £1,727,052 £1,709,077 £1,691,101 £1,619,201

60 dph -£100,710 -£104,670 -£108,630 -£7,295 -£11,255 -£15,215 £146,252 £142,738 £139,223 £132,194 £125,165 £300,889 £297,480 £294,071 £287,253 £280,435 £413,076 £409,667 £406,258 £392,622
-9.1% -9.4% -9.8% -0.6% -0.9% -1.2% 10.0% 9.8% 9.5% 9.1% 8.6% 17.8% 17.6% 17.4% 17.0% 16.6% 22.3% 22.1% 21.9% 21.2%

-£604,258 -£628,018 -£651,778 -£43,768 -£67,528 -£91,288 £877,513 £856,426 £835,339 £793,165 £750,991 £1,805,334 £1,784,880 £1,764,425 £1,723,517 £1,682,608 £2,478,458 £2,458,003 £2,437,549 £2,355,731

80 dph -£61,679 -£64,589 -£67,499 £544 -£2,039 -£4,622 £207,299 £204,743 £202,186 £197,072 £191,959 £389,478 £386,973 £384,468 £379,457 £374,447 £487,446 £484,966 £482,487 £477,492
-6.9% -7.3% -7.6% 0.1% -0.2% -0.5% 16.2% 16.0% 15.8% 15.4% 15.0% 25.1% 24.9% 24.8% 24.4% 24.1% 28.6% 28.5% 28.3% 28.0%

-£493,435 -£516,715 -£539,995 £4,350 -£16,311 -£36,972 £1,658,395 £1,637,941 £1,617,486 £1,576,578 £1,535,669 £3,115,823 £3,095,782 £3,075,741 £3,035,658 £2,995,576 £3,899,566 £3,879,731 £3,859,897 £3,819,939

35 dph -£215,937 -£226,437 -£236,937 -£10,858 -£4,315 -£14,815 £473,957 £465,037 £456,117 £438,276 £420,435 £891,799 £882,970 £874,142 £856,485 £838,828 £1,168,782 £1,159,954 £1,151,125 £1,115,812
-8.4% -8.8% -9.2% -0.4% -0.2% -0.5% 13.2% 13.0% 12.7% 12.2% 11.7% 21.1% 20.9% 20.7% 20.3% 19.9% 25.2% 25.0% 24.8% 24.1%

-£503,853 -£528,353 -£552,853 -£25,336 -£10,069 -£34,569 £1,105,900 £1,085,086 £1,064,272 £1,022,644 £981,015 £2,080,864 £2,060,264 £2,039,664 £1,998,465 £1,957,266 £2,727,159 £2,706,559 £2,685,959 £2,603,561

45 dph -£189,829 -£197,269 -£204,709 -£19,025 -£26,465 -£33,905 £243,355 £236,904 £230,452 £217,550 £204,648 £483,905 £482,625 £476,305 £463,663 £451,022 £679,071 £672,815 £666,560 £641,538
-9.6% -10.0% -10.4% -0.9% -1.2% -1.6% 9.4% 9.2% 8.9% 8.4% 7.9% 16.4% 16.3% 16.1% 15.7% 15.3% 20.9% 20.7% 20.5% 19.8%

-£569,487 -£591,807 -£614,127 -£57,075 -£79,395 -£101,715 £730,064 £710,711 £691,357 £652,651 £613,945 £1,451,716 £1,447,876 £1,428,914 £1,390,990 £1,353,066 £2,037,213 £2,018,446 £1,999,680 £1,924,613

60 dph -£138,170 -£144,110 -£150,050 -£6,924 -£12,126 -£1,203 £229,016 £223,866 £218,715 £208,415 £198,114 £459,791 £454,744 £449,698 £439,605 £429,513 £626,370 £621,376 £616,381 £596,404
-8.0% -8.3% -8.7% -0.4% -0.6% -0.1% 10.2% 9.9% 9.7% 9.2% 8.8% 17.7% 17.5% 17.3% 16.9% 16.5% 22.0% 21.8% 21.6% 20.9%

-£552,680 -£576,440 -£600,200 -£27,695 -£48,505 -£4,812 £916,065 £895,464 £874,862 £833,658 £792,455 £1,839,163 £1,818,978 £1,798,792 £1,758,421 £1,718,050 £2,505,480 £2,485,503 £2,465,525 £2,385,616

80 dph -£89,252 -£93,512 -£97,772 £7,245 £3,514 -£217 £315,585 £311,966 £308,346 £301,108 £293,870 £593,572 £589,990 £586,409 £579,245 £572,081 £749,857 £746,275 £742,693 £728,366
-6.6% -6.9% -7.3% 0.5% 0.2% 0.0% 16.2% 16.0% 15.8% 15.4% 15.1% 25.0% 24.9% 24.7% 24.4% 24.1% 28.8% 28.6% 28.5% 28.0%

-£476,009 -£498,729 -£521,449 £38,642 £18,743 -£1,156 £1,683,118 £1,663,816 £1,644,514 £1,605,910 £1,567,306 £3,165,719 £3,146,616 £3,127,513 £3,089,307 £3,051,101 £3,999,235 £3,980,132 £3,961,029 £3,884,617

35 dph -£358,027 -£375,147 -£392,267 -£14,067 -£9,295 -£26,415 £749,785 £735,486 £721,187 £692,590 £663,993 £1,418,844 £1,404,545 £1,390,247 £1,361,649 £1,333,052 £1,867,641 £1,853,342 £1,839,044 £1,781,849
-8.4% -8.8% -9.2% -0.3% -0.2% -0.6% 12.7% 12.5% 12.2% 11.7% 11.3% 20.5% 20.3% 20.1% 19.7% 19.3% 24.6% 24.4% 24.2% 23.5%

-£501,238 -£525,206 -£549,174 -£19,694 -£13,012 -£36,980 £1,049,698 £1,029,680 £1,009,662 £969,626 £929,590 £1,986,381 £1,966,363 £1,946,345 £1,906,309 £1,866,273 £2,614,697 £2,594,679 £2,574,661 £2,494,589

45 dph -£332,866 -£345,586 -£358,306 -£54,888 -£67,608 -£80,328 £372,441 £361,706 £350,972 £329,503 £308,034 £778,570 £767,946 £757,322 £736,075 £714,827 £1,095,182 £1,084,558 £1,073,935 £1,031,440
-10.2% -10.6% -11.0% -1.5% -1.9% -2.2% 8.7% 8.5% 8.2% 7.7% 7.2% 16.0% 15.7% 15.5% 15.1% 14.6% 20.4% 20.2% 20.1% 19.3%

-£599,159 -£622,055 -£644,951 -£98,798 -£121,694 -£144,590 £670,393 £651,071 £631,749 £593,106 £554,462 £1,401,425 £1,382,302 £1,363,180 £1,324,934 £1,286,689 £1,971,328 £1,952,205 £1,933,083 £1,856,592

60 dph -£245,127 -£255,207 -£265,287 -£2,865 -£12,945 -£23,025 £362,440 £353,934 £345,427 £328,414 £311,401 £744,408 £735,989 £727,570 £710,733 £693,895 £1,023,428 £1,015,009 £1,006,590 £972,915
-8.6% -9.0% -9.3% -0.1% -0.4% -0.7% 9.8% 9.5% 9.3% 8.8% 8.4% 17.4% 17.2% 17.0% 16.6% 16.2% 21.7% 21.6% 21.4% 20.7%

-£588,305 -£612,497 -£636,689 -£6,876 -£31,068 -£55,260 £869,856 £849,441 £829,025 £788,194 £747,362 £1,786,579 £1,766,374 £1,746,169 £1,705,758 £1,665,348 £2,456,226 £2,436,021 £2,415,816 £2,334,995

80 dph -£143,683 -£151,063 -£158,443 £25,294 £18,873 £12,452 £507,109 £500,945 £494,781 £482,454 £475,023 £955,914 £949,750 £943,586 £931,258 £918,931 £1,213,403 £1,207,240 £1,201,076 £1,176,421
-6.2% -6.6% -6.9% 1.0% 0.7% 0.5% 15.5% 15.3% 15.1% 14.7% 14.5% 24.1% 24.0% 23.8% 23.5% 23.2% 27.9% 27.8% 27.6% 27.1%

-£459,787 -£483,403 -£507,019 £80,939 £60,394 £39,848 £1,622,748 £1,603,024 £1,583,300 £1,543,852 £1,520,075 £3,058,923 £3,039,199 £3,019,475 £2,980,027 £2,940,579 £3,882,891 £3,863,167 £3,843,443 £3,764,546

1000 dph -£145,890 -£152,640 -£159,390 £14,331 £8,458 £2,586 £525,524 £519,886 £514,249 £502,974 £491,698 £993,622 £987,984 £982,347 £971,071 £959,796 £1,247,253 £1,241,615 £1,235,978 £1,213,427
-6.7% -7.0% -7.3% 0.6% 0.4% 0.1% 16.5% 16.3% 16.1% 15.8% 15.4% 25.5% 25.3% 25.2% 24.9% 24.6% 29.1% 29.0% 28.9% 28.4%

-£583,558 -£610,558 -£637,558 £57,322 £33,832 £10,342 £2,102,096 £2,079,546 £2,056,995 £2,011,894 £1,966,794 £3,974,487 £3,951,937 £3,929,387 £3,884,286 £3,839,185 £4,989,012 £4,966,462 £4,943,911 £4,853,710

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location: £8,458
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 0.4%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £33,832

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000
Employment £900,000
Resid. VP 2 £1,015,000
Resid. VP 3 £1,285,000
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)
Charging zone 1 Charging zone 2 Charging zone 3

Value Point 4Value Point 1 (VP 2 - 10%) Value Point 2 Value Point 3

25

15

10

Number of 
units

Density CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m

Resulting values Resulting values Resulting valuesResulting valuesResulting values
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Appendix 5B: Residential Scenario Valuations at 40% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 4

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60

-£212,359 -£219,239 -£226,119 -£71,291 -£78,171 -£85,051 £243,892 £237,847 £231,802 £219,712 £207,622 £508,836 £502,974 £497,113 £485,389 £478,600 £687,026 £681,164 £675,303
-12.7% -13.2% -13.6% -3.9% -4.2% -4.6% 10.6% 10.3% 10.1% 9.5% 9.0% 18.8% 18.5% 18.3% 17.9% 17.6% 23.1% 22.9% 22.7%

-£743,257 -£767,337 -£791,417 -£249,520 -£273,600 -£297,680 £853,622 £832,464 £811,307 £768,993 £726,678 £1,780,927 £1,760,411 £1,739,894 £1,698,862 £1,675,099 £2,404,592 £2,384,075 £2,363,559

-£198,618 -£203,258 -£207,898 -£91,992 -£96,632 -£101,272 £75,150 £71,032 £66,914 £58,678 £50,442 £230,999 £226,922 £222,845 £214,692 £206,538 £349,730 £345,736 £341,742
-15.7% -16.1% -16.4% -6.6% -6.9% -7.2% 4.6% 4.3% 4.1% 3.6% 3.1% 12.4% 12.2% 12.0% 11.5% 11.1% 17.1% 17.0% 16.8%

-£893,780 -£914,660 -£935,540 -£413,962 -£434,842 -£455,722 £338,175 £319,644 £301,113 £264,051 £226,989 £1,039,496 £1,021,150 £1,002,805 £966,113 £929,422 £1,573,787 £1,555,812 £1,537,837

-£130,766 -£134,726 -£138,686 -£37,351 -£41,311 -£45,271 £119,577 £116,062 £112,548 £105,519 £98,490 £275,014 £271,605 £268,196 £261,378 £254,560 £387,201 £383,792 £380,383
-11.8% -12.1% -12.5% -3.0% -3.4% -3.7% 8.2% 7.9% 7.7% 7.2% 6.7% 16.3% 16.1% 15.9% 15.5% 15.1% 20.9% 20.7% 20.5%

-£784,598 -£808,358 -£832,118 -£224,108 -£247,868 -£271,628 £717,461 £696,374 £675,287 £633,113 £590,939 £1,650,084 £1,629,629 £1,609,175 £1,568,266 £1,527,358 £2,323,208 £2,302,753 £2,282,299

-£84,746 -£87,656 -£90,566 -£10,229 -£13,139 -£16,049 £187,032 £184,476 £181,919 £176,805 £173,426 £369,620 £367,115 £364,610 £359,600 £354,589 £472,666 £470,161 £467,655
-9.5% -9.9% -10.2% -1.0% -1.3% -1.6% 14.6% 14.4% 14.2% 13.8% 13.5% 23.8% 23.6% 23.5% 23.2% 22.8% 27.7% 27.6% 27.5%

-£677,969 -£701,249 -£724,529 -£81,830 -£105,110 -£128,390 £1,496,259 £1,475,805 £1,455,350 £1,414,441 £1,387,407 £2,956,962 £2,936,921 £2,916,880 £2,876,798 £2,836,715 £3,781,326 £3,761,284 £3,741,243

-£293,125 -£303,625 -£314,125 -£71,004 -£81,504 -£92,004 £408,381 £399,461 £390,540 £372,700 £354,859 £826,899 £818,070 £809,242 £791,585 £773,928 £1,103,882 £1,095,054 £1,086,225
-11.4% -11.8% -12.2% -2.5% -2.9% -3.2% 11.4% 11.2% 10.9% 10.4% 9.9% 19.6% 19.4% 19.2% 18.7% 18.3% 23.8% 23.6% 23.4%

-£683,959 -£708,459 -£732,959 -£165,675 -£190,175 -£214,675 £952,889 £932,075 £911,261 £869,633 £828,004 £1,929,430 £1,908,831 £1,888,231 £1,847,032 £1,805,833 £2,575,725 £2,555,126 £2,534,526

-£249,349 -£256,789 -£264,229 -£78,545 -£85,985 -£93,425 £191,746 £185,295 £178,844 £167,618 £154,586 £438,381 £432,060 £425,739 £413,098 £400,456 £629,027 £622,771 £616,516
-12.7% -13.0% -13.4% -3.6% -3.9% -4.3% 7.4% 7.2% 6.9% 6.5% 6.0% 14.8% 14.6% 14.4% 14.0% 13.6% 19.4% 19.2% 19.0%

-£748,047 -£770,367 -£792,687 -£235,634 -£257,954 -£280,274 £575,239 £555,886 £536,533 £502,855 £463,758 £1,315,142 £1,296,179 £1,277,217 £1,239,293 £1,201,369 £1,887,080 £1,868,313 £1,849,547

-£184,567 -£190,507 -£196,447 -£35,720 -£41,660 -£47,600 £188,786 £183,636 £178,485 £169,883 £159,479 £420,373 £415,327 £410,281 £400,188 £390,095 £587,359 £582,365 £577,370
-10.7% -11.0% -11.4% -1.9% -2.2% -2.5% 8.4% 8.2% 7.9% 7.5% 7.1% 16.2% 16.0% 15.8% 15.4% 15.0% 20.6% 20.4% 20.2%

-£738,270 -£762,030 -£785,790 -£142,882 -£166,642 -£190,402 £755,145 £734,543 £713,942 £679,534 £637,914 £1,681,494 £1,661,308 £1,641,123 £1,600,752 £1,560,381 £2,349,436 £2,329,459 £2,309,482

-£124,261 -£128,521 -£132,781 -£8,154 -£12,414 -£16,674 £285,843 £282,223 £278,604 £271,366 £264,128 £564,137 £560,555 £556,973 £549,809 £542,646 £720,421 £716,839 £713,257
-9.2% -9.5% -9.8% -0.5% -0.8% -1.1% 14.6% 14.5% 14.3% 13.9% 13.5% 23.8% 23.6% 23.5% 23.2% 22.9% 27.7% 27.5% 27.4%

-£662,723 -£685,443 -£708,163 -£43,488 -£66,208 -£88,928 £1,524,493 £1,505,191 £1,485,889 £1,447,286 £1,408,682 £3,008,729 £2,989,626 £2,970,523 £2,932,317 £2,894,111 £3,842,245 £3,823,142 £3,804,039

-£486,476 -£503,596 -£520,716 -£120,624 -£137,744 -£154,864 £642,504 £628,205 £613,906 £585,309 £556,712 £1,311,563 £1,297,264 £1,282,966 £1,254,369 £1,225,771 £1,760,360 £1,746,061 £1,731,763
-11.4% -11.8% -12.2% -2.5% -2.9% -3.3% 10.9% 10.7% 10.4% 9.9% 9.4% 19.0% 18.8% 18.6% 18.1% 17.7% 23.2% 23.0% 22.8%

-£681,067 -£705,035 -£729,003 -£168,873 -£192,841 -£216,809 £899,505 £879,487 £859,469 £819,433 £779,397 £1,836,188 £1,816,170 £1,796,152 £1,756,116 £1,716,080 £2,464,504 £2,444,486 £2,424,468

-£431,847 -£444,567 -£457,287 -£153,869 -£166,589 -£179,309 £288,911 £278,176 £267,442 £245,973 £229,133 £695,901 £685,277 £674,653 £653,406 £632,158 £1,012,514 £1,001,890 £991,266
-13.3% -13.7% -14.0% -4.3% -4.6% -5.0% 6.8% 6.5% 6.3% 5.8% 5.4% 14.3% 14.0% 13.8% 13.4% 13.0% 18.9% 18.7% 18.5%

-£777,324 -£800,220 -£823,116 -£276,963 -£299,859 -£322,755 £520,040 £500,718 £481,396 £442,752 £412,440 £1,252,622 £1,233,499 £1,214,376 £1,176,131 £1,137,885 £1,822,524 £1,803,402 £1,784,279

-£323,334 -£333,414 -£343,494 -£81,072 -£91,152 -£101,232 £296,441 £287,935 £279,428 £262,415 £245,402 £679,089 £670,671 £662,252 £645,414 £628,577 £958,109 £949,690 £941,272
-11.4% -11.7% -12.1% -2.6% -2.9% -3.2% 8.0% 7.8% 7.5% 7.1% 6.6% 15.8% 15.6% 15.4% 15.0% 14.7% 20.4% 20.2% 20.0%

-£776,001 -£800,193 -£824,385 -£194,573 -£218,765 -£242,957 £711,459 £691,043 £670,628 £629,797 £588,965 £1,629,815 £1,609,609 £1,589,404 £1,548,994 £1,508,584 £2,299,462 £2,279,257 £2,259,052

-£203,749 -£211,129 -£218,509 -£6,998 -£14,378 -£21,758 £461,702 £455,474 £449,246 £436,790 £424,334 £905,747 £899,583 £893,420 £881,092 £868,764 £1,163,237 £1,157,073 £1,150,909
-8.8% -9.2% -9.5% -0.3% -0.6% -0.9% 14.1% 13.9% 13.7% 13.3% 12.9% 22.9% 22.7% 22.6% 22.3% 21.9% 26.8% 26.6% 26.5%

-£651,996 -£675,612 -£699,228 -£22,393 -£46,009 -£69,625 £1,477,447 £1,457,517 £1,437,588 £1,397,729 £1,357,870 £2,898,391 £2,878,667 £2,858,943 £2,819,494 £2,780,046 £3,722,358 £3,702,634 £3,682,910

-£202,994 -£209,744 -£216,494 -£16,638 -£23,388 -£30,138 £482,808 £477,112 £471,415 £460,023 £448,630 £945,928 £940,291 £934,653 £923,378 £912,103 £1,199,560 £1,193,922 £1,188,284
-9.3% -9.6% -9.9% -0.7% -1.0% -1.2% 15.1% 15.0% 14.8% 14.4% 14.1% 24.3% 24.1% 24.0% 23.7% 23.4% 28.0% 27.9% 27.8%

-£811,975 -£838,975 -£865,975 -£66,552 -£93,552 -£120,552 £1,931,232 £1,908,446 £1,885,661 £1,840,091 £1,794,520 £3,783,714 £3,761,163 £3,738,613 £3,693,512 £3,648,411 £4,798,238 £4,775,688 £4,753,137

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location: £482,808
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 15.1%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £1,931,232

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000
Employment £900,000
Resid. VP 2 £1,015,000
Resid. VP 3 £1,285,000
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

Charging zone 1 Charging zone 2 Charging zone 3

Resulting values Resulting values

Number of 
Units

Density

Resulting values Resulting values Resulting values

Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)       Value Point 1 (VP 1 - 10%)                      Value Point 2 Value Point 3 Value Point 4

              CIL Charge per sq. m

25

15

100 dph

60 dpg

80 dph

35 dph

45 dph

60 dph

80 dph

35 dph

45 dph

10

35 dph

45 dph

60 dph

80 dph

CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Cost per sq. m             CIL Charge per sq. m              CIL Charge per sq. m
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Appendix 5C: Residential Scenario Valuations at 40% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 5

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

CIL Charge per sq. m
£40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60

-£414,787 -£421,667 -£428,547 -£273,720 -£280,600 -£287,480 £66,700 £60,594 £54,488 £42,276 £30,064 £339,871 £333,948 £328,026 £316,180 £304,334 £514,557 £508,696 £502,834
-24.9% -25.3% -25.7% -14.9% -15.2% -15.6% 2.9% 2.6% 2.4% 1.8% 1.3% 12.5% 12.3% 12.1% 11.7% 11.2% 17.3% 17.1% 16.9%

-£1,451,756 -£1,475,836 -£1,499,916 -£958,019 -£982,099 -£1,006,179 £233,452 £212,081 £190,710 £147,968 £105,226 £1,189,549 £1,168,819 £1,148,089 £1,106,630 £1,065,170 £1,800,951 £1,780,434 £1,759,918

-£356,870 -£361,510 -£366,150 -£250,243 -£254,883 -£259,523 -£61,350 -£65,990 -£70,630 -£79,910 -£89,190 £92,884 £88,766 £84,648 £76,412 £68,176 £217,897 £213,821 £209,744
-28.2% -28.6% -29.0% -17.9% -18.2% -18.6% -3.8% -4.0% -4.3% -4.9% -5.5% 5.0% 4.8% 4.5% 4.1% 3.7% 10.7% 10.5% 10.3%

-£1,605,914 -£1,626,794 -£1,647,674 -£1,126,096 -£1,146,976 -£1,167,856 -£276,077 -£296,957 -£317,837 -£359,597 -£401,357 £417,978 £399,447 £380,916 £343,854 £306,792 £980,538 £962,192 £943,847

-£250,993 -£254,953 -£258,913 -£157,578 -£161,538 -£165,498 £12,876 £9,361 £5,847 -£1,182 -£8,211 £175,050 £173,304 £169,789 £162,760 £155,731 £283,701 £280,292 £276,883
-22.6% -22.9% -23.3% -12.8% -13.1% -13.5% 0.9% 0.6% 0.4% -0.1% -0.6% 10.4% 10.3% 10.0% 9.6% 9.2% 15.3% 15.1% 14.9%

-£1,505,958 -£1,529,718 -£1,553,478 -£945,468 -£969,228 -£992,988 £77,253 £56,166 £35,079 -£7,095 -£49,269 £1,050,301 £1,039,823 £1,018,736 £976,562 £934,388 £1,702,207 £1,681,752 £1,661,298

-£177,013 -£179,923 -£182,833 -£102,496 -£105,406 -£108,316 £107,035 £104,452 £101,869 £96,704 £91,539 £290,190 £287,685 £285,180 £280,169 £275,159 £393,235 £390,730 £388,225
-19.9% -20.2% -20.6% -10.4% -10.7% -11.0% 8.4% 8.2% 8.0% 7.6% 7.2% 18.7% 18.5% 18.4% 18.0% 17.7% 23.1% 22.9% 22.8%

-£1,416,106 -£1,439,386 -£1,462,666 -£819,966 -£843,246 -£866,526 £856,277 £835,616 £814,955 £773,633 £732,311 £2,321,519 £2,301,478 £2,281,437 £2,241,355 £2,201,272 £3,145,883 £3,125,842 £3,105,800

-£601,879 -£612,379 -£622,879 -£379,758 -£390,258 -£400,758 £150,595 £141,398 £132,202 £113,810 £95,417 £567,299 £558,470 £549,642 £531,985 £514,328 £844,282 £835,454 £826,625
-23.4% -23.8% -24.2% -13.3% -13.7% -14.0% 4.2% 3.9% 3.7% 3.2% 2.7% 13.4% 13.2% 13.0% 12.6% 12.2% 18.2% 18.0% 17.8%

-£1,404,384 -£1,428,884 -£1,453,384 -£886,101 -£910,601 -£935,101 £351,388 £329,930 £308,472 £265,556 £222,640 £1,323,697 £1,303,097 £1,282,497 £1,241,298 £1,200,099 £1,969,991 £1,949,392 £1,928,792

-£487,429 -£494,869 -£502,309 -£316,624 -£324,064 -£331,504 -£14,835 -£5,796 -£13,236 -£28,116 -£42,996 £240,986 £234,535 £228,084 £215,182 £202,280 £433,316 £426,996 £420,675
-24.7% -25.1% -25.5% -14.5% -14.8% -15.2% -0.6% -0.2% -0.5% -1.1% -1.7% 8.2% 7.9% 7.7% 7.3% 6.8% 13.4% 13.2% 13.0%

-£1,462,286 -£1,484,606 -£1,506,926 -£949,873 -£972,193 -£994,513 -£44,505 -£17,388 -£39,708 -£84,348 -£128,988 £722,959 £703,606 £684,253 £645,547 £606,840 £1,299,949 £1,280,987 £1,262,025

-£370,157 -£376,097 -£382,037 -£221,310 -£227,250 -£233,190 £28,148 £22,945 £17,743 £7,338 -£3,067 £262,704 £257,658 £252,611 £242,519 £237,218 £435,808 £430,762 £425,715
-21.4% -21.8% -22.1% -11.6% -11.9% -12.2% 1.2% 1.0% 0.8% 0.3% -0.1% 10.1% 9.9% 9.7% 9.3% 9.1% 15.3% 15.1% 14.9%

-£1,480,628 -£1,504,388 -£1,528,148 -£885,240 -£909,000 -£932,760 £112,590 £91,780 £70,971 £29,351 -£12,269 £1,050,817 £1,030,631 £1,010,446 £970,075 £948,873 £1,743,233 £1,723,047 £1,702,862

-£264,296 -£268,556 -£272,816 -£148,190 -£152,450 -£156,710 £172,035 £168,304 £164,573 £157,111 £149,649 £451,045 £447,425 £443,806 £436,568 £429,330 £602,679 £599,097 £595,515
-19.6% -19.9% -20.2% -9.9% -10.2% -10.5% 8.8% 8.6% 8.4% 8.1% 7.7% 19.0% 18.9% 18.7% 18.4% 18.1% 23.1% 23.0% 22.9%

-£1,409,581 -£1,432,301 -£1,455,021 -£790,346 -£813,066 -£835,786 £917,520 £897,621 £877,722 £837,924 £798,126 £2,405,571 £2,386,269 £2,366,967 £2,328,363 £2,289,759 £3,214,287 £3,195,184 £3,176,081

-£1,000,273 -£1,017,393 -£1,034,513 -£634,421 -£651,541 -£668,661 £220,048 £205,303 £190,557 £162,694 £132,905 £882,440 £868,141 £853,842 £825,245 £796,648 £1,331,237 £1,316,938 £1,302,639
-23.4% -23.8% -24.2% -13.4% -13.8% -14.1% 3.7% 3.5% 3.2% 2.8% 2.3% 12.8% 12.6% 12.3% 11.9% 11.5% 17.5% 17.3% 17.2%

-£1,400,383 -£1,424,351 -£1,448,319 -£888,189 -£912,157 -£936,125 £308,068 £287,424 £266,780 £227,771 £186,067 £1,235,416 £1,215,397 £1,195,379 £1,155,343 £1,115,307 £1,863,731 £1,843,713 £1,823,695

-£827,769 -£840,489 -£853,209 -£549,791 -£562,511 -£575,231 -£29,576 -£42,296 -£55,016 -£80,456 -£105,896 £369,031 £358,296 £347,562 £326,093 £304,624 £681,839 £671,215 £660,591
-25.4% -25.8% -26.2% -15.3% -15.6% -16.0% -0.7% -1.0% -1.3% -1.9% -2.5% 7.6% 7.3% 7.1% 6.7% 6.2% 12.7% 12.5% 12.3%

-£1,489,985 -£1,512,881 -£1,535,777 -£989,624 -£1,012,520 -£1,035,416 -£53,238 -£76,134 -£99,030 -£144,822 -£190,614 £664,255 £644,933 £625,611 £586,967 £548,324 £1,227,310 £1,208,187 £1,189,065

-£636,162 -£646,242 -£656,322 -£393,900 -£403,980 -£414,060 £33,449 £24,680 £15,910 -£1,629 -£19,168 £422,168 £413,661 £405,155 £388,142 £371,129 £696,835 £688,417 £679,998
-22.4% -22.8% -23.1% -12.5% -12.9% -13.2% 0.9% 0.7% 0.4% 0.0% -0.5% 9.8% 9.6% 9.4% 9.0% 8.7% 14.8% 14.6% 14.4%

-£1,526,788 -£1,550,980 -£1,575,172 -£945,360 -£969,552 -£993,744 £80,278 £59,231 £38,184 -£3,910 -£46,004 £1,013,203 £992,787 £972,372 £931,540 £890,709 £1,672,405 £1,652,200 £1,631,994

-£444,009 -£451,389 -£458,769 -£247,259 -£254,639 -£262,019 £258,946 £252,718 £246,490 £238,860 £226,147 £705,081 £698,918 £692,754 £680,426 £668,099 £962,571 £956,407 £950,244
-19.3% -19.6% -19.9% -9.7% -10.0% -10.3% 7.9% 7.7% 7.5% 7.3% 6.9% 17.8% 17.7% 17.5% 17.2% 16.9% 22.2% 22.0% 21.9%

-£1,420,830 -£1,444,446 -£1,468,062 -£791,228 -£814,844 -£838,460 £828,627 £808,698 £788,768 £764,351 £723,670 £2,256,260 £2,236,536 £2,216,812 £2,177,364 £2,137,916 £3,080,227 £3,060,503 £3,040,779

-£431,411 -£438,161 -£444,911 -£245,055 -£251,805 -£258,555 £290,047 £284,351 £278,654 £267,262 £255,869 £755,155 £749,517 £743,879 £732,604 £721,329 £1,008,786 £1,003,148 £997,511
-19.8% -20.1% -20.4% -10.2% -10.4% -10.7% 9.1% 8.9% 8.7% 8.4% 8.0% 19.4% 19.2% 19.1% 18.8% 18.5% 23.6% 23.4% 23.3%

-£1,725,643 -£1,752,643 -£1,779,643 -£980,220 -£1,007,220 -£1,034,220 £1,160,187 £1,137,402 £1,114,617 £1,069,046 £1,023,476 £3,020,618 £2,998,068 £2,975,517 £2,930,417 £2,885,316 £4,035,143 £4,012,592 £3,990,042

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location: £290,047
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 9.1%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £1,160,187

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000
Employment £900,000
Resid. VP 2 £1,015,000
Resid. VP 3 £1,285,000
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

Resulting values Resulting values

CIL Charge per sq. m

Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)Value Point 1 (VP 1 - 10%) Value Point 2 Value Point 3 Value Point 4
Charging zone 2 Charging zone 3

80 dph

CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m                CIL Charge per sq. m

Resulting values

80 dph

Number of 
Units

Density

Resulting values Resulting values

Charging zone 1

15

35 dph

45 dph

60 dph

10

35 dph

45 dph

60 dph

25

35 dph

45 dph

60 dph

80 dph

100 dph
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Appendix 6A: Residential Scenario Valuations at 30% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 3

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £100

-£128,341 -£136,101 -£143,861 £3,455 -£3,432 -£10,319 £320,360 £313,680 £306,999 £293,639 £280,278 £594,715 £588,104 £581,492 £568,269 £555,046 £776,935 £770,324 £763,712 £737,266
-7.4% -7.9% -8.3% 0.2% -0.2% -0.5% 13.4% 13.2% 12.9% 12.3% 11.8% 21.2% 21.0% 20.7% 20.3% 19.8% 25.2% 25.0% 24.8% 23.9%

-£449,194 -£476,354 -£503,514 £12,092 -£12,013 -£36,117 £1,121,260 £1,097,879 £1,074,498 £1,027,735 £980,972 £2,081,503 £2,058,363 £2,035,223 £1,988,942 £1,942,662 £2,719,274 £2,696,134 £2,672,993 £2,580,432

-£115,308 -£120,988 -£126,668 -£2,980 -£8,660 -£14,340 £167,318 £162,277 £157,236 £147,154 £137,072 £324,428 £319,538 £314,649 £304,869 £295,090 £454,881 £449,992 £445,102 £425,543
-8.6% -9.0% -9.4% -0.2% -0.6% -1.0% 9.6% 9.3% 9.0% 8.4% 7.8% 16.3% 16.0% 15.8% 15.3% 14.8% 20.8% 20.6% 20.4% 19.5%

-£518,886 -£544,446 -£570,006 -£13,411 -£38,971 -£64,531 £752,931 £730,247 £707,562 £662,193 £616,824 £1,459,927 £1,437,923 £1,415,919 £1,371,911 £1,327,903 £2,046,966 £2,024,962 £2,002,958 £1,914,942

-£60,767 -£65,387 -£70,007 £22,324 £18,224 £14,124 £177,991 £173,932 £171,588 £163,388 £155,187 £330,037 £326,059 £322,082 £314,128 £306,173 £445,366 £441,389 £437,412 £421,503
-5.1% -5.5% -5.9% 1.7% 1.4% 1.1% 11.6% 11.3% 11.2% 10.7% 10.1% 18.7% 18.5% 18.3% 17.8% 17.4% 23.0% 22.8% 22.6% 21.8%

-£364,602 -£392,322 -£420,042 £133,946 £109,344 £84,743 £1,067,946 £1,043,590 £1,029,530 £980,327 £931,124 £1,980,220 £1,956,356 £1,932,493 £1,884,766 £1,837,039 £2,672,199 £2,648,335 £2,624,472 £2,529,018

-£36,617 -£39,977 -£43,337 £24,609 £21,627 £18,645 £238,181 £235,229 £232,277 £226,373 £220,468 £425,882 £422,990 £420,097 £414,312 £408,527 £526,517 £523,654 £520,791 £509,340
-4.0% -4.3% -4.7% 2.4% 2.1% 1.8% 17.8% 17.6% 17.4% 16.9% 16.5% 26.2% 26.1% 25.9% 25.5% 25.2% 29.6% 29.4% 29.2% 28.6%

-£292,934 -£319,814 -£346,694 £196,869 £173,013 £149,157 £1,905,450 £1,881,832 £1,858,215 £1,810,980 £1,763,745 £3,407,060 £3,383,920 £3,360,779 £3,314,499 £3,268,218 £4,212,133 £4,189,232 £4,166,330 £4,074,723

-£127,799 -£139,359 -£150,919 £75,326 £65,201 £55,076 £583,570 £573,850 £564,130 £544,691 £525,252 £1,031,585 £1,021,866 £1,012,146 £992,707 £973,267 £1,322,904 £1,313,184 £1,303,465 £1,264,586
-4.7% -5.1% -5.6% 2.5% 2.2% 1.8% 15.4% 15.2% 14.9% 14.4% 13.9% 23.1% 22.9% 22.7% 22.2% 21.8% 27.0% 26.8% 26.6% 25.8%

-£298,199 -£325,172 -£352,145 £175,760 £152,135 £128,511 £1,361,663 £1,338,983 £1,316,304 £1,270,946 £1,225,588 £2,407,032 £2,384,353 £2,361,674 £2,316,316 £2,270,957 £3,086,776 £3,064,097 £3,041,417 £2,950,701

-£143,311 -£151,791 -£160,271 £13,709 £6,282 -£1,145 £306,597 £299,393 £292,188 £277,780 £263,371 £570,050 £562,920 £555,790 £541,530 £527,270 £775,020 £767,890 £760,760 £732,240
-6.9% -7.3% -7.7% 0.6% 0.3% 0.0% 11.2% 11.0% 10.7% 10.2% 9.6% 18.2% 18.0% 17.7% 17.3% 16.8% 22.5% 22.3% 22.1% 21.3%

-£429,933 -£455,373 -£480,813 £41,127 £18,846 -£3,435 £919,791 £898,178 £876,565 £833,340 £790,114 £1,710,150 £1,688,760 £1,667,370 £1,624,590 £1,581,810 £2,325,059 £2,303,669 £2,282,279 £2,196,719

-£87,046 -£93,646 -£100,246 £43,084 £37,304 £31,523 £284,412 £278,805 £273,197 £261,983 £250,769 £524,432 £518,883 £513,334 £502,235 £491,137 £702,912 £697,363 £691,813 £669,616
-4.8% -5.2% -5.5% 2.2% 1.9% 1.6% 12.0% 11.8% 11.6% 11.1% 10.6% 19.2% 19.0% 18.8% 18.4% 18.0% 23.5% 23.3% 23.1% 22.4%

-£348,185 -£374,585 -£400,985 £172,337 £149,215 £126,093 £1,137,646 £1,115,218 £1,092,790 £1,047,933 £1,003,076 £2,097,729 £2,075,532 £2,053,335 £2,008,941 £1,964,546 £2,811,648 £2,789,451 £2,767,254 £2,678,465

-£50,094 -£54,804 -£59,514 £46,758 £42,633 £38,508 £370,563 £366,562 £362,560 £354,557 £346,554 £662,296 £658,336 £654,376 £646,456 £638,535 £826,668 £822,708 £818,748 £802,907
-3.5% -3.9% -4.2% 3.0% 2.7% 2.4% 18.0% 17.8% 17.6% 17.2% 16.8% 26.4% 26.2% 26.1% 25.8% 25.4% 30.0% 29.9% 29.7% 29.1%

-£267,167 -£292,287 -£317,407 £249,377 £227,376 £205,375 £1,976,336 £1,954,995 £1,933,654 £1,890,972 £1,848,290 £3,532,247 £3,511,126 £3,490,006 £3,447,764 £3,405,522 £4,408,897 £4,387,776 £4,366,655 £4,282,171

-£151,377 -£170,617 -£189,857 £188,999 £174,169 £157,430 £1,014,352 £998,283 £982,214 £950,075 £917,937 £1,738,341 £1,722,272 £1,706,202 £1,674,064 £1,641,925 £2,223,591 £2,207,522 £2,191,453 £2,127,176
-3.3% -3.7% -4.2% 3.7% 3.4% 3.1% 16.0% 15.8% 15.5% 15.0% 14.5% 23.4% 23.2% 22.9% 22.5% 22.1% 27.2% 27.0% 26.8% 26.0%

-£211,928 -£238,864 -£265,800 £264,598 £243,836 £220,402 £1,420,093 £1,397,596 £1,375,099 £1,330,105 £1,285,111 £2,433,677 £2,411,180 £2,388,683 £2,343,690 £2,298,696 £3,113,028 £3,090,531 £3,068,034 £2,978,046

-£116,963 -£131,523 -£146,083 £148,384 £135,716 £123,049 £654,354 £642,194 £630,033 £605,712 £581,391 £1,128,153 £1,115,993 £1,103,832 £1,079,511 £1,055,190 £1,486,900 £1,474,739 £1,462,579 £1,413,937
-3.3% -3.7% -4.1% 3.7% 3.4% 3.1% 13.7% 13.5% 13.2% 12.7% 12.2% 20.6% 20.4% 20.1% 19.7% 19.3% 24.7% 24.5% 24.3% 23.5%

-£210,534 -£236,742 -£262,950 £267,090 £244,289 £221,489 £1,177,838 £1,155,949 £1,134,060 £1,090,282 £1,046,504 £2,030,676 £2,008,787 £1,986,898 £1,943,120 £1,899,342 £2,676,420 £2,654,531 £2,632,642 £2,545,086

-£136,875 -£148,005 -£159,135 £86,371 £76,688 £67,005 £493,618 £484,322 £479,975 £461,189 £442,404 £910,018 £900,723 £891,427 £872,835 £854,244 £1,210,001 £1,200,705 £1,191,409 £1,154,226
-4.6% -4.9% -5.3% 2.6% 2.3% 2.0% 12.5% 12.3% 12.2% 11.7% 11.2% 19.9% 19.7% 19.5% 19.1% 18.7% 24.1% 23.9% 23.7% 23.0%

-£328,499 -£355,211 -£381,923 £207,290 £184,050 £160,811 £1,184,683 £1,162,373 £1,151,939 £1,106,855 £1,061,770 £2,184,044 £2,161,734 £2,139,424 £2,094,804 £2,050,185 £2,904,002 £2,881,692 £2,859,382 £2,770,143

-£68,793 -£77,283 -£85,773 £101,718 £94,331 £86,945 £630,959 £623,868 £616,778 £602,596 £588,414 £1,123,155 £1,116,064 £1,108,973 £1,094,791 £1,080,610 £1,400,850 £1,393,760 £1,386,669 £1,358,305
-2.8% -3.2% -3.5% 3.8% 3.5% 3.2% 18.1% 17.9% 17.7% 17.3% 16.8% 26.5% 26.3% 26.2% 25.8% 25.5% 30.1% 29.9% 29.8% 29.2%

-£220,137 -£247,305 -£274,473 £325,497 £301,861 £278,225 £2,019,070 £1,996,379 £1,973,688 £1,928,307 £1,882,926 £3,594,096 £3,571,405 £3,548,714 £3,503,333 £3,457,951 £4,482,721 £4,460,031 £4,437,340 £4,346,577

-£70,999 -£78,859 -£86,719 £90,755 £83,917 £77,078 £649,374 £642,810 £636,245 £623,116 £609,986 £1,160,863 £1,154,298 £1,147,734 £1,134,604 £1,121,475 £1,434,700 £1,428,135 £1,421,571 £1,395,312
-3.1% -3.4% -3.8% 3.6% 3.3% 3.0% 19.1% 18.9% 18.7% 18.3% 17.9% 27.8% 27.6% 27.5% 27.1% 26.8% 31.2% 31.1% 31.0% 30.4%

-£283,995 -£315,435 -£346,875 £363,019 £335,666 £308,313 £2,597,498 £2,571,239 £2,544,981 £2,492,463 £2,439,946 £4,643,453 £4,617,194 £4,590,935 £4,538,418 £4,485,901 £5,738,800 £5,712,542 £5,686,283 £5,581,248

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location: £83,917
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 3.3%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £335,666

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000
Employment £900,000
Resid. VP 2 £1,015,000
Resid. VP 3 £1,285,000
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

Value Point 3 Value Point 4 Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)

45 dph

10

35 dph

Value Point 1 (VP 2 - 10%) Value Point 2

Resulting values

Density
Number of 

units
Resulting values

15

35 dph

80 dph

60 dph

60 dph

45 dph

100 dph

80 dph

60 dph

45 dph

25

35 dph

80 dph

Resulting values

CIL Cost per sq m CIL Charge per sq. mCIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Cost per sqm

Resulting values Resulting values
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Appendix 6B: Residential Scenario Valuations at 30% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 4

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60

-£178,715 -£186,475 -£194,235 -£34,256 -£42,016 -£49,776 £276,994 £270,314 £263,634 £250,273 £241,797 £551,797 £545,185 £538,574 £525,350 £512,127 £734,017 £727,405 £720,794
-10.4% -10.8% -11.3% -1.8% -2.2% -2.6% 11.6% 11.3% 11.1% 10.5% 10.1% 19.7% 19.4% 19.2% 18.7% 18.3% 23.8% 23.6% 23.4%

-£625,503 -£652,663 -£679,823 -£119,896 -£147,056 -£174,216 £969,480 £946,099 £922,717 £875,955 £846,289 £1,931,288 £1,908,148 £1,885,007 £1,838,727 £1,792,446 £2,569,058 £2,545,918 £2,522,778

-£154,778 -£160,458 -£166,138 -£42,450 -£48,130 -£53,810 £132,289 £127,248 £122,207 £112,125 £102,043 £290,450 £285,560 £280,670 £270,891 £261,111 £420,903 £416,013 £411,123
-11.5% -11.9% -12.4% -2.9% -3.2% -3.6% 7.6% 7.3% 7.0% 6.4% 5.8% 14.6% 14.3% 14.1% 13.6% 13.1% 19.3% 19.0% 18.8%

-£696,500 -£722,060 -£747,620 -£191,025 -£216,585 -£242,145 £595,299 £572,615 £549,930 £504,561 £459,192 £1,307,023 £1,285,019 £1,263,016 £1,219,008 £1,175,000 £1,894,062 £1,872,058 £1,850,054

-£90,824 -£95,444 -£100,064 -£4,351 -£8,451 -£1,917 £153,114 £149,013 £144,913 £136,713 £128,512 £304,162 £300,184 £296,207 £288,253 £280,298 £419,491 £415,514 £411,537
-7.7% -8.1% -8.5% -0.3% -0.6% -0.1% 10.0% 9.7% 9.4% 8.9% 8.4% 17.2% 17.0% 16.8% 16.3% 15.9% 21.7% 21.5% 21.3%

-£544,942 -£572,662 -£600,382 -£26,106 -£50,707 -£11,503 £918,681 £894,080 £869,478 £820,275 £771,072 £1,824,970 £1,801,106 £1,777,243 £1,729,516 £1,681,789 £2,516,948 £2,493,085 £2,469,221

-£59,404 -£62,764 -£66,124 £4,385 £1,403 -£1,579 £218,160 £215,208 £212,256 £206,351 £200,447 £406,266 £403,373 £400,481 £394,695 £388,910 £507,102 £504,239 £501,377
-6.4% -6.8% -7.1% 0.4% 0.1% -0.2% 16.3% 16.1% 15.9% 15.4% 15.0% 25.0% 24.8% 24.7% 24.3% 24.0% 28.5% 28.3% 28.2%

-£475,231 -£502,111 -£528,991 £35,081 £11,225 -£12,631 £1,745,279 £1,721,662 £1,698,044 £1,650,809 £1,603,574 £3,250,125 £3,226,984 £3,203,844 £3,157,564 £3,111,283 £4,056,816 £4,033,914 £4,011,013

-£204,988 -£216,548 -£228,108 £7,721 -£2,403 -£12,528 £518,670 £508,950 £499,230 £484,789 £465,147 £966,685 £956,966 £947,246 £927,807 £908,367 £1,258,004 £1,248,284 £1,238,565
-7.6% -8.0% -8.4% 0.3% -0.1% -0.4% 13.7% 13.4% 13.2% 12.8% 12.3% 21.6% 21.4% 21.2% 20.8% 20.3% 25.6% 25.5% 25.3%

-£478,305 -£505,278 -£532,252 £18,016 -£5,608 -£29,232 £1,210,229 £1,187,550 £1,164,871 £1,131,174 £1,085,343 £2,255,599 £2,232,920 £2,210,241 £2,164,882 £2,119,524 £2,935,342 £2,912,663 £2,889,984

-£203,346 -£211,826 -£220,306 -£25,800 -£34,280 -£42,760 £255,593 £248,389 £246,158 £231,452 £216,747 £519,572 £512,442 £505,312 £491,052 £481,759 £724,542 £717,412 £710,282
-9.8% -10.2% -10.6% -1.1% -1.5% -1.9% 9.3% 9.1% 9.0% 8.5% 7.9% 16.6% 16.3% 16.1% 15.7% 15.4% 21.1% 20.8% 20.6%

-£610,039 -£635,479 -£660,919 -£77,401 -£102,841 -£128,281 £766,780 £745,167 £738,473 £694,356 £650,240 £1,558,716 £1,537,326 £1,515,936 £1,473,156 £1,445,276 £2,173,625 £2,152,235 £2,130,845

-£133,444 -£140,044 -£146,644 £2,448 -£3,333 -£9,113 £244,994 £244,323 £238,600 £227,155 £215,710 £485,421 £484,871 £479,264 £468,049 £456,835 £663,901 £658,352 £652,803
-7.4% -7.7% -8.1% 0.1% -0.2% -0.5% 10.4% 10.3% 10.1% 9.6% 9.1% 17.8% 17.8% 17.6% 17.2% 16.8% 22.2% 22.0% 21.8%

-£533,774 -£560,174 -£586,574 £9,791 -£13,331 -£36,453 £979,977 £977,292 £954,401 £908,620 £862,838 £1,941,685 £1,939,483 £1,917,055 £1,872,198 £1,827,341 £2,655,604 £2,633,407 £2,611,210

-£85,525 -£90,235 -£94,945 £15,727 £11,602 £7,476 £340,462 £336,461 £332,460 £324,457 £316,454 £632,506 £628,546 £624,586 £616,666 £608,745 £796,878 £792,918 £788,958
-6.0% -6.3% -6.7% 1.0% 0.7% 0.5% 16.5% 16.3% 16.1% 15.7% 15.3% 25.2% 25.0% 24.9% 24.6% 24.3% 28.9% 28.8% 28.6%

-£456,131 -£481,251 -£506,371 £83,876 £61,875 £39,874 £1,815,800 £1,794,459 £1,773,118 £1,730,436 £1,687,754 £3,373,366 £3,352,245 £3,331,125 £3,288,883 £3,246,641 £4,250,016 £4,228,895 £4,207,774

-£279,215 -£298,455 -£317,695 £79,688 £62,950 £46,211 £907,582 £891,512 £875,443 £843,305 £811,166 £1,631,570 £1,615,501 £1,599,432 £1,567,293 £1,535,155 £2,116,821 £2,100,751 £2,084,682
-6.1% -6.5% -7.0% 1.6% 1.2% 0.9% 14.3% 14.1% 13.8% 13.3% 12.8% 21.9% 21.7% 21.5% 21.1% 20.6% 25.9% 25.7% 25.5%

-£390,902 -£417,838 -£444,774 £111,564 £88,129 £64,695 £1,270,614 £1,248,117 £1,225,620 £1,180,627 £1,135,633 £2,284,199 £2,261,702 £2,239,205 £2,194,211 £2,149,217 £2,963,549 £2,941,052 £2,918,555

-£216,602 -£231,162 -£245,722 £61,698 £49,031 £36,364 £571,136 £558,975 £546,815 £522,494 £498,173 £1,044,935 £1,032,774 £1,020,614 £996,293 £971,972 £1,403,682 £1,391,521 £1,379,361
-6.0% -6.4% -6.8% 1.5% 1.2% 0.9% 12.0% 11.7% 11.5% 11.0% 10.5% 19.1% 18.8% 18.6% 18.2% 17.7% 23.3% 23.1% 22.9%

-£389,883 -£416,091 -£442,299 £111,056 £88,255 £65,454 £1,028,045 £1,006,156 £984,267 £940,489 £896,711 £1,880,883 £1,858,994 £1,837,105 £1,793,327 £1,749,549 £2,526,627 £2,504,738 £2,482,849

-£215,034 -£226,164 -£237,294 £18,372 £8,688 -£995 £432,801 £423,408 £414,015 £395,230 £376,445 £844,739 £835,443 £826,148 £807,556 £788,964 £1,144,722 £1,135,426 £1,126,130
-7.2% -7.5% -7.9% 0.6% 0.3% 0.0% 11.0% 10.7% 10.5% 10.0% 9.5% 18.5% 18.3% 18.1% 17.7% 17.2% 22.8% 22.6% 22.4%

-£516,083 -£542,795 -£569,507 £44,092 £20,852 -£2,387 £1,038,722 £1,016,179 £993,637 £948,553 £903,468 £2,027,374 £2,005,064 £1,982,754 £1,938,134 £1,893,515 £2,747,332 £2,725,022 £2,702,712

-£128,576 -£137,066 -£145,556 £49,706 £42,320 £34,934 £581,028 £573,938 £566,847 £552,665 £538,483 £1,073,224 £1,066,133 £1,059,042 £1,044,861 £1,030,679 £1,350,920 £1,343,829 £1,336,738
-5.3% -5.7% -6.0% 1.9% 1.6% 1.3% 16.6% 16.4% 16.2% 15.8% 15.4% 25.3% 25.1% 25.0% 24.6% 24.3% 29.0% 28.8% 28.7%

-£411,443 -£438,611 -£465,779 £159,060 £135,424 £111,788 £1,859,291 £1,836,600 £1,813,909 £1,768,528 £1,723,147 £3,434,317 £3,411,626 £3,388,935 £3,343,554 £3,298,172 £4,322,942 £4,300,252 £4,277,561

-£127,821 -£135,681 -£143,541 £41,319 £34,481 £27,643 £601,917 £595,352 £588,787 £575,658 £562,529 £1,113,405 £1,106,841 £1,100,276 £1,087,147 £1,074,017 £1,387,242 £1,380,678 £1,374,113
-5.6% -5.9% -6.2% 1.6% 1.4% 1.1% 17.7% 17.5% 17.3% 16.9% 16.5% 26.6% 26.5% 26.3% 26.0% 25.7% 30.2% 30.1% 29.9%

-£511,284 -£542,724 -£574,164 £165,278 £137,925 £110,572 £2,407,666 £2,381,407 £2,355,149 £2,302,631 £2,250,114 £4,453,621 £4,427,362 £4,401,104 £4,348,586 £4,296,069 £5,548,969 £5,522,710 £5,496,451

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location: £34,481
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 1.4%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £137,925

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000
Employment £900,000
Resid. VP 2 £1,015,000
Resid. VP 3 £1,285,000
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

CIL Charge per sq. m
Number of 

Units
Density

Resulting valuesResulting valuesResulting valuesResulting valuesResulting values

Value Point 1 (VP 2 - 10%)

CIL Charge per sq. m

Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)

100 dph

80 dph

60 dph

45 dph

25

35 dph

80 dph

60 dph

45 dph

15

35 dph

80 dph

60 dph

45 dph

10

35 dph

CIL Charge per sq. m

Value Point 2 Value Point 3 Value Point 4

CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m
Charging zone 1 Charging zone 2 Charging zone 3
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Appendix 6C: Residential Scenario Valuations at 30% Affordable Housing/CSH Level 5

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60 £80 £100 £40 £50 £60

-£380,211 -£387,971 -£395,731 -£235,752 -£243,512 -£251,272 £106,733 £99,846 £92,959 £79,185 £65,411 £384,081 £377,401 £370,721 £357,360 £343,999 £562,342 £555,730 £549,119
-22.0% -22.5% -22.9% -12.3% -12.8% -13.2% 4.5% 4.2% 3.9% 3.3% 2.7% 13.7% 13.5% 13.2% 12.7% 12.3% 18.3% 18.0% 17.8%

-£1,330,740 -£1,357,900 -£1,385,060 -£825,133 -£852,293 -£879,453 £373,566 £349,462 £325,357 £277,148 £228,939 £1,344,285 £1,320,903 £1,297,522 £1,250,759 £1,203,997 £1,968,197 £1,945,056 £1,921,916

-£312,657 -£318,337 -£324,017 -£200,329 -£206,009 -£211,689 -£7,829 -£2,276 -£7,956 -£19,316 -£30,676 £159,315 £154,274 £149,233 £139,151 £129,069 £284,989 £280,099 £275,209
-23.3% -23.7% -24.1% -13.5% -13.9% -14.2% -0.4% -0.1% -0.5% -1.1% -1.8% 8.0% 7.7% 7.5% 7.0% 6.5% 13.0% 12.8% 12.6%

-£1,406,956 -£1,432,516 -£1,458,076 -£901,481 -£927,041 -£952,601 -£35,231 -£10,242 -£35,802 -£86,922 -£138,042 £716,917 £694,233 £671,548 £626,179 £580,810 £1,282,448 £1,260,445 £1,238,441

-£211,050 -£215,670 -£220,290 -£112,904 -£117,524 -£122,144 £46,412 £42,312 £38,212 £30,011 £21,811 £204,799 £200,740 £196,680 £188,562 £180,443 £315,991 £312,014 £308,037
-17.9% -18.3% -18.6% -8.6% -9.0% -9.4% 3.0% 2.8% 2.5% 2.0% 1.4% 11.6% 11.4% 11.1% 10.7% 10.2% 16.3% 16.1% 15.9%

-£1,266,302 -£1,294,022 -£1,321,742 -£677,423 -£705,143 -£732,863 £278,474 £253,872 £229,271 £180,068 £130,865 £1,228,793 £1,204,437 £1,180,082 £1,131,371 £1,082,660 £1,895,947 £1,872,084 £1,848,220

-£150,553 -£153,913 -£157,273 -£73,982 -£77,342 -£80,702 £139,469 £136,487 £133,505 £127,541 £121,577 £327,798 £324,905 £322,013 £316,228 £310,443 £433,917 £431,024 £428,132
-16.3% -16.6% -17.0% -7.2% -7.6% -7.9% 10.4% 10.2% 10.0% 9.5% 9.1% 20.2% 20.0% 19.8% 19.5% 19.1% 24.4% 24.2% 24.0%

-£1,204,420 -£1,231,300 -£1,258,180 -£591,859 -£618,739 -£645,619 £1,115,753 £1,091,897 £1,068,041 £1,020,329 £972,617 £2,622,384 £2,599,244 £2,576,104 £2,529,823 £2,483,542 £3,471,334 £3,448,194 £3,425,053

-£513,742 -£525,302 -£536,862 -£281,355 -£292,915 -£304,475 £261,768 £251,947 £247,119 £227,072 £207,025 £707,085 £697,365 £687,646 £668,207 £648,767 £998,404 £988,684 £978,964
-18.9% -19.4% -19.8% -9.4% -9.7% -10.1% 6.9% 6.7% 6.5% 6.0% 5.5% 15.8% 15.6% 15.4% 15.0% 14.5% 20.4% 20.2% 20.0%

-£1,198,731 -£1,225,704 -£1,252,677 -£656,496 -£683,469 -£710,443 £610,792 £587,877 £576,610 £529,834 £483,059 £1,649,865 £1,627,186 £1,604,507 £1,559,149 £1,513,790 £2,329,609 £2,306,930 £2,284,250

-£443,488 -£451,968 -£460,448 -£265,942 -£274,422 -£282,902 £53,174 £45,747 £38,320 £23,466 £8,612 £320,970 £313,766 £306,561 £292,153 £277,744 £522,630 £515,500 £508,370
-21.4% -21.8% -22.2% -11.6% -12.0% -12.3% 1.9% 1.7% 1.4% 0.9% 0.3% 10.2% 10.0% 9.8% 9.3% 8.9% 15.2% 15.0% 14.8%

-£1,330,464 -£1,355,904 -£1,381,344 -£797,827 -£823,267 -£848,707 £159,522 £137,241 £114,960 £70,397 £25,835 £962,909 £941,297 £919,684 £876,458 £833,233 £1,567,891 £1,546,501 £1,525,111

-£319,033 -£325,633 -£332,233 -£164,213 -£170,813 -£177,413 £90,026 £84,245 £78,465 £66,904 £55,343 £332,809 £327,201 £321,594 £310,380 £299,166 £507,857 £502,308 £496,759
-17.6% -18.0% -18.4% -8.2% -8.5% -8.9% 3.8% 3.6% 3.3% 2.8% 2.3% 12.2% 12.0% 11.8% 11.4% 11.0% 17.0% 16.8% 16.6%

-£1,276,133 -£1,302,533 -£1,328,933 -£656,850 -£683,250 -£709,650 £360,103 £336,981 £313,859 £267,615 £221,371 £1,331,234 £1,308,806 £1,286,377 £1,241,521 £1,196,664 £2,031,429 £2,009,232 £1,987,035

-£227,248 -£231,958 -£236,668 -£105,184 -£109,894 -£114,604 £224,598 £220,514 £216,430 £208,262 £200,094 £513,345 £509,385 £505,425 £497,505 £489,584 £677,717 £673,757 £669,797
-16.0% -16.3% -16.6% -6.7% -7.0% -7.3% 10.9% 10.7% 10.5% 10.1% 9.7% 20.5% 20.3% 20.1% 19.8% 19.5% 24.6% 24.5% 24.3%

-£1,211,987 -£1,237,107 -£1,262,227 -£560,983 -£586,103 -£611,223 £1,197,855 £1,176,074 £1,154,293 £1,110,731 £1,067,169 £2,737,843 £2,716,722 £2,695,601 £2,653,359 £2,611,117 £3,614,492 £3,593,371 £3,572,250

-£790,569 -£809,809 -£829,049 -£395,763 -£415,003 -£434,243 £480,499 £469,268 £453,031 £420,558 £388,085 £1,204,488 £1,188,419 £1,172,350 £1,140,211 £1,108,073 £1,689,739 £1,673,669 £1,657,600
-17.3% -17.8% -18.2% -7.8% -8.2% -8.6% 7.6% 7.4% 7.2% 6.6% 6.1% 16.2% 16.0% 15.8% 15.3% 14.9% 20.7% 20.5% 20.3%

-£1,106,796 -£1,133,732 -£1,160,668 -£554,068 -£581,004 -£607,940 £672,699 £656,975 £634,244 £588,781 £543,319 £1,686,283 £1,663,787 £1,641,290 £1,596,296 £1,551,302 £2,365,634 £2,343,137 £2,320,640

-£615,156 -£629,716 -£644,276 -£303,643 -£318,203 -£332,763 £245,709 £233,168 £220,628 £195,547 £172,188 £712,062 £699,902 £687,741 £663,420 £639,099 £1,070,809 £1,058,648 £1,046,488
-17.1% -17.5% -17.9% -7.6% -8.0% -8.4% 5.2% 4.9% 4.6% 4.1% 3.6% 13.0% 12.8% 12.5% 12.1% 11.7% 17.8% 17.6% 17.4%

-£1,107,282 -£1,133,490 -£1,159,698 -£546,558 -£572,766 -£598,974 £442,276 £419,703 £397,130 £351,984 £309,938 £1,281,712 £1,259,823 £1,237,934 £1,194,156 £1,150,378 £1,927,456 £1,905,567 £1,883,678

-£527,674 -£538,804 -£549,934 -£267,529 -£278,659 -£289,789 £174,190 £164,507 £154,823 £135,457 £116,091 £583,622 £574,327 £565,031 £546,439 £527,848 £883,605 £874,309 £865,013
-17.6% -18.0% -18.3% -8.0% -8.4% -8.7% 4.4% 4.2% 3.9% 3.4% 2.9% 12.8% 12.6% 12.4% 11.9% 11.5% 17.6% 17.4% 17.2%

-£1,266,418 -£1,293,130 -£1,319,842 -£642,069 -£668,781 -£695,493 £418,055 £394,816 £371,576 £325,097 £278,618 £1,400,693 £1,378,384 £1,356,074 £1,311,454 £1,266,834 £2,120,652 £2,098,342 £2,076,032

-£367,709 -£376,199 -£384,689 -£158,005 -£166,495 -£174,985 £385,277 £378,112 £370,947 £356,618 £342,288 £873,500 £866,409 £859,319 £845,137 £830,955 £1,151,196 £1,144,105 £1,137,014
-15.2% -15.5% -15.9% -5.9% -6.2% -6.5% 11.0% 10.8% 10.6% 10.2% 9.8% 20.6% 20.4% 20.3% 19.9% 19.6% 24.7% 24.6% 24.4%

-£1,176,668 -£1,203,836 -£1,231,004 -£505,615 -£532,783 -£559,951 £1,232,885 £1,209,958 £1,187,031 £1,141,177 £1,095,323 £2,795,201 £2,772,510 £2,749,819 £2,704,438 £2,659,056 £3,683,827 £3,661,136 £3,638,445

-£355,110 -£362,970 -£370,830 -£155,801 -£163,661 -£171,521 £416,377 £409,744 £403,111 £389,845 £376,579 £923,573 £917,009 £910,444 £897,315 £884,185 £1,197,410 £1,190,846 £1,184,281
-15.5% -15.8% -16.1% -6.1% -6.4% -6.7% 12.2% 12.0% 11.8% 11.5% 11.1% 22.1% 21.9% 21.8% 21.5% 21.2% 26.1% 25.9% 25.8%

-£1,420,440 -£1,451,880 -£1,483,320 -£623,205 -£654,645 -£686,085 £1,665,509 £1,638,977 £1,612,445 £1,559,381 £1,506,316 £3,694,294 £3,668,035 £3,641,776 £3,589,259 £3,536,742 £4,789,642 £4,763,383 £4,737,124

KEY:
Residual land value for this scenario at this CIL rate in this value location: £416,377
Residual land value as % of gross development value of this scenario: 12.2%
Residual land value when expressed in £ per hectare: £1,665,509

Threshold values per ha: Greenfield £450,000
Garage Courts £550,000
MOD sites £650,000
Employment £900,000
Resid. VP 2 £1,015,000
Resid. VP 3 £1,285,000
Resid. VP 4 £1,530,000

CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m

Resulting values Resulting values Resulting values Resulting values Resulting values

Density
Number of 

Units
CIL Charge per sq. m CIL Charge per sq. m

80 dph

60 dph

45 dph

15

100 dph

80 dph

60 dph

45 dph

25

35 dph

35 dph

80 dph

60 dph

45 dph

10

35 dph

Value Point 5 (VP 4 + 10%)Value Point 1 (VP 2 - 10%) Value Point 2 Value Point 3 Value Point 4
Charging zone 3Charging zone 1 Charging zone 2
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Appendix 7

Summary viability table by appendix and viability threshold

Legend:

Summarises viability of notional sites by appendix, against the various viability thresholds

Viable

Marginal viability

Shown for VP2-4 in each case.

Poor viability

Viability 

Thresholds*

Greenfield Garage Court MOD Employment VP2residential VP3residential VP4residential

Appendix Description Value Point CIL per sqm £450,000 £550,000 £650,000 £900,000 £1,015,000 £1,285,000 £1,530,000

4A 0% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 3 £60 n/a n/a

10 and 15 units only £80

£100

3 £40

£60 n/a

£80

£100

4 £40

£60

£80

£100

4B 0% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 4 £60 n/a n/a

10 and 15 units only £80

£100

3 £40

£60 n/a

£80

£100

4 £40

£60

£80

£100

5A 40% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 3 £50 n/a n/a

£60

3 £40

£50 n/a

£60

£80

£100

4 £40

£50

£60

£80

£100

5B 40% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 4 £50 n/a n/a

£60

3 £40

£50 n/a

£60

£80

£100

4 £40

£50

£60

£80

£100

5C 40% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 5 £50 n/a n/a

£60

3 £40

£50 n/a

£60

£80

£100

4 £40

£50

£60

£80

£100

6A 30% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 3 £50 n/a n/a

£60

3 £40

£50 n/a

£60

£80

£100

4 £40

£50

£60

£80

£100

6B 30% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 4 £50 n/a n/a

£60

3 £40

£50 n/a

£60

£80

£100

4 £40

£50

£60

£80

£100

6C 30% affordable 2 £40

CSH level 5 £50 n/a n/a

£60

3 £40

£50 n/a

£60

£80

£100

4 £40

£50

£60

£80

£100

* It should be noted that the white areas, denoted as n/a, are not considered for viability, since their viability thresholds do not relate to the value point that is being assessed.
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Appendix 8

Use Class: Offices

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Estimated Rental Value ( NIA) 1,858 178.00 £330,724

Total Rental Income £330,724

Rent free/voids (years) 2 0.8653 £286,175

Total revenue, capitialised 7.5% £3,815,673

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £3,815,673 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £219,401 £3,596,272 Rent/sqm £168.00 £178.00 £188.00

Yield

7.00% -£1,179,825 -£929,715 -£679,604

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 7.50% -£1,462,755 -£1,229,485 -£996,216

8.00% -£1,710,319 -£1,491,785 -£1,273,251

8.50% -£1,928,757 -£1,723,225 -£1,517,694

Area £ per sq m Total

Demolition /Enabling Costs 1,022 £53 £54,166

Building Costs £1,324 £2,706,256

Gross Internal Floor Area 2,044

%

External Works 1.50% £40,594

Contingency 5% £135,313

Total £2,936,329

Professional Fees 10% £293,633

Community Infrastructure Levy 0 £0

Total £3,229,962

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £33,072

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £38,157

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £28,618

Total £99,847

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £32,299.62

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £226,097

Total £258,397

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Costs 20% £717,641

Total Development Costs £4,305,846

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus/Deficit -490,173

Stamp Duty 4% -19,607

Agent's Fees 1.25% -6,127

Legal Fees 0.50% -2,451

Sub-total -28,185

Interest on land finance 7.00% -32,339

Total -60,524

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -550,697

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 929

Rent per sqm £108.00

Rental income per annum £100,332

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £79,644

Total revenue, capitalised 9% £884,928

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £270 £250,830

Fees 7% £17,558

Total £268,388

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £50,883

Total Costs £319,271

Existing Site Value £565,657

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £113,131 £678,788

Surplus available to fund CIL -£1,229,485

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Appendix 9

Use Class: Industrial

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Estimated Rental Value 2,322 £75.00 £174,150

Total Rental Income £174,150

Rent free/voids (years) 2 0.8417 £146,582

Total revenue, capitialised 8.0% £1,832,276

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £1,832,276 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £105,356 £1,726,920 Rent/sqm £65.00 £75.00 £85.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 7.5% -£697,081 -£414,243 -£131,404

8.0% -£813,345 -£548,393 -£283,442

8.5% -£915,931 -£666,762 -£417,592

Area £ per sq m Total 9.0% -£1,007,119 -£771,978 -£536,837

Demolition/Enabling Costs 1,161 £54 £62,694

Building Costs £560 £1,365,336

Gross External Floor Area 2,438

Contingency 5% £68,267

External Works 1.50% £20,480

Total £1,516,777

Professional Fees (%) 7% £106,174

Community Infrastructure Levy £0 £0

Total £1,622,951

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £17,415

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £18,323

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £13,742

Total £49,480

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £16,230

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £117,070

Total £133,300

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £361,146

Total Development Costs £2,166,877

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus -334,601 

Stamp Duty 4% -13,384 

Agent's Fees 1.25% -4,183 

Legal Fees 0.50% -1,673 

Total -19,240 

Interest on land finance 7.00% -22,075 

Total -41,315 

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -375,916 

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 1,161

Rent per sqm £38

Rental income per annum £44,118

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £35,021

Total revenue, capitalised 10% £350,209

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £150 £174,150

Fees 7% £12,191

Total £186,341

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £20,137

Total Costs £206,477

Existing Site Value £143,731

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £28,746 £172,477

Surplus available to fund CIL -£548,393

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Appendix 10A

Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Rent - area x £ per sq m 186 323 £60,078

Total Rental Income £60,078

Rent free/voids (years) 2 0.873 £52,448

Total revenue, capitialised 7.0% £749,258

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £749,258 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £43,082 £706,176 Rent/sqm £313.00 £323.00 £333.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.50% £301,854 £323,245 £344,635

7.00% £253,538 £273,385 £293,232

7.50% £211,664 £230,173 £248,682

Area £ per sq m Total 8.00% £175,024 £182,363 £209,701

Demolition/Enabling Costs 93 £75 £6,975

Building Costs £794 £147,684

Area 186

Contingency 5% £7,384

External Works 5% £7,384

Total £169,427

Professional Fees 10% £16,943

Community Infrastructure Levy 0 £0

Total £186,370

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £6,008

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £7,493

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £5,619

Total £19,120

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £1,864

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £14,384

Total £16,248

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 25% £55,434

Total Development Costs £277,172

Commercial Development Appraisal

Comparison Retailing

Total Development Costs £277,172

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £472,086

Stamp Duty 3% £14,163

Agent's Fees 1.25% £5,901

Legal Fees 0.50% £2,360

Total £22,424

Interest on land finance 7.00% £31,476

Total £53,900

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £418,186

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 93

Rent per sqm £162

Rental income per annum £15,066

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £11,959

Total revenue, capitalised 8.50% £140,699

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £120 £11,160

Fees 7% £781

Total £11,941

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £8,090

Total Costs £20,031

Existing Site Value £120,667

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £24,133 £144,801

Surplus available to fund CIL £273,385
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income GIA sqm £ per sqm £ per annum

Rent 1,858 162 £300,996

Total Rental Income 1,858 £300,996

Rent free/voids (years) 2 0.873 £262,770

Total revenue, capitialised 7.00% £3,753,850

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £3,753,850 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £215,846 £3,538,004 Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.75% £876,360 £1,080,166 £1,283,972

7.00% £764,587 £961,040 £1,157,493

7.25% £660,523 £871,474 £1,039,736

Area £ per sq m Total 7.50% £563,396 £850,129 £929,829

Demolition Costs 930 £54 £50,220

Building Costs £570 £1,059,060

Area 1,858

Contingency 5% £52,953

External Works 1.50% £15,886

Total £1,178,119

Professional Fees 10% £117,812

Planning Costs 10% £117,812

Community Infrastructure Levy 60 £111,480

Total £1,525,223

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £30,100

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £37,539

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £28,154

Total £95,792

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £15,252.23

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £113,471

Total £128,723

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Costs 20% £349,948

Total Development Costs £2,099,685

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £1,654,165

Stamp Duty 4% £66,167

Agent's Fees 1.25% £20,677

Legal Fees 0.50% £8,271

Total £95,114

Interest on land finance 7.00% £109,134

Total £204,248

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,449,917

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 929

Rent per sqm £86

Rental income per annum £79,894

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.772 £61,678

Total revenue, capitalised 8.00% £770,977

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £215 £199,735

Fees 7% £13,981

Total £213,716

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £44,331

Total Costs £258,048

Existing Site Value £512,929

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £102,586 £615,515

Surplus available to fund CIL £834,401

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Appendix 10B.2

Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income GIA sqm £ per sqm £ per annum

Rent 1,858 162 £300,996

Total Rental Income 1,858 £300,996

Rent free/voids (years) 2 0.873 £262,770

Total revenue, capitialised 7.00% £3,753,850

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £3,753,850 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £215,846 £3,538,004 Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.75% £642,017 £845,823 £1,049,630

7.00% £530,244 £726,697 £923,150

7.25% £426,180 £615,786 £805,393

Area £ per sq m Total 7.50% £329,053 £512,270 £695,486

Demolition/Enabling Costs 930 £54 £50,220

Building Costs £570 £1,059,060

BREEAM Costs £70 £130,060

Area 1,858

Contingency 5% £52,953

External Works 1.50% £15,886

Total £1,308,179

Professional Fees 10% £130,818

Planning Costs 10% £130,818

Community Infrastructure Levy 60 £111,480

Total £1,731,515

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £30,100

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £37,539

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £28,154

Total £95,792

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £17,315.15

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £127,911

Total £145,227

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Costs 20% £394,507

Total Development Costs £2,367,040

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £1,386,810

Stamp Duty 4% £55,472

Agent's Fees 1.25% £17,335

Legal Fees 0.50% £6,934

Total £79,742

Interest on land finance 7.00% £91,495

Total £171,236

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,215,574

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 929

Rent per sqm £86

Rental income per annum £79,894

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.772 £61,678

Total revenue, capitalised 8.00% £770,977

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £215 £199,735

Fees 7% £13,981

Total £213,716

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £44,331

Total Costs £258,048

Existing Site Value £512,929

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £102,586 £615,515

Surplus available to fund CIL £600,058

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Appendix 10C.1

Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Rent - (GIA) 2,787 162 £451,494

Total Rental Income 2,787 £451,494

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.948 £428,016

Total revenue, capitialised 5.50% £7,782,115

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £7,782,115 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £447,472 £7,334,643 Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 5.00% £1,136,921 £1,586,546 £2,036,172

5.25% £809,208 £1,237,273 £1,665,338

5.50% £511,287 £919,752 £1,328,217

5.75% £239,272 £629,841 £1,020,410

Area £ per sq m Total 6.00% -£10,075 £364,090 £738,255

Demolition/Enabling Costs 1,394 £54 £75,249

Building Costs £1,109 £3,090,783

Area 2,787

Contingency 5% £154,539

External Works 5% £154,539

Total £3,475,110

Professional Fees 10% £347,511

Planning costs 10% £347,511

Community Infrastructure Levy 60 £167,220

Total £4,337,352

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £45,149

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £77,821

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £58,366

Total £181,336

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £43,373.52

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £316,308

Total £359,682

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £975,674

Total Development Costs £5,854,045

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £1,928,070

Stamp Duty 4% £77,123

Agent's Fees 1.25% £24,101

Legal Fees 0.50% £9,640

Total £110,864

Interest on land finance 7.00% £127,204

Total £238,068

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,690,002

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 1,394

Rent per sqm £86

Rental income per annum £119,841

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £95,130

Total revenue, capitalised 8.00% £1,189,122

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £215 £299,603

Fees 7% £20,972

Total £320,575

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £68,375

Total Costs £388,949

Existing Site Value £800,173

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £160,035 £960,208

Surplus available to fund CIL £729,794

Commercial Development Appraisal

Supermarket without BREEAM



Appendix 10C.2

Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Rent - (GIA) 2,787 162 £451,494

Total Rental Income 2,787 £451,494

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.948 £428,016

Total revenue, capitialised 5.50% £7,782,115

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £7,782,115 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £447,472 £7,334,643 Rent/sqm £152.00 £162.00 £172.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 5.00% £870,980 £1,320,605 £1,770,230

5.25% £543,267 £971,332 £1,399,397

5.50% £245,346 £653,811 £1,062,276

5.75% -£26,669 £363,900 £754,469

Area £ per sq m Total 6.00% -£276,016 £98,149 £472,313

Demolition/Enabling Costs 1,394 £54 £75,249

Building Costs £1,109 £3,090,783

BREEAM  Costs £70 £195,090

Area 2,787

Contingency 5% £154,539

External Works 5% £154,539

Total £3,670,200

Professional Fees 10% £367,020

Planning costs 10% £367,020

Community Infrastructure Levy 60 £167,220

Total £4,571,460

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £45,149

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £77,821

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £58,366

Total £181,336

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £45,714.60

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £332,696

Total £378,410

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £1,026,241

Total Development Costs £6,157,449

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £1,624,666

Stamp Duty 4% £64,987

Agent's Fees 1.25% £20,308

Legal Fees 0.50% £8,123

Total £93,418

Interest on land finance 7.00% £107,187

Total £200,606

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,424,061

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 1,394

Rent per sqm £86

Rental income per annum £119,841

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £95,130

Total revenue, capitalised 8.00% £1,189,122

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £215 £299,603

Fees 7% £20,972

Total £320,575

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £68,375

Total Costs £388,949

Existing Site Value £800,173

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £160,035 £960,208

Surplus available to fund CIL £463,853

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Appendix 10D

Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sqm £ per sq m £ per annum

Gross internal area x rent per sq m 280 £145.00 £40,600

Total Rental Income £40,600

Rent free/voids (years) 2 0.876 £35,566

Total revenue, capitialised 6.75% £526,898

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £526,898 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £30,297 £496,601 Rent/sqm £135.00 £145.00 £155.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.50% -£12,362 £19,571 £51,503

6.75% -£28,486 £2,253 £32,991

7.00% -£43,458 -£13,828 £15,801

Area £ per sq m Total 7.25% -£57,397 -£28,800 -£203

Demolition/Enabling  Costs 140 £54 £7,560

Building Costs £794 £222,320

Area 280

Contingency 5% £11,116

External Works 5% £11,116

Total £252,112

Professional Fees 10% £25,211

Community Infrastructure Levy 0 £0

Total £277,323

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £4,060

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £5,269

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £3,952

Total £13,281

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £2,773.23

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £20,342

Total £23,116

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £62,744

Total Development Costs £376,463

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £150,434

Stamp Duty 1% £1,504

Agent's Fees 2.00% £3,009

Legal Fees 3.00% £4,513

Total £9,026

Interest on land finance 7.00% £9,899

Total £18,925

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £131,510

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 140

Rent per sqm £120

Rental income per annum £16,800

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £13,336

Total revenue, capitalised 10% £133,358

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £120 £16,800

Fees 7% £1,176

Total £17,976

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £7,668

Total Costs £25,644

Existing Site Value £107,714

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £21,543 £129,257

Surplus available to fund CIL £2,253

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Use Class: Hotel

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Capital Value

Area sq m £

2,044

No of Rooms 100

Capital value per room £75,000

Total Capital Value £7,500,000.00

Gross Development Value £7,500,000 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £431,250 £7,068,750 Capital value per room £65,000 £70,000 £75,000 £80,000

Build Costs

DEVELOPMENT COSTS £1,202 £158,215 £586,630 £1,015,044 £1,443,459

£1,302 -£113,800 £314,615 £743,030 £1,171,444

£1,402 -£385,815 £42,600 £471,015 £899,430

Area £ per sq m Total £1,502 -£657,829 -£229,415 £199,000 £627,415

Demolition/Enabling Costs 1,022 £53 £54,166

Building Costs £1,302 £2,661,288

Area 2,044

Contingency 5% £133,064

External Works 1.50% £39,919

Fit out costs (per room) £7,500 £750,000

Total £3,638,438

Professional Fees 10% £363,844

Community Infrastructure Levy 0 £0

Total £4,002,281

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 0% -

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £75,000

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £56,250

Total £131,250

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 24

Loan arrangement fee 1% £40,023

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £289,347

Total £329,370

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £892,580

Total Development Costs £5,355,482

LAND VALUE

% Total

Commercial Development Appraisal

% Total

Land Surplus £2,144,518

Stamp Duty 4% £85,781

Agent's Fees 1.25% £26,806

Legal Fees 0.50% £10,723

Total £123,310

Interest on land finance 7.00% £141,485

Total £264,794

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,879,724

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 1,022

Rent per sqm £130

Rental income per annum £132,860

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £105,464

Total revenue, capitalised 8% £1,318,303

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £270 £275,940

Fees 7% £19,316

Total £295,256

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £75,802

£371,058

Existing Site Value £947,245

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £189,449 £1,136,694

Surplus available to fund CIL £743,030
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income

£ Weeks £

Annual rent per unit  - term time 37 £28,500 £1,054,500

Rent per week 95

Annual rent per unit  - out of term time 15 £713 £213,750

(50% occupancy)

Total £1,268,250

Units £ per unit Total

Operating Costs 300 £1,900 £570,000

Net annual rents £698,250 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 
Total Revenue, capitalised 6.50% £10,742,308

(incl all costs) Rent per wk £85.00 £95.00 £105.00

Yield

Gross Development Value £10,742,308 6.00% -£3,697,146 -£1,120,085 £1,456,975

6.25% -£4,133,219 -£1,659,241 £814,737

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £617,683 £10,124,625 6.50% -£4,535,748 -£2,156,923 £221,902

6.75% -£4,908,461 -£2,617,740 -£327,020

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Area £ per sq m Total

Demolition/Enabling Costs 2,508 £53 £132,924

Building Costs £1,240 £6,221,080

Area 5,017

Fit out 300 £5,000 £1,500,000

External Works 1.5% £93,316

Contingency 5.0% £311,054

Total £8,258,374

Professional Fees 10% £825,837

Community Infrastructure Levy 0 £0

Total £9,084,212

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 0% -

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £107,423

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.50% £53,712

Total £161,135

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 24

Loan arrangement fee 1% £90,842

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £647,174

Total £738,016

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £1,996,673

Total Development Costs £11,980,035

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus -£1,237,727

Stamp Duty 4% -£49,509

Agent's Fees 1.25% -£15,472

Legal Fees 0.50% -£6,189

Total -£71,169

Interest on land finance 7.00% -£81,659

Total -£223,998

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£1,461,725

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 2,508

Rent per sqm £40

Rental income per annum £100,320

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.9346 £93,759

Total revenue, capitalised 9% £1,041,767

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £150 £376,200

Fees 7% £26,334

Total £402,534

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £59,902

Total £462,436

Existing Site Value £579,332

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £115,866 £695,198

Surplus available to fund CIL -£2,156,923

Commercial Development Appraisal
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GVA GRIMLEY & BESPOKE PROPERTY GROUP (Worksheet 4)

HCA ECONOMIC APPRAISAL TOOL

SUMMARY

Site Address Waterfront site Gosport

Site Reference

File Source

Scheme Description

Date 01/05/2013

Site Area (hectares) 10.76

Author & Organisation James Sinclair Adams Integra

HCA Investment Manager

Housing Mix (Affordable + Open Market)

Total Number of Units 700 units

Total Number of Open Market Units 420 units

Total Number of Affordable Units 280 units

Total Net Internal Area (sq m) 49,100 sq m

Total Habitable Rooms 1,928 habitable rooms

% Affordable by Unit 40.0%

% Affordable by Area 34.8%

% Affordable by Habitable Rooms 38.8%

% Social Rented within the Affordable Housing - by number of units

% Social Rented within the Affordable Housing - by area

% Social Rented within the Affordable Housing - by habitable rooms

Total Number of A/H Persons 748 Persons

Total Number of Social Rented Persons 0 Persons

Total Number of Intermediate Persons 748 Persons

Total Number of Open Market Persons 1,180 Persons

Total Number of Persons 1,928 Persons

Site Area 10.76 hectares

Net Internal Housing Area / Hectare 4,563 sq m / hectare

Residential Values

Affordable Housing Tenure 1: Rent

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 1 £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 2: Intermediate - Shared Ownership

Type of Unit

Capital Value 

(£ psm)

Total Floorspace 

(sq m)

Total Capital 

Value (£)

1 Bed Flat £1,529 2040 £3,119,160

2 Bed Flat £1,646 3828 £6,300,888

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - 5868 £9,420,048

Owner-occupied / rented % share 100%

£9,420,048

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total (full capital value if sold at OMV) - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 2 £9,420,048

700 residential units (assume flats) plus 10,500 sqm retail and 26,000 sqm 

Capital Value of owner-occupied part



Affordable Housing Tenure 3: Social Rent

Type of Unit

Capital Value 

(£ psm)

Total Floorspace 

(sq m)

Total Capital 

Value (£)

1 Bed Flat £985 765 £753,525

2 Bed Flat £841 1980 £1,665,180

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House rent - - -

3 Bed House rent - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - 2745 £2,418,705

% of Open Market Value 100%

£2,418,705

Affordable Housing Tenure 4: Affordable rent at 80% market rent

Type of Unit

Capital Value 

(£ psm)

Total Floorspace 

(sq m)

Total Capital 

Value (£)

1 Bed Flat £1,501 1887 £2,832,387

2 Bed Flat £1,403 6600 £9,259,800

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - 8,487 £12,092,187

Owner-occupied / rented % share 100%

Capital Value of owner-occupied part £12,092,187

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total (full capital value if sold at OMV) - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 4 £12,092,187

Affordable Housing Tenure 5: Intermediate - Discounted Market Rented

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 5 £0

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF ALL AFFORDABLE HOUSING (EXCLUDING SHG & OTHER FUNDING) £23,930,940

Social Housing Grant

Grant per unit (£)

Number of 

Units

Grant (£)

Rent £0 0 £0

Intermediate - Shared Ownership £0 98 £0

Social Rent £0 45 £0

Affordable rent at 80% market rent £0 137 £0

Intermediate - Discounted Market Rented £0 0 £0

SHG Total - 280 £0

Social Housing Grant per Affordable Housing Person £0

Social Housing Grant per Social Rented Person -

Social Housing Grant per Intermediate Person £0

£0

RSL Cross Subsidy £0

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 3

TOTAL VALUE OF SOCIAL HOUSING GRANT



HCA Infrastructure Grant £0

LA re-cycled SHG £0

Other source of funding 1 £0

Other source of funding 2 £0

Land Remediation Tax Relief £0

£0

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF ALL AFFORDABLE HOUSING (INCLUDING SHG & OTHER FUNDING) £23,930,940

Open Market Housing

Type of Open Market Housing

Net Area 

(sq m)

Revenue 

(£ / sq m)

Total Revenue 

(£)

Waterfront aspect 1 bed flat 2,500 £2,900 £7,250,000

Waterfront aspect 2 bed flat 21,250 £3,059 £65,003,750

Non waterfront aspect 1 bed flat 1,500 £2,400 £3,600,000

Non waterfront aspect 2 bed flat 6,750 £2,533 £17,097,750

- - - -

Total 32,000 - £92,951,500

Average value (£ per unit)

Waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £145,000

Waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £260,015

Non waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £120,000

Non waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £189,975

-

£92,951,500

Car Parking

No. of Spaces Price per Space (£) Value

- - -

£0

Ground rent

Capitalised annual 

ground rent

Affordable Housing Tenure 1: Rent £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 2: Intermediate - Shared Ownership £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 3: Social Rent £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 4: Affordable rent at 80% market rent £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 5: Intermediate - Discounted Market Rented £0

Open Market Housing Type 1: Waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £107,143

Open Market Housing Type 2: Waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £714,286

Open Market Housing Type 3: Non waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £64,286

Open Market Housing Type 4: Non waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £257,143

Open Market Housing Type 5: - £0

£1,142,857

£118,025,297

Non-Residential Values

Office £52,516,312

Retail £45,815,603

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £98,331,915

£98,331,915

TOTAL VALUE OF SCHEME £216,357,212

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF NON-RESIDENTIAL SCHEME

TOTAL VALUE OF CAR PARKING

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF RESIDENTIAL SCHEME

TOTAL CAPITALISED ANNUAL GROUND RENT

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF OPEN MARKET HOUSING

OTHER SOURCES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUNDING



Residential Building, Marketing & Section 106 Costs

Affordable Housing Build Costs £22,862,700

Open Market Housing Build Costs £45,159,000 £68,021,700

Cost Multipliers

Site Specific Sustainability Initiatives (%) 0.0% £0

Lifetime Homes (%) 0.0% £0

Code for Sustainable Homes (%) 0.0% £0

Other (%) 0.0% £0

Residential Car Parking Build Costs £0

Other site costs

Building Contingencies 3.0% £2,040,651

Building Cost Fees (Architects, QS etc): 3.0% £2,101,871

Other Acquisition Costs (£) £0

Site Abnormals

Site clearance and decontamination £3,000,000

0 £0

Abnormal ground conditions £4,500,000

0 £0

0 £0

0 £0

0 £0

0 £0

Total Building Costs £79,664,222

Section 106 Costs (£)

Flood defences £3,800,000

Reuse of listed buildings £1,500,000

Public realm/environmental £3,000,000

Transport improvements £1,000,000

Biodiversity protection £105,000

CIL at £40/sqm market housing £1,280,000

Other 2 £0

Other 3 £0

Section 106 costs £10,685,000

Marketing (Open Market Housing ONLY)

Sales Fees: 3.0% £2,788,545

Legal Fees (per Open Market unit): £700 £294,000

Marketing (Affordable Housing)

Developer cost of sale to RSL (£) £50,000

RSL on-costs (£) £50,000

Intermediate Housing Sales and Marketing (£) £50,000

Total Marketing Costs £3,232,545

Non-Residential Building & Marketing Costs

Building Costs

Office £37,401,000

Retail £9,602,775

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £47,003,775

Professional Fees (Building, Letting & Sales)

Office £5,117,307

Retail £2,135,116

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £7,252,423

Total Non-Residential Costs £54,256,198

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS: £147,837,964.54



Arrangement Fee £50,000

Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £84,800

Stamp Duty £791,463

Total Interest Paid £16,593,837

Total Finance and Acquisition Costs £17,520,099

Developer's return for risk and profit

Residential

Open Market Housing Operating 'Profit' £18,590,300

Affordable Housing 'Profit' £1,435,856

Non-residential

Office £10,503,262

Retail £9,163,121

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £19,666,383

Total Operating Profit £39,692,539

(profit after deducting sales and site specific finance costs but before allowing for developer overheads and taxation)

Residual Site Value

SITE VALUE TODAY £11,306,609

EXISTING USE VALUE £11,136,600

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SITE VALUE AND EXISTING USE VALUE £170,009

Checks:

Site Value as a Percentage of Total Scheme Value 5.2%

Site Value per hectare £1,050,800

Finance and acquisition costs 

(finance costs are only displayed if there is a positive residual site value)
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GVA GRIMLEY & BESPOKE PROPERTY GROUP (Worksheet 4)

HCA ECONOMIC APPRAISAL TOOL

SUMMARY

Site Address Waterfront site Gosport

Site Reference

File Source

Scheme Description

Date 01/05/2013

Site Area (hectares) 10.76

Author & Organisation James Sinclair Adams Integra

HCA Investment Manager

Housing Mix (Affordable + Open Market)

Total Number of Units 700 units

Total Number of Open Market Units 420 units

Total Number of Affordable Units 280 units

Total Net Internal Area (sq m) 49,100 sq m

Total Habitable Rooms 1,928 habitable rooms

% Affordable by Unit 40.0%

% Affordable by Area 34.8%

% Affordable by Habitable Rooms 38.8%

% Social Rented within the Affordable Housing - by number of units

% Social Rented within the Affordable Housing - by area

% Social Rented within the Affordable Housing - by habitable rooms

Total Number of A/H Persons 748 Persons

Total Number of Social Rented Persons 0 Persons

Total Number of Intermediate Persons 748 Persons

Total Number of Open Market Persons 1,180 Persons

Total Number of Persons 1,928 Persons

Site Area 10.76 hectares

Net Internal Housing Area / Hectare 4,563 sq m / hectare

Residential Values

Affordable Housing Tenure 1: Rent

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 1 £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 2: Intermediate - Shared Ownership

Type of Unit

Capital Value 

(£ psm)

Total Floorspace 

(sq m)

Total Capital 

Value (£)

1 Bed Flat £1,529 2040 £3,119,160

2 Bed Flat £1,646 3828 £6,300,888

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - 5868 £9,420,048

Owner-occupied / rented % share 100%

£9,420,048

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total (full capital value if sold at OMV) - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 2 £9,420,048

700 residential units (assume flats) plus 10,500 sqm retail and 26,000 sqm 

Capital Value of owner-occupied part



Affordable Housing Tenure 3: Social Rent

Type of Unit

Capital Value 

(£ psm)

Total Floorspace 

(sq m)

Total Capital 

Value (£)

1 Bed Flat £985 765 £753,525

2 Bed Flat £841 1980 £1,665,180

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House rent - - -

3 Bed House rent - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - 2745 £2,418,705

% of Open Market Value 100%

£2,418,705

Affordable Housing Tenure 4: Affordable rent at 80% market rent

Type of Unit

Capital Value 

(£ psm)

Total Floorspace 

(sq m)

Total Capital 

Value (£)

1 Bed Flat £1,501 1887 £2,832,387

2 Bed Flat £1,403 6600 £9,259,800

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - 8,487 £12,092,187

Owner-occupied / rented % share 100%

Capital Value of owner-occupied part £12,092,187

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total (full capital value if sold at OMV) - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 4 £12,092,187

Affordable Housing Tenure 5: Intermediate - Discounted Market Rented

Type of Unit

Total Rent 

pa (£)

Yield (%)

Capital Value

(£)

1 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed Flat - - -

3 Bed Flat - - -

2 Bed House - - -

3 Bed House - - -

4 Bed House - - -

Other - - -

Total - - -

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 5 £0

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF ALL AFFORDABLE HOUSING (EXCLUDING SHG & OTHER FUNDING) £23,930,940

Social Housing Grant

Grant per unit (£)

Number of 

Units

Grant (£)

Rent £0 0 £0

Intermediate - Shared Ownership £0 98 £0

Social Rent £0 45 £0

Affordable rent at 80% market rent £0 137 £0

Intermediate - Discounted Market Rented £0 0 £0

SHG Total - 280 £0

Social Housing Grant per Affordable Housing Person £0

Social Housing Grant per Social Rented Person -

Social Housing Grant per Intermediate Person £0

£0

RSL Cross Subsidy £0

Total Capital Value of Affordable Housing Tenure 3

TOTAL VALUE OF SOCIAL HOUSING GRANT



HCA Infrastructure Grant £0

LA re-cycled SHG £0

Other source of funding 1 £0

Other source of funding 2 £0

Land Remediation Tax Relief £0

£0

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF ALL AFFORDABLE HOUSING (INCLUDING SHG & OTHER FUNDING) £23,930,940

Open Market Housing

Type of Open Market Housing

Net Area 

(sq m)

Revenue 

(£ / sq m)

Total Revenue 

(£)

Waterfront aspect 1 bed flat 2,500 £2,900 £7,250,000

Waterfront aspect 2 bed flat 21,250 £3,059 £65,003,750

Non waterfront aspect 1 bed flat 1,500 £2,400 £3,600,000

Non waterfront aspect 2 bed flat 6,750 £2,533 £17,097,750

- - - -

Total 32,000 - £92,951,500

Average value (£ per unit)

Waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £145,000

Waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £260,015

Non waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £120,000

Non waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £189,975

-

£92,951,500

Car Parking

No. of Spaces Price per Space (£) Value

- - -

£0

Ground rent

Capitalised annual 

ground rent

Affordable Housing Tenure 1: Rent £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 2: Intermediate - Shared Ownership £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 3: Social Rent £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 4: Affordable rent at 80% market rent £0

Affordable Housing Tenure 5: Intermediate - Discounted Market Rented £0

Open Market Housing Type 1: Waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £107,143

Open Market Housing Type 2: Waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £714,286

Open Market Housing Type 3: Non waterfront aspect 1 bed flat £64,286

Open Market Housing Type 4: Non waterfront aspect 2 bed flat £257,143

Open Market Housing Type 5: - £0

£1,142,857

£118,025,297

Non-Residential Values

Office £52,516,312

Retail £45,815,603

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £98,331,915

£98,331,915

TOTAL VALUE OF SCHEME £216,357,212

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF OPEN MARKET HOUSING

OTHER SOURCES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUNDING

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF NON-RESIDENTIAL SCHEME

TOTAL VALUE OF CAR PARKING

TOTAL CAPITAL VALUE OF RESIDENTIAL SCHEME

TOTAL CAPITALISED ANNUAL GROUND RENT



Residential Building, Marketing & Section 106 Costs

Affordable Housing Build Costs £23,546,700

Open Market Housing Build Costs £46,439,000 £69,985,700

Cost Multipliers

Site Specific Sustainability Initiatives (%) 0.0% £0

Lifetime Homes (%) 0.0% £0

Code for Sustainable Homes (%) 0.0% £0

Other (%) 0.0% £0

Residential Car Parking Build Costs £0

Other site costs

Building Contingencies 3.0% £2,099,571

Building Cost Fees (Architects, QS etc): 3.0% £2,162,558

Other Acquisition Costs (£) £0

Site Abnormals

Site clearance and decontamination £3,000,000

0 £0

Abnormal ground conditions £4,500,000

0 £0

0 £0

0 £0

0 £0

0 £0

Total Building Costs £81,747,829

Section 106 Costs (£)

Flood defences £3,800,000

Reuse of listed buildings £1,500,000

Public realm/environmental £3,000,000

Transport improvements £1,000,000

Biodiversity protection £105,000

CIL at £40 market housing £1,280,000

Other 2 £0

Other 3 £0

Section 106 costs £10,685,000

Marketing (Open Market Housing ONLY)

Sales Fees: 3.0% £2,788,545

Legal Fees (per Open Market unit): £700 £294,000

Marketing (Affordable Housing)

Developer cost of sale to RSL (£) £50,000

RSL on-costs (£) £50,000

Intermediate Housing Sales and Marketing (£) £50,000

Total Marketing Costs £3,232,545

Non-Residential Building & Marketing Costs

Building Costs

Office £37,401,000

Retail £9,602,775

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £47,003,775

Professional Fees (Building, Letting & Sales)

Office £5,117,307

Retail £2,135,116

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £7,252,423

Total Non-Residential Costs £54,256,198

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS: £149,921,572.14



Arrangement Fee £50,000

Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £72,022

Stamp Duty £672,205

Total Interest Paid £16,345,952

Total Finance and Acquisition Costs £17,140,179

Developer's return for risk and profit

Residential

Open Market Housing Operating 'Profit' £18,590,300

Affordable Housing 'Profit' £1,435,856

Non-residential

Office £10,503,262

Retail £9,163,121

Industrial £0

Leisure £0

Community-use £0 £19,666,383

Total Operating Profit £39,692,539

(profit after deducting sales and site specific finance costs but before allowing for developer overheads and taxation)

Residual Site Value

SITE VALUE TODAY £9,602,922

EXISTING USE VALUE £11,136,600

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SITE VALUE AND EXISTING USE VALUE -£1,533,678

Checks:

Site Value as a Percentage of Total Scheme Value 4.4%

Site Value per hectare £892,465

Finance and acquisition costs 

(finance costs are only displayed if there is a positive residual site value)
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Appendix 15 – Comparison of recommended Gosport CIL with CIL 
adopted in adjoining boroughs 

Fareham Havant Portsmouth Gosport 

CIL Charging 
Schedule 
Status 

Charging schedule 
operative from 1 
May 2013 

Charging schedule 
operative from 1 
Aug 2013 

Charging schedule 
operative from 1 
April 2012 

Viability study Aug 
2013 

Use Type 

Residential £105 (including care 
homes) 

£80 (some areas at 
£100) 

All other forms: 
£105 

Residential 
institutions only: 
£53 

With affordable 
housing: 
£0/£80/£100 

Without affordable 
housing: £60/£100 

Retail All retail other than 
comparison retail in 
town, district and 
local centres: £120 

Out of centres > 280 
m²: £80; 

Out of centres < 280 
m²: £40 

All other retail: £0 

A1-A5 any size in 
centres, and <280 
m² out of centres: 
£53 

Out of centres 
>280 m²: £105 

Supermarkets & 
retail warehouses: 
£60 

Office & 
industrial 

£0 £0 £0 £0 

Hotels £35 £0 £53 £0 

Community 
Facilities 

£0 £0 £0 £0 

All other uses  £0 £0 £105 £0 
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Appendix 16 – Recent CIL Viability Studies undertaken by Adams 
Integra 
 

Council Study Date CIL status 

Thanet District Council June 2012 Draft preliminary charging 
schedule not yet published for 
comment 

East Hampshire District Council  July 2012 Draft preliminary charging 
schedule on hold pending 
resolution of issues raised by 
PINS re draft Local Plan 

South Gloucestershire Council Residential: Oct 2012 

Non-residential: Nov 2012 

Consultation on preliminary 
draft charging schedule 
proposed for late 2013 

Winchester City Council  Residential: Nov 2012 

Non-residential: Nov 2012 

CIL viability report and draft 
charging schedule submitted to 
PINS 26 July 2013 

Canterbury City Council Residential: Dec 2012 

Non-residential: Oct 2012 (draft) 

No date set for consultation on 
preliminary draft charging 
schedule, as Local Plan has 
priority 
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St John’s House 

St John’s Street 
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West Sussex 
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Appendix D 
 

Community Infrastructure Levy –Draft Regulation 123 List 

Regulation 123 of the Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010 (as amended) 

restricts the use of planning obligations for infrastructure that will be funded in whole 

or in part by the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). 

Infrastructure types or specific projects that are listed below will not be secured 

through Section 106 Agreements as planning obligations.  Instead they will be wholly 

or partly funded through CIL. This is to ensure that CIL and planning obligations 

relating to a particular development do not fund the same infrastructure projects i.e. 

to ensure that there is no ‘double-dipping’. 

The list identified by the Gosport Borough Council relates to the available information 

known at this stage and is likely to be amended as further requirements are identified 

and projects completed.  The list is not in any particular order of priority.  The list will 

be reviewed on a regular basis as part of its monitoring of collection and use of CIL 

funding.  Infrastructure to be funded at least in part by CIL are: 

Community Facilities  (including cultural and built leisure) excluding the 

replacement of such facilities lost as a result of new development or where  a site 

specific measure is required to secure the future use of  an existing building for a 

community use (for example a historic building). 

Education excluding any specific identified measures associated with a major 

development.  

Flood management excluding specific flood risk measures required to facilitate the 

alleviation of flood risk in relation to the development site. 

Habitats/ Biodiversity excluding site-specific requirements to mitigate the impacts 

of the development on important habitats and species (as opposed to the in-

combination impacts of recreational disturbance which will be funded from CIL). 

Open space excluding the provision of on-site open space and maintenance 

arrangements for developments of 50 or more dwellings or off-site provision in-lieu of 

this provision (to be specified by a Section106 Agreement within the locality of the 

development) 

Transport excluding specific improvements needed to make the development 

acceptable in planning terms.  These can include but not limited to pedestrian, cycle 

public transport improvements and local road improvements directly related to the 

development.  This could include specific junction improvements, highway 

crossovers, footway improvements, bus stop improvements and other localised 

works outlined in a Transport Assessment. 
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